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This thesis contains an analysis of the current tech­
niques available for estimation of the production from open 
pit mining operations. It examines in detail three techniques 
which are based on the use of probability distributions for 
each activity. These techniques are:
A. Simulation using Probability Distributions (often 
called Stochastic or Monte Carlo Simulation).
B. Cyclic Queueing Theory - an estimation model is 
developed in the thesis.
C. Finite Single Server Queueing Theory - an approxim­
ation method developed by Dr. J. Elbrond (14).
Since the accuracy of these techniques is dependent upon 
accurate knowledge of the probability distribution of each 
activity, an analysis of data collected from an operating open 
pit mine is presented. The data is used to establish probab­
ility distributions for the load, haul, return and dump ac­
tivities. The thesis relates the parameters of these 
distributions to the activity times calculated (for the 
particular equipment and haul profiles), from the equipment 
manufacturer’s performance charts.
An examination of the occurrence of steady state and 
optimal scheduling is undertaken, and a comparison of results 
from the three probabilistic production estimators is pre­
sented.
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Since the conclusions in this thesis were based on 
data from relatively few operations, and there was consid­
erable variation within this data, the author suggests that 
companies use the procedures outlined in this thesis with 
data extracted from their own operations to establish the 
distributions and parameters applicable to the mining activ­
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= Society of Mining Engineers of the American Institute 
of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers.
= Maximum Production Rate
= Bank Cubic Yards
= pounds
= Actual Production Rate 
= Match Factor 
= Coefficient of variation 
= Utilization of shovel j 
= Equation
= Number of customers in the system
= Steady state probabilities of exactly n customers 
in the system.
= Mean arrival rate (customers/unit time)
- Mean service rate for a busy server (customers/unit 
t ime)
= expected waiting time at the shovel n
= expected waiting time at the dump
= Average time spent in the queue at phase (j)
= Expected waiting time in the queue at shovel n
= Elbrond’s correction factor
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One of the more important activities in an open pit 
mine is the transportation of the ore from the pit to the
mine plant. Although some companies use unit trains or 
conveyors, the majority of operations rely on a fleet of off
highway trucks to perform this function.
The size of off highway trucks has risen dramatically 
in recent years from a maximum capacity of 4 5 to 50 tons in 
1960 to a maximum capacity of 180 to 2 30 tons in 19 76, and 
promise of giant 350 ton trucks in the near future (the 
Terex Titan has been undergoing development at the Eagle 
Mine, Ca. for the last 4 years). Equally spectacular has 
been the increase in the purchase price of these units, 
which now exceeds one million dollars per truck and is ap­
proximately three million dollars per shovel.
In order to take full advantage of the economies of 
scale these huge units offer and realize a profit on the 
mining venture, it is imperative that maximum efficiency be 
achieved in the use of both trucks and shovels. The last 
ten to fifteen years has seen the development and use of 
deterministic and monte-carlo simulation techniques on com­
puters, to maximize the production of trucks and shovels 
in a mining system. More recently many mines are attempting 
to use computerized systems to increase the efficiency of
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the operation by individually dispatching each truck to the 
shovel which will achieve maximum production.
The common problem of both computer techniques is that 
the programming and data collection required is long and 
expensive, and the program generally requires a large computer 
and a long run time. In an endeavour to overcome these
problems researchers have in recent years been examining 
the use of available mathematical techniques to model
the system.
The objective of this thesis is to examine and comment 
on the techniques currently in use and being developed which 
are based on the probability distributions of open pit mining 
activities. Each technique is examined in detail, and a com­
puter program developed to allow comparison of the results 
and the computer operating time involved. These three tech­
niques are:
A. Monte Carlo simulation
B. Cyclic Queueing theory
C. Finite Queueing theory
Since the programs are highly dependent on the input 
of accurate distributions and parameters for the mining ac­
tivities, a rather extensive data collection and analysis 
program was carried out to determine these parameters. The 
results were then used in testing the programs under various 
operating conditions. The thesis also examines the probable 
increase in production when a mine installs individual
T-2029
dispatching of trucks, rather than fixed truck to shovel 
assignment.
The results of a time study at an operating mine are 
used to test the validity of the model. It should be noted 
that this is only one mine, and total accuracy of any model 





There have been many articles published in recent years 
which detail various methods of predicting the productivity 
of a truck shovel system. However, few of these articles 
provide a detailed description of the theories upon which 
the model was developed, make a comparison between the var­
ious methods, or comment on their relative merits. This 
thesis was prompted by the need for a detailed analysis and 
comparison of recently developed production estimation tech­
niques.
Prior to the extensive availability of computers, equip­
ment selection was generally carried out manually as outlined 
in the S.M.E. Mining Engineering Handbook (1), Surface 
Mining (2) or the Caterpillar Performance Handbook (3). With 
limited computer usage the calculations were refined to in­
corporate matchfactors and cycle variation factors as described 
by Morgan and Petersen (4), or the marginal truck production 
technique presented by Hayes (5).
With increased availability of computer facilities, 
simulation became accepted as a means of estimating production 
and thence fleet requirements for an open pit. There were 
two types of simulation developed, deterministic simulation
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(where the exact calculated time for activities is used) 
and stochastic (Monte Carlo) simulation, (where the proba­
bility that events will occur is used rather than a fixed 
event time). Deterministic simulation is in general advo­
cated by the equipment suppliers, and detailed studies of 
this method are given by Westinghouse Air and Brake Company
(6), the Caterpillar Tractor Company (7), and in S.M.E.
Mining Engineers Handbook (1). Monte Carlo simulation has 
been adequately described by Desmukh (8), S.M.E. Mining 
Engineers Handbook (1), and O ’Neil (9).
Unfortunately simulation requires considerable data 
collection, and a relatively complicated computer program 
which is expensive to prepare and to operate. In an effort 
to reduce the computer run time (and the associated expense) 
and the amount of input data required, researchers have tried 
to model the mining system using the mathematical calcula­
tion techniques of queueing theory. Koenisburg (10,11) 
developed the original cyclic queueing theory in
1958. This was extended by Swersey (12), and Gaarslev (13) 
presented the initial work on truck-shovel applications in 
1969. However it was not until late 1977 that Dr. J. Elbrond 
(14,15) presented a technique based on finite queueing theory, 
that queueing theory could be said to be an acceptable method 
of predicting the production and fleet requirements for a 
mining operation.
Based on the literature cited above it is obvious that
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a comprehensive guide to the merits and shortcomings of 
each method is required. Such a publication would be useful 
to anyone asked to evaluate or institute a production plan­
ning technique or fleet equipment selection procedure in 
an open pit mining operation.
1.2 A Brief Review of the Techniques Used for Calculating 
Truck Shovel Productivity
There are three main techniques used to estimate truck 
shovel production. These can be further divided into sev­
eral sub-classes, as shown below.
A. Deterministic Methods
(i) Manual Techniques.
(ii) Use of the matchfactor to calculate production 
considering mismatch and bunching effects.
(iii) Deterministic computer simulation (discussed 
in section 1.2.3).
B. Simulation of events by computer.
(i) Deterministic Simulation (same as A (iii)).
(ii) Stochastic Simulation.
C. Queueing Theory
(i) Finite single server Queueing Theory - hereafter 
referred to as "Finite Queueing Theory".
(ii) Finite, closed, cyclic Queueing Theory - 
hereafter referred to as "Cyclic Queueing 
Theory".
These methods are described in the following sections.
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1.2.1 Manual Techniques
The least complex method of estimating the produc­
tivity of an open pit mining operation, or the equipment 
required to achieve a given rate of production, is by use 
of one of the manual techniques available. These techniques 
are generally used where the mine operators have little 
access to computers and estimation literature, except for 
equipment manufacturers performance charts. The calculations 
required for one such method are outlined below.
Initially the number of shovels needed to produce the 
required production has to be calculated. The production 
of a shovel is dependent upon:
A. Type of Material
B. Overall Job Efficiency
C. Angle of Swing and Height of Bank
D. Dipper Fill Factor
Equipment manufacturers publish correction factors to be 
used to compensate for particular conditions in the above 
classifications. The maximum production rate (M.P.R.) of a 
shovel is calculated by
M.P.R. = rated dipper capacity x fill factor
_____ 60_________  material weight
x cycle time x 2000
where M.P.R. units are tons/hr
material weight units are lbs/B.C.Y.
rated dipper capacity units are B.C.Y.
and cycle time units are minutes.
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The actual production rate (A.P.R.) is calculated by
A.P.R. = M.P.R. x job efficiency factor x 
swing factor x depth factor
where A.P.R. = tons/hr.
Then the number of shovels required by-the mine is
Fleet of shovels reg'd = required production^ A.P.R. x availability
Availability should not be confused with utilization.
The Availability = Possible hours - Downtime hours
Possible Hours
mt. „i. • t  • _ Minutes worked/Hr.The Utilization ------- 60 Mins/HrV "
= Minutes worked each hour the 
machine is available (in oper­
ation)
The number of shovels working at any particular time 
will be given by;
No. of shovels in operation at any time = Fleet of 
shovels x availability.
The number of trucks required for each shovel is estim­
ated by first establishing the mean cycle time for the trucks.
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This is achieved by addition of the times taken for each 
activity in the cycle (i.e. load, haul, dump, return, spot and 
miscellaneous delays). These activity times are found 
either from time studies in an existing system, or by cal­
culation from manufacturers' performance charts. An estimate 
of the tons each truck transports per hour is then calcul­
ated from the formula
(mins)
(Typical efficiency factors range from 0.75-0.85). 
and the number of trucks required to transport the shovel 
production is given by
The total number of trucks required is established by summing 
the requirements for each shovel. Allowing for some truck 
downtime for service and repairs, the fleet size required 
will be given by
It will be noted that this technique does not allow for 
any interaction between the trucks as they are travelling 
along the haulroads, nor in the vicinity of the shovel. In 
general it will produce an optimistic production estimate 
for a given mine layout.
Tons/hr/truck = Capacity(tons) x 60(mins/hr ) Cycle time x eff. factor
Trucks required/shovel _ actual shovel production rate
Tons/hr/truck
Fleet Size Total number of trucks required Availability of trucks
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY
C O LO R A D O  SCHOOL OF MINES
G O LD Ett, CO £.0-k>i 
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1.2,2 Use of the Matchfactor in Estimating Truck-Shovel 
Production
The matchfactor is a dimensionless term used to cal­
culate the number of trucks which will match the shovel 
productivity as closely as possible. The matchfactor (M.F) 
is defined as
M F = (Nuinker °f Haulers) x (Loader Cycle Time) (Number of Loaders)x(Hauler Cycle Time)
where the loader cycle time is the number of minutes 
which elapse between the time the truck backs under the 
shovel until the time it leaves the shovel, and the hauler 
cycle time is the number of minutes which elapse between 
the time the hauler begins to be loaded, and the time it 
returns to the waiting area ahead of the shovel. Neither 
time includes waiting time in the loading area. Activity 
times are again calculated from time study data or perfor­
mance charts.
The value of the matchfactor lies in the fact that when 
the matchfactor equals unity, the number of trucks and 
shovels will theoretically be perfectly matched, as shown 
in Figure 1.1. This diagram is for 1 shovel with an A.P.R. 
of 1840 tph, which loads trucks that operate in a circuit 
such that the production rate per truck per hour is 230 tph.
If the trucks and shovel are not perfectly matched 












0 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 12 
NO OF TRUCKS.
Figure 1.1. Potential Production Rate of a Mining System 
(After Morgan and Peterson (4) ).
M.F^l.O) or the haulage units (if M.F^l.0). The ineffic­
iencies caused by mismatch (when using constant activity 
times) are represented by the dashed lines in Figure 1.2.
It is also recognized that in practice, activity times 
in an open pit mine are not constant, but will vary 
about a nominal average time for the particular activity.
This variation will introduce additional inefficiency to 
the mining system. Morgan and Peterson (4) have developed 
a method of predicting the degree of inefficiency experienced 
in a mining operation due to mismatch and bunching. They 
state that different fleets of trucks, operating under dif­
ferent conditions, but having the same matchfactor, will 
have the same loss of efficiency due to bunching, provided 
the coefficient of variation in cycle times is the same.
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The effect of bunching on the efficiency of the system, is 
shown in Figure 1.2. Notice it is a function of the match- 
factor, and is a maximum when the matchfactor is 1.0, because 
any variation in the cycle time at the point of perfect match 
has the greatest upsetting effect on the system. In contrast 
at a matchfactor of 1.6, it is probable that the trucks 
will have to wait to be loaded, and the fact that the arrival 












mismatch effect  
bunching effect
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
MATCHFACTOR
Figure 1.2. Effect of Mismatching and Bunching on Production 
(After Morgan and Peterson (4)).
If the effects illustrated in Figure 1.2 are superim­
posed on Figure 1.1, a deterioration in the production rate
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for a fixed number of trucks is observed as shown in Figure
1.3. The effects of mismatch and bunching are now quite 
obvious. If we consider 9 trucks in the system, the loss of 
production due to mismatch is 230 tons (2070-1840), while 














5 0 0  •
2 0 7 0  T.P.H. 
1840 T.P.H. 
1750 T.P.H.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 1 0  11 12
NO OF TRUCKS
Figure 1.3. Production Rate v No of Trucks
(After Morgan and Peterson (4)).
The loss of efficiency due to bunching can be established 
from a relationship between the productive efficiency and 
cycle time variation, developed from extensive testing by 
Douglas (16). Douglas uses the coefficient of variation, (C.O.V. 
to establish the deterioration in efficiency due to bunching 
at a matchfactor of 1.0 (see Figure 1.4). The reason for this 
is that as the C.O.V. value rises, the interaction of truck 













X  Normal X  




.15 .20 .25.05 .10
Figure 1.4.
CYCLE VARIATION -  C.O.V.
Perfect Match v.s. Cycle Variation (After 
Douglas (16)).
occurs, and the efficiency of the operation decreases. The 
principal objection to a deterministic approach is that it 
does not consider the variability of each operation, and 
therefore will probably produce a conservative result.
1.2.3. Simulation Methods
Simulations can be classed as either:
A. Deterministic Computer simulation
B. Stochastic (Monte Carlo) simulation 
Deterministic simulation carried out on computers
is essentially a refinement of the deterministic calculations 
discussed in the previous sections. Due to the ability of 
the computer to perform thousands of operations per second, 
such things as acceleration and braking can be taken into
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account, but these factors are obtained from totally de­
terministic charts. Deterministic simulation uses constant 
values for the various input parameters and primarily eval­
uates the interaction of various sizes of trucks, or trucks 
with different engines, on common haul roads. The effects 
of different sizes of loading units can also be evaluated.
It is recommended by equipment producers as the most accurate 
method of determining equipment requirements. Both Cater­
pillar (7) and WABCO (6) base their programs on event- 
oriented simulation, and calculate haultimes based on road 
profile and rimpull curve versus speed performance charts 
for the vehicle. However in attaining this accuracy a huge 
quantity of data is required. A listing of data to be sup­
plied by the user to a deterministic simulator is detailed 
in Table 1.1 to illustrate the extent of requirements. The 
program then simulates the thousands of events which take 
place in the mine throughout a given time period. The results 
are claimed to be within a few percent of production actually 
achieved in subsequent mining.
The chief disadvantage of pure deterministic simulation 
is that it is not a real "model" of the operating property, 
because it does not include the variability in performance 
that is inherent in large mechanical equipment. Another 
major disadvantage is the accuracy and detail of the input 
data required to make use of the detail built into the simu­








Is double spotting allowed?
Load times 
Type of material 
Clean up time





Payload capacity (actual loads 
carried)
- No of dump positions 
Turn and dump times
- Segment Descriptions 
Segment linkage details 
Speed Limits
Pass and No Pass Zones 
Rolling Resistance
- Truck and Shovel Breakdown
Patterns 
Shovel moves





Deterministic Simulation Program Inputs
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costs for such a program.
Stochastic simulation includes the variability of equip­
ment performance in each calculation, by having the computer 
randomly select an activity time (such as the loading or 
hauling time), thus building a totally individual sequence 
of activity times each time the cycle occurs. This allows the 
effect of equipment interference and mismatch to be taken 
into account. Program SIM.FOR (developed in Chapter 2) is 
a stochastic simulator, and the accuracy, merits and dis­
advantages of the program will be discussed in later chapters.
1.2.4 Queueing Theory
There have been many articles (12,13,14) published on 
the use of queueing theory to model truck-shovel systems.
In the majority of articles only the equations are developed, 
no case studies are provided, and few authors have detailed 
the restrictions which apply to the models developed when 
used in a practical situation. This thesis examines two 
queueing theory models:
A. A Finite (single server) Queueing Model
B. A Cyclic Queueing Model
The development of simple finite queueing theory is 
presented in a paper by Gaarslev (13). This author uses 
link node models which are applicable to trucks and shovels, 
conveyors and silos, and many other engineering applications.
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Gaarslev develops a series of finite queueing theory models 
(QUEMOD models) and stochastic simulators (SIMMOD models)
(each set of increasing complexity), and compares the results 
from each set. He points out that though one might expect 
the fluctuations about the mean to cancel out, in actual 
fact they influence the system performance cumulatively, 
making it apparent why deterministic calculations generally 
overstate production. Much of the paper is based on pre­
vious work carried out at Stanford University by Douglas and 
Teicholz (16,17,18).
The simulation models developed by Gaarslev are based 
on travel times which are selected on a random basis from 
log normally distributed histograms, while service times 
are selected from erlang-K distributions. The erlang-K 
distributions are able to be varied from exponential through 
log normal to normal by varying the K value. The main dis­
advantage of the SIMMOD models is the inflexibility of the 
data histograms. A change in truck or shovel type requires 
the input of revised histograms. However the author through 
repeated calculations has covered many alternatives.
Gaarslevfs queueing models illustrate-the basic problem that 
exists when modelling cyclic operations by the finite queueing 
method. This is that only one section of the complete mining 
operation can be analysed in any one calculation making re­
iteration of the calculations necessary to obtain a solution.
The problem is apparent in Figure 1.5. Elbrond (15) has 
















Figure 1.5. A Multi Server Queueing Model 
(after Gaarslev (13) ).
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from alternate positions in the mining system, and this 
approach will be examined in detail in Chapter 4. In Gaar­
slev1 s most advanced queueing model (QUEMOD 3), he considers 
the three server system illustrated in Figure 1.5, with 
poisson arrival distributions and erlang-K service distribu­
tions. Gaarslev has made use of Teicholz's conclusions (17) 
in selecting the distributions for arrival and service 
times. Teicholz found that link-node systems could be sat­
isfactorily duplicated in theory by using an exponential 
inter arrival time distribution (poisson arrival distribu­
tions) with an erlang-K service time. He made several 
important points relative to queueing theory.
A. It is not effective when the number of trucks is 
so low that no bunching occurs.
B. Any arrival pattern that is not poisson is so 
mathematically difficult to incorporate in a 
queueing theory model that this assumption seems 
not only realistic, but essential. (This point 
is discussed further in Chapters 3 and 4).
C. The service time cannot truly be exponentially 
distributed, because obviously the highest prob­
ability for load time does not equal zero. The 
assumption of exponentially distributed activities 
leads to underestimation of production by up to 
10%, because of the long tail on the distribution. 
(This point is discussed further in Chapter 4).
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Service time generally speaking is log-normal.
The advantage gained by using an erlang-K dis­
tribution to describe service times is that 
modification of the K value creates a family of 
different distributions. For example:
1. K = 1 gives an exponential distribution.
2. K = 5 gives a log-normal distribution.
3* K = 20 gives a normal distribution.
(see Figure 1.6)
The difficulty in calculating the erlang-K distrib­
ution is overcome by using the convention that an erlang-K 
distribution with parameter K and mean A r can be expressed 
as the sum of K exponential distributions, each with mean
W/K #■ and thus the calculation becomes a multiple exponen- 
i
tial.
The QUEMOD programs only produce estimates of the 
shovel productivity (which is also the system productivity). 
The behaviour of the rest of the system is represented by the 
arrival distribution, thus no information is obtained as 
to the utilization of the trucks, waiting time at the crusher, 
or any other activity outside the shovel system.
Dr. J. Elbrond (14,15) has presented a technique for 
analysing the total system, by repeated reiterration of the 
open ended-machine-service (finite queueing) model. Chapter 
4 of this thesis is devoted to an analysis of this technique.
The cyclic queueing approach has been developed by
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Swersey (12) from the earlier works on cyclic queues by 
Koenigsburg (10,11). Swersey*s shuttle-car model is es­
sentially a shovel truck model, in that it has K-l service 
centres (the shovels), which service shuttle cars which are 
then dispatched to a central service centre (the crusher).
After service they are assigned back to the K-l centres by 
some random device, or by fixed assignment. This model is 
more complicated mathematically than the Elbrond or Gaarslev 
models, however it does stimulate confidence in that it 
emulates the cyclic motion of a truck-shovel system. It is possible 
to observe later that both methods yield similar results 
(see Chapter 6). Swersey does not attempt to use the equa­
tions he has developed, nor does he consider the mathematical 
implications when these equations are used to predict the 
operation of large systems. This thesis uses almost iden­
tical equations to Swersey*s to develop a queueing theory 
model which estimates truck shovel production, and then 
details the problems involved in using it (see Chapter 3.4).
Since this thesis is primarily directed at the estima­
tion of truck shovel production by probability techniques 
the following three chapters are devoted to the theoretical 
development and detailed explanation of these techniques 
and the associated computer programs written by the author:
A. SIM.FOR - a stochastic simulator,
B. QUE.FOR - a model which uses cyclic queueing theory
to estimate production,
C. ELB.FOR - a model based on the reiterative finite





Stochastic simulation permits excellent prediction of 
the performance of mechanical equipment, because with this 
technique the variation which actually occurs in each ac­
tivity time for the hauling and loading units is considered. 
Usually it is this variation in activity times that accounts 
for most of the equipment interference, which is neglected 
by deterministic methods.
In this chapter a stochastic simulation computer program 
(SIM.FOR) is presented. Program SIM.FOR is an event orien­
tated stochastic simulation program which uses a random 
variate generator (described in section 2.3), to develop 
activity times from known distribution types and parameters 
for the particular activities being simulated. This program 
was developed with the following objectives:
A. To minimize the amount of input data required.
B. To reduce the computer time required to obtain 
accurate results.
C. To be easily adaptable to a variety of mining 
situations, and to have the ability to generate 
a variety of distributions within the program.
This author feels these objectives have been success­
fully achieved in program SIM.FOR, with the possible exception
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of "B". The program can be used to evaluate which trucks 
and shovels will perform most effectively in a given system, 
what is the best assignment of trucks to shovels, and to 
examine the effect of physical changes in the haulage lay­
out on productivity.
2.2 Development of Program SIM.FOR
Program SIM.FOR is an event orientated stochastic 
simulation program, which uses a random variate generator 
to produce activity times which are randomly distributed 
around the nominal activity time.
The basic system analysed by program SIM.FOR is illus­
trated in Figure 2.1. It consists of one crusher (a second 
crusher could be incorporated by inserting a decision sequence 
similar to that which selects at which shovel the trucks will 
be served), and as many trucks and shovels of as many dif­
ferent types as desired.
The simulation can be started with all the trucks 
bunched at the staging area, or scheduled to leave the 
staging area at regular intervals. A third alternative 
which is available, is to begin the simulation with the 
trucks situated at the start of either the haul or return 
activity, and scheduled to leave that staging position with 
the same time intervals between each unit as there were at 
the close of the previous simulation.
The number of trucks of each type is dependent on the
2029
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Figure 2.1. Basic Haulage Layout Simulated by SIM.FOR
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objective of the simulation. If SIM.FOR is being used for 
production planning on a particular day, and there are 20 
trucks of a fleet of 32 available, then 20 trucks
should be the input quantity. However, if the program is 
being used to estimate the production for a revised mine 
haulage layout, and the mine averages 75 percent
availability, then 24 trucks should be the input
quantity. "Passing" on the haulroads from the junction to 
the crusher and from the crusher to the dispatching point is 
permitted; however, once a truck has entered the haulroad 
to any particular shovel, passing is restricted until the 
truck enters the junction to crusher segment. This author 
felt this was justified because,while the major haulroads in 
many mines are dual carriageway, the minor haulroads leading 
to individual shovels are generally temporary accessways and 
travel on them is restricted. If "no passing" is required 
throughout the mine, this can be achieved by setting the 
values for the crusher to dispatching point equal to zero 
and dispatching the truck directly from the crusher.
Truck service at the junction, crusher, dispatching 
point, and each of the shovels is on a first come, first 
served basis. The program allows trucks to be assigned to 
a particular shovel, or to be sent to the shovel which will 
be finished serving earliest after the truck has arrived 
at the shovel ( his is referred to as optimum assignment,
or individual dispatching of trucks, throughout the thesis).
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This author believes that most mines are presently using the 
initial method, but recently several have introduced optimum 
assignment. The question of what percentage increase in 
production is achieved by optimum assignment is addressed 
in Chapter 5, section 6.
When a truck approaches the shovel it may move directly 
to the shovel, in which case the time that the shovel has 
been idle is recorded, or if the shovel is already busy 
loading another truck, the truck will either form a queue 
or join an existing queue, and the time which the truck 
spends in the queue is recorded. A similar recording sequence 
occurs when the truck approaches the crusher. The queue times 
for trucks, shovels and the crusher are summed throughout 
the shift, and are included as part of the shift summary, 
thus allowing the operator to calculate the utilization for 
each unit throughout the shift.
The length of the simulation is a function of the 
availability of equipment. If an operator wishes to simulate 
an eight hour shift, he must calculate the shift length 
times the mean availability of equipment and input this 
value as the shift length. This author recommends that the 
calculations for the shift production estimate be broken in 
two segments (before meal and after meal), but this is quite 
dependent on operating procedures at the particular mine.
As the trucks are serviced at the crusher and shovel, a 
time check is carried out to ascertain whether the truck has
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been operating for a full shift. If so the truck is "parked" 
in a staging area without ever having begun the next ac­
tivity, and its position and the time it arrived recorded 
for possible use next time the system is simulated.
When all the trucks have completed the shift the com­
puter prepares a summary of the simulation including the 
time each truck spent in queues at the shovels and the 
crusher, the number of trucks each shovel served and the time 
it was idle, the total number of tons delivered to the crusher 
and the number of trucks which were served at the crusher.
The information describing the mining operation and the 
shift summary are then printed into a file, which can then 
be directed to either a line printer or a deck writer.
Figure 2.2 is a flow chart which describes the sequence 
of computations in SIM.FOR. Further description of the pro­
gram and a printout are contained in Appendix A.
2.3 Description of the Technique Used to Generate Random
Activity Times for SIM.FOR
Perhaps the most important section of program SIM.FOR
is the random variate generator, subroutine DIST 2, which 
generates the individual activity times for each unit, each 
time the unit performs the activity. Thus it is appropriate 
that this section be devoted to describing the theory behind 
the generation of a random variate.
In considering the stochastic process, define F(x) as
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Set flag to stop 
operation of the 
opt. assignment 
unit. Head shovel 
assignments from* AQQM HAT<
Are the trucks to be 
assigned to shovels.
Read from TROCx^y) line 1, 
the next activity, the truck 
involved, the time the activity 
will begin, and the shovel 
involved (if loading).
Check - Is it time to 
finish the shift?
End
Read in the input data 
and store in P(e,f).
Calculate the times trucks 
leave the staging area.
Park" trucks as they 
complete the shift.
Summarize the data for the shift 
and print out the relevant 
information to file ’DIS.DAT*
Read from ’ARRAY. D A T* the 
staging areas and the times 
the trucks will leave them.
Call subroutine *01^72* to 
calculate the activity time 
advance the values in file 
TRO(x,y) and sort them.
Set initial conditions for 
trucks, shovels and crusher 
clocks. Create truck activity 
dispatch file TRC (x,y).
Figure 2.2. SIM.FOR Flowchart
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the cumulative distribution of X, which denotes the probab­
ility that a random variable X takes on a value of x or 
less. If the random variate is discrete, x takes on integer 
values and F(x) is a step function. If F(x) is continuous 
over the domain of x, it is possible to differentiate this 
function and define f(x) = d(F(x))/dx. The derivative, f(x), 
is called a probability density function. Then the cumula­
tive distribution function can be stated mathematically as
where F(x) is defined over the range 0 ^ F(x) ^ 1 and f(x) 
represents the value of the probability density function of 
the random variable X when X = t.
It is also necessary to define a uniformly distributed 
random variate where 0 - r ^ 1 and F(r) = r .
If it is required to generate random variates x ^ ’s from 
some particular statistical population whose density function 
is given by f(x), first obtain the cumulative distribution 
function F(x) (see Figure 2.3). Since F(x) is uniformly dis­
tributed over the range 0 to 1, we can generate uniformly 
distributed random numbers and set F(x) = r .
Thus x is uniquely determined by r = F(x). It follows
that for any particular value of r , say rG , it is possible
to find the value of x, in this case xQ , by the inverse
function of F, if it is known. That is,




Figure 2.3. Generation of a Random Variate from a 
Cumulative Distribution Function.
where F ^ ( r ) is the inverse transformation of r on o
the unit interval into the domain of x. This can be summar­
ized mathematically by saying that if we generate uniform 
random numbers corresponding to a given F(x)
r = F(x) = f  f(t)dt 
y-<x>
then
P(X^ x) = F (x) = P(r^F(x)) = P(F”1 (r) ^ x)
and consequently F ^ (r) is a variable that has f(x) as its 
probability density function. This is the equivalent of 
solving the equation
r  xr = F(x) = / f(t)dt
J-co
for x in terms of r .
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For example: Generate random variates x with density function
Thus, values of x with a density function f(x) = 2x can be 
generated by taking the square root of random numbers r .
Now consider the generation of random variates for 
the distributions which are to be used in the stochastic 
simulation of an open pit mine, namely:
A. Exponential (required for SIM.FOR/QUE.FOR comparison),
B. Normal (required for truck travel times),
C. Log normal (required for service times at the shovels
and crusher).
A. Exponential Distribution
A random variable X is said to have an exponential 
distribution if its density function is defined as
f(x) = oCexp(-oCx)
where exp denotes base *e' to the power enclosed in 
brackets, and the cumulative distribution function of X is
f(x) = 2x for 0 ^ x ^ 1
= F(x)
x
0 ^ x ± 1
then the inverse transformation F ^(r) is obtained by solving
this equation for x.
i.e. x = \fr 0 ~ r — 1
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Because of the symmetry of the uniform distribution, F(x) 
and 1 - F(x) are interchangeable. Therefore:
r = exp(-oCx)
In r = -oCx
Where In denotes the natural logarithm or "log to the 
base e". Thus for each value of the random number r , a 
unique value of x is known. Referring once more to the ex­
ponential density function,
and therefore the mean value of the exponential distribution 
replaces the (l/c£) in the random variate generator.
B. Normal Distribution
A random variable X is said to have a normal dis­
tribution if its density function is defined by
and O' is positive. If the parameters of the distributionX
have the values AJ = 0  and (T = 1 it is known as a standardX X
X = - (Voc) In r
f(x) = oCexp(-cCx)
the mean value of this function is MX
MX
Voc
f (x) — GO ~ X £  00
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normal distribution with density function denoted by
2f(z) = exp (-Jsz )J  2ft
Any normal distribution can be converted to the standard 
form by the substitution
Z = x-“x
crX
Because the cumulative distribution function F(x) or F(z) 
does not exist in explicit form, the inverse transform method 
cannot be used to generate the random variate. Instead an 
interpretation of the Central Limit Theorem is used. This 
method is described by Naylor (19), and results in the fol­
lowing equation for the random variate:







where K is the number of uniformly distributed random
variates r^, r^ r, included in the summation. K should k
be ^ 10, depending on the accuracy required. (Therefore, 
K = 12 is a good choice since it simplifies the equation.)
C. Log Normal Distribution
If the logarithm of a random variable has a normal 
distribution, the random variable X is said to have a log 
normal distribution, and the distribution function of the
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random variable Y = logX(where X^O) is given by
2 -»
f ( y )  = ay /T i
exp Y-kl
o; ■]
-oo ^ y ^ oo
The expected value and variance of the random variable X 
M X = exp + _ ^ y _  j
VX = ĵ exp(2iiy + ay2)] £exp((Jy2) -lj
Simulation of the log normal variates is achieved by ex-
2pressing and CFy m  terms of the mean and variance of X , 
then expressing the standard normal variate z as
In x - 14 z = _______  y
or In x = ay + (Jy z
giving x = exp(Aiy +
where z can be calculated by interpretation of the cen­
tral limit theorem (19), and substituting the value of Z 
gives




L  ri - - 2L i=l
where x is the log normal random variate.
In SIM.FOR the uniform random variates are generated
from a preprogrammed library function RAN. Since a seed is
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required for this function the number of seconds and tenths 
of a second (as a fraction of a full minute), is obtained 
from the computer’s internal timekeeping mechanism (at the 
precise moment the function is called) and this is used as 
the seed for the random number generator. Stored in array 
P(E,F) are the distribution type and the distribution para­
meters (mean and variance, etc.) for each activity. The 
computer uses these inputs to generate the applicable exponen­
tial, normal or log normal variate, in the particular cases 
studied in this thesis.
Also available in program SIM.FOR are random variate 
generators for
A. A deterministic (constant) variate
B. Two and three parameter Weibul random variates
C. A two parameter exponential random variate
D. An erlang-K random variate
This allows the introduction of the majority of the frequently 
used distributions should they be desired.
2.4 Discussion of Program SIM.FOR
Program SIM.FOR is an extremely flexible program in 
that it can accept any combination of trucks and shovels, 
can generate the majority of the commonly used probability 
distributions within the program, has the capacity to vary 
the mode of operation of the mining system from fixed truck 
to shovel assignment to optimal assignment, and can initiate
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the simulation with trucks either starting from one single 
point, or from the positions within the system at which they 
were "parked" at the conclusion of the preceding simulation.
Some readers will disagree with the decision not to in­
clude allowances for regular and unscheduled maintenance 
of the trucks, shovels and crusher. This author felt that 
most operations would find it more acceptable to adjust 
the available operating time to include these factors, than 
to spend the time gathering the data to develop distributions 
for these occurrences (or to guess).
The main objectives in developing SIM.FOR were to keep 






Apart from the development of Cyclic Queueing equations 
by Koenisberg (10,11), Swersey (12) and Posner (20), all 
previous attempts at modelling a mining system by queueing 
theory have based the model on finite queueing theory. The 
most advanced model, the finite queueing method as presented 
by Elbrond (15) and outlined in Chapter 4, is essentially reit­
eration of an approximation method until the approximated 
solution approaches a steady value. It does not consider 
the complete system at any time during its execution. This 
author felt that the mining operation might be better eval­
uated by a method that considered the system as a complete 
identity, and solved it as such - namely cyclic queueing 
theory.
Cyclic queueing theory was developed by Koenisberg (10,11) 
in the 1950rs and was presented to the mining industry by 
Koenisberg at the Mathematical Techniques and Computer 
Applications in Mining and Exploration Symposium held at 
the University of Arizona in March, 1962. Equations for a 
number of situations were presented by Swersey (12), and 
Posner (20) presented a mathematical development for a two 
segment queueing model which is effectively cyclic queueing.
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While cyclic queueing is very successful when modelling 
small haulage systems with few stages and few customers, 
when the system is expanded the number of probability calcu­
lations which have to be made expands exponentially, (as 
will be discussed later in this chapter), and computer run 
time increases beyond an acceptable time.
Program QUE.FOR was written to illustrate the cyclic 
queueing method and its inherent weaknesses; however, before 
proceeding to the actual program, the author describes and 
develops the theory of queues and then cyclic queues.
3.2 The Theory and Applications of Queueing Theory
Queueing Theory is applicable to situations where a 
flow of customers is arriving at one or more service centres. 
On arrival at a service centre the customer may be serviced 
immediately, or may have to wait (provided he is willing 
to wait). These sorts of situations occur in many everyday 
situations, examples of which are customers waiting to have 
their purchases checked out at a supermarket, letters arriving 
at a typist’s desk (the letters represent customers and the 
typist the server), or a maintenance man who services sev­
eral machines. Such service facilities are difficult to 
schedule "optimally" because of the random elements in the 
arrival and service patterns. Queueing theory is based on 
describing the arrival and service patterns, and then deriving 
the operating characteristics by using probability theory.
ABTHUB LAKES Z3B3ARY
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The operating characteristics include the time a customer 
has to wait in the line before service begins, the percen­
tage of time a server is idle, etc. The availability of 
such measures allows analysts to suggest adjustments to 
the system parameters, such as service time per customer and 
number of servers, so that there is more effective utiliza­
tion of both customers and servers.
A queueing system is specified completely by six main 
characteristics:
A. Input or arrival distributions - determine the 
pattern by which the customers arrive at the server 
system. Arrivals may also be represented by the 
interarrival time, the period between two succes­
sive arrivals.
B. Output or departure distributions - determine the 
pattern by which customers leave the server system. 
This is often represented by the departure or ser­
vice time. These distributions are generally 
determined by sampling from actual situationsf or 
assumed.
C. Service Channels - may be arranged in parallel, or 
series, or a complex combination of both, depending 
on the system design.
D. Service Discipline - this dictates the order in 
which waiting customers will be served. It may be 
first come, first served (FCFS); last come, first
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served (LCFS); random or based on a priority.
E. Maximum number allowed in the system - this may be 
finite or infinite depending on the design of the 
system. There are many variations on this. For 
example, the number of customers allowed to wait
in the queue may be limited, and customers arriving 
when the queue is full may be turned away, this is 
distinct from "baulking" - when the customer re­
fuses to join the queue because it is too long, or 
"reneging" - where a customer leaves because the 
waiting time is too long.
F. Calling source or population - is important because 
the arrival pattern may well be dependent upon the 
source from which the customers are generated. A 
finite source exists when an arrival affects the 
rate of arrival of potential future customers.
Many Operations Research Textbooks present a development 
of Queueing Theory including Taha (21) and Hillier (22), but 
the most comprehensive text available was "Fundamentals of 
Queueing Theory" by Gross and Harris (23), and it is from 
this text that the development of the queueing theory shovel 
truck production estimating model QUE.FOR was derived.
3.3 Development of Program QUE.FOR
3.3.1 Selection of a Queueing Model to Represent an Open 
Pit Mining Operation
Due to the restriction on the number of customers in
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the system (equal to the number of trucks), infinite queueing 
models do not appear to be appropriate for the mining sit­
uation. This leaves two basic queueing theory models which 
can be used to describe a shovel-truck situation.
A. The Finite Single Server Queueing Model (henceforth 
referred to as a finite queueing model) - which is 
similar to the infinite queueing model with the ex­
ception that the number of customers is limited.
This approach is used by Dr. Jorgen Elbrond (14,15). 
Elbrond's model is presented in the following 
chapter. It is relatively simple, but there are 
many reiterations required to obtain a solution.
B. The Cyclic Queueing Model - where the output from 
the last stage of the queue becomes the input to 
the first stage of the queue, and the customers 
remain within the system at all times.
The principal difference between these models is that 
the finite queueing model is based on a single (or multiple) 
channel server, with a given number of units able to enter 
the system for service and leaving the system on completion 
of service (see Figure 3.1a). On the other hand the cyclic 
queue is a particular case of a series queue where the sys­
tem is closed, and the customers leaving the last phase 
become the input to the first phase. In order to solve this 
model it is necessary to know firstly how many customers are 
in the system, and secondly, in which stage of the system
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(b): Schematic Diagram of a Cyclic Queue.
Figure 3.1. Schematic Diagrams of a Finite and Cyclic Queue.
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the customers are located. Therefore the solution of a cyc­
lic queue is considerably more complex because the probability 
of each possible system state has to be developed (see Fig­
ure 3. lb) .
This thesis considers both approaches. Initially it 
was thought cyclic queueing theory might be superior because:
A. The finite source queue approach is disjointed and 
difficult to reconcile with the cyclic nature of a 
shovel-truck system.
B. The cyclic approach seemed to better approximate 
the shovel truck system and on initial examination 
the build up of calculations (discussed later in 
this chapter) did not seem to be a serious threat
to the feasibility of using this method. The thesis 
objective was to determine the least complicated 
approach to productive scheduling and the cyclic 
queueing theory seemed to comply with this require­
ment.
In retrospect the author feels that these considerations 
lead to an incorrect conclusion, and that the finite queueing 
theory approach is superior (see the discussion in Chapter 6).
3.3.2 Selection of the Six Characteristics of the System.
A. Input Distribution - As Tiecholz's report (17)
stated, an exponential interarrival time distribu­
tion, more commonly known as poisson arrival
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distribution, generally gives a good approximation 
of the arrival time distribution, therefore it was 
selected for the input distribution. The implica­
tions accepted in selecting the Poisson arrival 
distribution are:
- The number of arrivals in intervals of equal 
time will not be identical.
- The mean arrival rate will equal X .
- The arrival of a truck will be independent of 
the movement of all other units in the system.
All of the above comply with truck arrivals at the 
shovels.
B. Service or Output Distribution - Gaarslev realized 
that exponential service time was generally used 
because it greatly simplified calculations, but found 
that the use of this distribution lead to the under­
estimation of production by up to 10%. He reported 
that service time distribution was usually log 
normal. The data collected for this thesis indi­
cated either a normal or a log-normal service 
distribution (see Chapter 5). It was originally 
intended to develop the program with an exponential 
service distribution, and at a later date to replace 
this with an erlang distribution to allow greater 
program flexibility. However as the program devel­
oped the author realized that it did not have potential
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due to excessive calculation build up, and the 
exponential service distribution was not replaced.
C. Service Channels - In practice the number of shovels 
available in any mine will change as shovels re­
quire unscheduled maintenance, but since this is difficult 
to predict, it is assumed there are K shovels,
and M trucks in the system (where K and M are to 
be calculated from availability data).
D. Service Discipline - The usual mine practice at 
both shovels and the crusher is to service the 
trucks on a first come, first served (FCFS) basis.
E. Maximum Number of Customers Allowed in the System - 
Since this is a cyclic queue the maximum number 
allowed will be constant at the number of trucks 
employed (i.e., M trucks).
F. Calling source - This is considered finite since the 
arrival of a truck at the shovel will necessarily 
•alter the probability of other arrivals.
3.3.3 Development of Equations Used to Describe the System.
The basic equations around which model QUE.FOR was 
developed are given in "Fundamentals of Queueing Theory"
(23), section 4.6. A cyclic queue is effectively a finite 
series queue, where instead of the customer leaving the last 
phase in the queue leaving the system, it becomes the 
input to the first phase. Thus the output from phase n is
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the input to phase (n + 1 ) ,  as shown in Figure 3 . 2 ,  except 






Figure 3.2. The Basic Cyclic Queue Schematic
To develop the model for the cyclic queueing program 
QUE.FOR, consider a small 2 phase cyclic queue with only 
two customers, as shown in Figure 3.3.
phase 1 phase 2
Figure 3.3. A 2 Phase Cyclic Queue
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Further, assume that the time for travel between each phase 
is negligible and that the mean service rate for each phase 
is i = 1,2. There are three possible states for this
system:
-1 customer in phase 1, 1 customer in phase 2, denoted (1,1). 
-2 customers in phase 1, 0 customers in phase 2, denoted 
(2,0).
-0 customers in phase 1, 2 customers in phase 2, denoted 
(0,2).
If the standard queueing theory assumption of only one ac­
tivity being able to occur in a small interval of time (At) 
is imposed, the configuration (1,1) can be obtained under 
the following conditions.
A. If there are two customers in phase 1, and one
finishes service, viz. p(2,0)* AJ-̂ At.
B. If there is one customer in each phase and no ser­
vice is completed, viz. p(l,l) * (1-JU^t) (1 -ju-jAt)
C. If there are 2 customers in phase 2 and one completes
service. viz. p(0,2) * AJ Ât.
Thus the probability of configuration (1,1) occurring under 
steady state conditions (where it is independent of time) is
P(l,l) = P(2,0)*JU1 + P(l,l) * (I-jU-j-JU^ + P(0,2)U2
which can be rearranged to give
0 = -P(l,l) (U1 + JU2) + Uĵ P (2,0) + U2 P (0,2)
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The configuration (2,0) can be obtained under the following 
conditions:
A. If the customer configuration is (1,1) and phase 2
completes service viz. P(l,l) * AJ2 A t.
B. If the customer configuration is (2,0) and no
service is completed viz. P(2,0) (l-/JL̂ )At
NB. No service can take place in phase 2 because 
there are no customers available.
Thus the steady state probability of configuration (2,0) is 
given by
P (2 , 0) = P(l,l) JU2 + P (2 , 0) (l-JÛ )
which can be arranged to give
0 = P(l,l) u 2 - P (2, 0) m 1
The steady state probability of configuration (0,2) can be 
found in a similar manner? it is
0 = P(l,l) - P (0,2) l±2
Now from the three steady state probability equations just 













let M = number of customers
then JU.
P (n., n ) = — ----  P (M, 0)
1 2  *i2 n2
If the system is now expanded to K phases such that there are 
n^ customers in each phase i = 1,2,3 ... k, such that
r-~ K) n. = M, with the mean rate of service at each 
1phase i = 1,2,3 ... k, and P(n^, n2 ....n^) denoting the
probability that there are n^ units in phase i, we can use 
the same analysis technique to find the one stationary equa­
tion .
0 = -P(nlf n2...nk ) V
y  iU P (ni . . .n .+1, n_. 
i=l j+i ~lf •* * nk*
and by iteration the solution to the steady state equation 
is found to be
M-ni
P(nl' n2' n3 "• nk) = i l l  nT P (M' 0'0' °' * 0) *
JUL 2.... JU, K
(A more detailed development of this equation is available 
in reference 23, section 4.6.) P(M,0,0,0...0) is found by 
summing P(n^, .. n̂ .) over all possible partitions (n^,...n^)
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(n^,-..n^) whose elements sum to M. Thus P(M,0,0,0...0) is 
the reciprocal of all possible co-efficients of P(M,0,0,0 ...0) 
in the steady state equation, because the sum of all the 
probabilities is one. This same methodology can be used to 
find the length of the queue and the waiting time at each 
phase for the k phases, M customers case, as outlined below.
P(M,0,0,0,..0) =y 
Ttfhere P^ is the number of partitions in which n^ ^ 0. The 
fraction of time during which the jth phase is idle (1-yQ.), 
is obtained by putting n^ equal to zero in P(n^,...n^), then 
summing over all partitions of M in which n^ = 0. The aver­
age number of customers in the jth phase is given by
L(j) Y  nj p (n! • • nj •• nk >
Pj
The expected number of customers in the jth line is given 
by
Lq( j )  = Y (rij-1) P(n1 . . n_. . . nk )
Pj
where n^ has a value — 1.
The average time spent in the queue in phase j of the system 
is Wq (j) = Lq (j) /
1
'a1 M_ni
n2if • • 11 nk
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In the haul phases trucks do not queue, therefore in 
the model it was required that phases which represented 
travel times be modified to multiple server phases, with the 
number of servers equal to the number of customers. The 
modification required to recognize the phases with infinite 
server capacity was to replace with (n̂ x aju) for
i = any phase representing travel time, in the steady state 
solution equation.
The cyclic queueing program, QUE.FOR, was developed 
using these equations as a basis. A flowchart is presented 
in Figure 3.4, and the program is described in the following 
section.
3.3.4 Description of Program QUE.FOR.
Program QUE.FOR has been developed to analyze a mining 
system of up to 4 shovels serving a maximum of 28 customers, 
which travel around a six phase haul cycle. Each shovel 
constitutes a system as shown in Figure 3.2, where
Phase 1 = crusher to dispatcher travel time.
Phase 2 — dispatcher to shovel travel time.
Phase 3 = waiting and loading time at the shovel.
Phase 4 = shovel to junction travel time.
Phase 5 = junction to crusher travel time.
Phase 6 = waiting and dump time at the crusher.
This is exactly analogous to Figure 2.1 with N=4.
The program reads the input data from the line printer
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Are trucks to be 
assigned by the 
program•
Have probabilities for 
all the systems in the 
mine been calculated.
End
Print in truck 
assignments 
to shovels.
Head in the data.
Calculate the mean circuit 
times for each system.
Write out the 
input data.
Calculate the probability of 
zero, one or a queue in each 
segment of system N.
Calculate the probable 
queueing time of trucks 
in the system.
Assign trucks to 
shovels based on 
the mean circuit 
time.
Calculate the production 
and print output into 
file 1QRHS.DAT1.
Calculate the probabilities of 
every partition of M trucks in 
K phases of each system N.
Figure 3.4. QUE.FOR - Flowchart.
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and a file *QUE.DAT1. Trucks may be assigned to particular 
shovels by the operator, or assigned on the basis of maxim­
ized production by the program (see Appendix B).
Each shovel system is then analyzed separately using the 
steady state equation.
The probabilities for all systems are summated and production 
for the shift calculated. A shift summary is written into 
file QRES.DAT.
3.3.5 A Numerical Example of Production Estimation Using 
Cyclic Queueing Theory.










^ = 0 . 5
Figure 3.5. Schematic Haulage Layout 
for an Open Pit Circuit.
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Let. = 1 truck/minute
U2 = 0.3 3 truck/minute 
JÛ  = 0.5 truck/minute 
JÛ = 0.25 truck/minute 
M = 4  trucks
Initially calculate how many partitions the system can be 
divided into
M + K - 1 ) ( 7l 7.6.5
K / 4 3.2.1
To find P (4,0,0,0) we have to calculate the sum of all pos­
sible partition co-efficients. The partitions and the value 
of their coefficients are presented in the second and third 
columns of Table 3.1. Combination numbered 19, was calculated 
as follows:
u (M-ni)
P (0, 3, 0,1) =  i-  ---   P (M, 0,0,0).** A 11 11 JJU 2 U 3u 4 2 3 4
U
Coefficient = - n0 n0 n. U 2 U 3 U 4 2 2 4
(0.33)3 (0.5)° (0.25)1
= 111.4206.0.0090
The sum of the coefficients of all the possible partitions
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No. Combination Value of Coeff P(Combination)
1 o o o 1.0000 0.000736
2 3,1,0,0 3.0000 0.002209
3 2,2,0,0 9.1827 0.006762
4 1 r 3, 0 ,0 27.8552 0.020513
5 ooo 84.0336 0.061883
6 3,0,1,0 2.0000 0.001473
7 2,1,1,0 6.0600 0.004463
8 1,2,1,0 18.3655 0.013524
9 0,3,1,0 55.7103 0.041025
10 2,0,2,0 4.0 0.002946
11 1 f 1 / 2 , 0 12.1212 0.008926
12 0,2,2,0 36.7309 0.027049
13 1,0,3,0 8.0000 0.005891
14 0,1,3,0 24.0240 0.017691
15 oft*o•ho 16.000 0.011782
16 3,0,0,1 4.000 0.002946
17 2,1,0,1 12.1212 0.008926
18 1,2,0,1 36.7309 0.027049
19 0,3,0,1 111.4206 0.082050
20 2,0,1,1 8.0000 0.005891 
(cont *d)
Table 3.1. Combinations, Coefficients and Probabilities 




No. Combination Value of Coeff P(Combination)
21 1,1,1,1 24.2424 0.017852
22 0,2,1,1 73.4619 0.054098
23 1,0,2,1 16.0000 0.011782
24 0,1,2,1 48.4848 0.035740
25 0,0,3,1 32.0000 0.023565
26 2,0,02 1.600 0.001178
27 1,1,0,2 4.8485 0.003570
28 0,2,0,2 14.6924 0.010820
29 1,0,1,2 3.2000 0.002356
30 0,1,1,2 9.6970 0.007141
31 0,0,2,2 6.4000 0.004713
32 1,0,0,3 64.1026 0.047205
33 0,1,0,3 194.2502 0.143046
34 0,0,1,3 128.2051 0.094411
35 0,0,0,4 256.4103 0.188821
Coefficients = 1357.9520 = 1.000000
P(M,0,0,0) = 1 = 0.000736
1357.9520
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equals 1357.95, the reciprocal of this value is
P(M,0,0,0) 0.000736
P(0,3,0,l) 111.4206 x 0.000736
0.082050
The probabilities of all the partitions are given in column 
4 of table 3.1.
To find the probability that any phase of the system is 
idle, sum the probabilities for which n^ = 0, where i = unit 
for which the idle probability is required. As an example 
consider the shovel (phase 3).
The average number of customers in the shovel phase is given 
by
The P(shovel is idle) = ^(probability of partitions
numbered 1-5, 16-19, 26-28
32-33, and 35)
0.607714




n_ P (n. . . n . .. n. )3 1 i k
P.
1 x^T(probability of partitions numbered
6-9, 20-22, 29-30 and 34).
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+ 2 xYlprobability of partitions numbered 
10-12, 23-24, and 31)
+ 3 xS~(probability of partitions numbered 
13-14 and 25)
+ 4 x (probability of partition number 15)
= 0.613043
and the average number in the shovel queue
Lq (3) (ni -1) P(ni .. ni .. nk)
P. for n-- 2 i l
= 1 xV”(probability of partitions numbered 
10-12, 23-24 and 31)
+ 2V~( probability of partitions numbered 
13, 14 and 25)
+ 3̂ T(probability of partition number 15)
= 0.220760
and the average time spent in the shovel queue will be
Wq (3) = Lq (3) / U 3
= 0.220760/0.5 = 0.4415 minutes.
The utilization, average number in service, average length 
of the queue and average wait time, for the crusher can be 
calculated in the same manner. The average circuit time is 
then found by summation of the mean service times for each 
phase plus the waiting time at the crusher and the shovel, 
and production for the shift is given by
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Production (tons) —
Available shift time (mins) x No. of trucks x Capacity (tons)
Average Circuit Time
It will be noticed that in this example two customers 
cannot be served (operating) within a haulroad at any instant. 
While this is obviously unrealistic, it was felt that to have 
introduced the concept of infinite servers to the example 
would have destroyed the clarity of the example. In QUE.FOR 
the haul phases (2 and 4) are modified to allow as many 
servers as there are trucks, so that trucks get instantaneous 
service on entering the haul phase and it is not possible 
for a queue to develop. This concept is known as "queues 
with infinite servers”. It involves changing for any 
phase (i = 2 or 4 in the numerical example)to n ĵu^, i = 2,4.
Thus the probability steady state solution for the cyclic 
queue becomes
The effect of this modification is to reduce the probability 
of trucks being in the haul phase, increase the shovel util­
ization, increase the average length of the queue and increase 
the waiting time.
3.4 Problems in the Practical Application of QUE.FOR
U M-n1
p ( r V  n 2
i P(M,0,0,0)
Many problems were experienced in applying this program
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to practical mining situations. Some were expected:
A. Restrictions based on the nature of the theory
used, such as the fact that all the customers (trucks) 
had to be identical. Servers (shovels) were able 
to vary since their service rates were expressed 
individually.
B. The understating of productive capacity due to using 
exponential service distributions rather than the 
more accurate and flexible erlang-K distributions.
C. The obvious error which occurs due to the theory 
assuming stationary (steady state) conditions in 
the system. This would lead to overstating of 
production.
However the most serious problem to be encountered was 
not obvious initially (although if it had been expected it 
could easily have been quantified). This was the tremendous 
build up in calculations required as the number of trucks, 
phases and shovels increased.
Consider a program in which there are 4 trucks in 4 
systems.
M = number of trucks = 4
K = number of phases/system = 6
N = number of systems = 4
Then the number of partitions of trucks in all systems
\ f A \= M + N - 11 = 4 + 4 - 1 = 7
N 4 4/ I /
= (9 x 8 x 7) / (3 . 2) = 35
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Now each of the systems could have up to the total of all 
trucks in it (in theory, but probably not in practice), so 
the possible partitions within each of the above systems 
(of 35 partitions) is theoretically
\ I ) /M + K - 1 (4 + 6 - 1 - ^K 1 6 6\ \ \
= (9.8.7)/(3.2) = 84
Therefore the total possible calculations
= 35 x 84 = 2940*
*If one considers that in most cases there would be less than 
M trucks in each system, in the second case this result is 
reduced? however here the result is being used for comparison 
rather than quantitatively.
Four trucks in four systems is ridiculously small, so 
now consider 8 trucks in 4 systems. The possible partitions 
within all systems are
f \ \ [ \M + N - 1 8 + 4 - 1 =N 4 4/ \
- (11.10.9.8.)/(4.3.2.) = 330 
compared with 35 for the 4 x 4  combination.
The potential number of partitions of 8 trucks within each, 
system (of which there are 330) is:
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M + K - 1
K
8 + 6 - 1  
6
(13.12.11.10.9.8)/(6.5.4.3.2) = 1716
compared with 84 for the 4 x 4  combination.
Therefore the total possible number of calculations 
= 330 x 1716 = 566,280 
compared with 29 40 for the 4x4 combination.
This is without optimum allocation, but it shows the poten­
tial build up with increasing numbers of trucks.
Even 8 trucks in 4 systems is a very low truck to shovel 
ratio, which is often as high as 50/4, depending on the 
length of the haul and return time.
Now by introducing optimum assignment of the trucks 
to shovels (rather than allowing all trucks to be in one 
system which is unrealistic in a mining situation), the cal­
culations can be cut drastically. This is achieved by:
A. Reducing the calculations for the possible parti­
tions of the trucks in all systems, to the number
of shovels in the system. Thus in the 8 x 4  
example rather than 330 partition calculations, 
these are reduced to 1 set of calculations for 
each shovel, or a total of 4 partition calculations.
B. By assigning the number of trucks in each system
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the possibility of all the trucks being in a single 
system at once is eliminated, thus if the 8 trucks 
were divided evenly between the 4 systems, the 
number of calculations per system would become
= (8 . 7) / (2 .1) = 28
\ f / \M + K - 1 1 2 + 6 - 1 = £|6 6
\ / { i \
and the total possible number of calculations become 
= 4 x 28 = 112
compared with 566,280 in the problem when optimum assignment 
was not used.
Even with optimum assignment exponential build-up of 
the calculations required as the number of shovels, number 
of phases, and number of trucks increases, still occurs. To 
illustrate this build-up consider Figure 3.6 which indicates 
the increased computer time for 2,4,6 and 8 trucks operating 
in a six phase circuit.
Another problem which occurred on the 32-bit word 
PDP - 10 computer for which this program was written was 
digital underflow (when the number of trucks was increased 
and probabilities became very small). It was found that a 
limit of 8 trucks per shovel eliminated this problem.
Despite all these problems the program will complete 
computations for 32 trucks, 6 phases and 4 shovels (systems) 
in approximately 200 seconds. The cyclic queueing method 
produces very similar results to the finite queueing method
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Figure 3.6. Computer Run Time for a Single Phase Cyclic 
Queue.
of calculation. As an illustration of this consider the 
results produced when 16 trucks are operating over the system 
illustrated in Figure 3.7- The production estimated using 
cyclic queue program QUE.FOR is 13966 tons/4 hour shift, 
while using the finite queue program ELB.FOR, estimates 
14147 tons/4 hour shift.
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Dr. J. Elbrond of the Ecole Polytechnic in Montreal 
presented a paper (15) on the use of queueing theory to 
predict mining equipment performance, at the Fall Meeting 
of the Society of Mining Engineers in St. Louis, Mo., on October 
21st, 1977. Since this is the most recent work carried out 
in the area of this thesis it is intended to compare the 
results from a program based on Elbrond*s technique, ELB.FOR, 
with the results from the two programs developed in this 
thesis, QUE.FOR and SIM.FOR.
The technique is based on the generation of three basic 
theoretical solutions by the theory of finite queues, and 
then interpolating between the three cases based on the co­
efficient of variation of the haultimes and service times 
to establish the true waiting time for a particular set of 
parameters. The three basic cases are:
A. The Constant Haultime with Constant Service Time 
Case - as has already been discussed (see Chapter 
1), the production will be overestimated in this 







Exponentially*Distributed Haultimes and Service 
Times - as discussed in Chapter 1, and further 
evident from the results in Chapter 6, this case 
tends to underestimate production by up to 10%.
This is because the long tail on the exponential 
distribution results in approximately five percent 
of the activity times being extremely long, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1. The log normal and nor­
mal distributions, which are generally applicable 
to mining activities, do not have the same tendency 
to produce such widely scattered results.
20% of the exponential 
values are  ^0  6 U  
( in this case)
Effective range 
of the normal 









4.1. Comparison Between the Exponential and Normal 
Cumulative Distributions.
* NB. Throughout this chapter the word "exponential" 
will be used to denote the negative exponential 
distribution, unless specifically denoted "expon- 
ential (ex)".
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C. The Exponentially Distributed Haultime with
Constant Service Time Case - Elbrond contends 
that this is partially in effect between the two 
extremes, cases A and B.
By interpolating between these three cases Elbrond is 
able to generate waiting times which, according to him, 
closely approximate observed values. The following section 
is devoted to a detailed analysis of Elbrond?s technique.
It is well to note that the technique does not suffer from 
the same exponential build up of calculations that QUE.FOR 
experiences (see Chapter 3.4).
4.2 Development of Elbrond1s Theory
In order to evaluate the relative merits of the probability 
techniques presented, it is necessary to outline the mathe­
matical development and theory behind Elbrond*s technique , 
just as has already been carried out for QUE.FOR and SIM.FOR.
To allow the reader easy comprehension between this thesis 
and reference (15) the same symbols will be used. These are:
TS = average service time
SS = standard deviation of TS
T = average return time
ST = standard deviations of T
/O = utilization of the service station when both
TS and T are exponential.
W = waiting time ahead of the service station
for the exp-exp case.
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y O A  — utilization of the service station when T
is exponentially distributed and TS is con­
stant.
WA = waiting time ahead of the service station
when T is exponentially distributed and TS 
is constant.
V7B = waiting time ahead of the service station
when both T and TS are constant.
V7(SS,ST) = waiting time ahead of the service station 
when the return time has the standard de­
viation ST and the service time has the 
standard deviation SS.
C = correction factor to give W(SS,ST)
N = number of haul units
A. The Constant Haul Time with Constant Service Time 
Case:
This case is represented by the equation
WB = (N x TS) - (T + TS) .
If it is negative it is set equal to zero, since the 
system obviously cannot have less than zero waiting 
time.
The case where the activity times do not have a con­
stant value, but are able to be described according to a 
probability distribution, are more difficult to treat. Let
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W be the expected waiting time, given the server is busyq
when the customer arrives. Because the probability that 
the server is not busy when a customer arrives is excluded, 
it is necessary to normalize the equation for the waiting 
time in the queue, by dividing by (1-PQ ) as follows:
The summation term is the formula for the probable number 
in the queue, thus
For a finite single server queue
Equation 2 is taken directly from Taha (21), section 13.4.7, 
and the symbols differ from Elbrond*s. However by recognizing 
that:
Lq N (2)
y O (elbrond) 1 - P utilization of the shovelo
and TS 
T K (elbrond) = /0 (in eqn 2 above)
from equations 1 and 2 we develop the equation
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which simplifies to
W = N -x- TS (TS + T) (3)
<3 /O
Eqn. 3 is the basic equation used by Elbrond to develop the 
total waiting time for the cases where service time and 
travel time distributions are used, by inserting the appro­
priate utilization values.
B. The Exponential Haul Time with Constant Service 
Case: is outlined by Ashcroft (24) . He presents
the derivation from which the server utilization 
for the above case is developed in Elbrond’s model
i.e. y O A 1 + N x K [ 1 + (N - 1) (ek - 1) +
+ (N-l) (N-2) (ek - 1) <e2k - 1)..
2\
+ (N-l)! (ek - 1) .. (e(N-1)k-l)
(N-l): 1 ]-1
This utilization factor for the server is used to 
develop the waiting time formula,
WA = N x TS 
y O A (T + TS)
C. The Exponential Haul Time with Exponential Service 
Time Case is developed from the standard finite 
queueing model (often referred to as the Machine 
Servicing Model). The equation for the probability
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f I N | n ?/O n 
n I + n=4+l I n I R! Rn"R
-1
given in Taha (21) section 13.4.7, where R = number 
of service units.
If we let R = 1 the equation becomes:
P = o
N! _X>° + n :_______ i n : sO'O I (N-O)I ' 1 1 (N-l)I
2»0 = [l + N/3 + N(N-l) jrt N • ^ T 1
It should be noted that (Taha) = k (Elbrond) 
Now the efficiency of the server
y O (Elbrond) = operating time
total time
= (total time) - (time no customers are
_________________ available)____________
Total Time
l-Po or (1 - P )
1 - (1 + Nk + N (N-l)k2+  n: kN) -1
which is the equation given in Elbrond's analysis, 
and the waiting time is again established from the 
basic equation,
W = N x TS - (T + TS).
/O
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By interpolation between the three cases the utiliza­
tion of the system can be established. This is accomplished 
by means of a "C" factor which is a function of the coeffic­
ients of variation of service time and haultime, and the 
expected waiting times in the three cases. By examining 












Figure 4.2. A Graphical Presentation of the Interpolation 
Parameters.
The apex A represents the constant-constant case where 
the service times and haul times have zero standard deviation 
(because the coefficients of variation are zero). Because
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the mean and the standard deviation of an exponential dis­
tribution are equal, the pure exponential coefficient of 
variation will be equal to 1.0. Thus the point B represents 
the combination where service time is constant and haultime 
is purely exponential, and point D represents the case where 
both service time and haultime are purely exponential.
By performing a series of simulations with various 
combinations of service time and haultime distributions, 
Elbrond found that once the coefficient of variation on the 
ST/T axis exceeded 0.5, the correction factor became totally 
dependent on the SS/TS value, hence the correction factor.
c = ss + ( 1 _ S S  X MTS V TS W
for ST/T ^ 0.5.
However when ST/T was below 0.5, the correction factor becomes 
a combination of all the variables involved.
C = SSTS
, SS | 0 ST WA
1 " ST X 2 X -T- X IT




As can be seen, setting SS/TSor ST/T equal to zero, some of 
the terms from the equation will cancel, and have the effect 
of making the C value a function of the values along the other 
axis.
Full credit must be extended to Dr. Elbrond for what 
was obviously very exhaustive experimentation to develop this
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interpolation technique.
The effects of changes in the co-efficient of variation 








Figure 4.3. The Correction Factor C for yO — 0.6 
(After Elbrond (15) ).
4.3 Application of Elbrond1s Technique
The first step in using this technique is to divide 
the production system into several circuits, one for each 
server (shovel). Now consider each circuit as a server plus 
a return circuit (see Figure 4.4).
Using the service time and its standard deviation, and 
the return time and its standard deviation, calculate the 









Figure 4.4. Basic Circuit for Shovel Wait Calculations.
be equal to the loaded travel time, waiting time ahead of 
the dump point, the dumping time, and the empty travel time 
back to the server or the queue ahead of the server. This 
step is carried out for each circuit.
Having completed the calculation for waiting times at 
each shovel, the calculation is reversed so that the dump 
point becomes the server and the return time includes the 
shovels. In this case the mean and standard deviation of the 
return time is found by weighting the individual circuit 
means and their standard deviations. In this way the first 
approximations for the waiting time prior to the dump is 
found.
The calculation is then reversed again and the shovels 
waiting time readjusted for the newly approximated dump
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service time. After a few iterations the results will con­
verge to deliver the final solution. A flowchart of program 
ELB.FOR (which is based on Elbrond's technique) is given in 
Figure 4.5.
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.re the results within 




Calculate the waiting 
time at each shovel.
Calculate the waiting 
time at the crusher.




Set up the control 
variables for the 
program.
Summarize the results 
and calculate a 
production estimate.
Calculate the circuits 
to be analysed for each 
shovel.
Calculate the circuit 
to be analysed for the 
crusher.
Figure 4.5. ELB.FOR Flowchart.
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As an example of the calculations involved in using this 
method, consider the production system with 4 circuits shown 
in Figure 4.6, with 4 trucks in each circuit.
WD
WS 1
a  -  6 4 0
a2* 32
WS 2 ^













Figure 4.6. A Production System With 4 Circuits.
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The procedure used to obtain a solution is as follows:
1. Define the circuit to be analyzed.
2. Calculate the mean and variance of the service time
and the return time for this circuit.
3. Calculate the standard deviation of the service 
time and the return time for this circuit.
4. Calculate the value K (K = TS/T).
5. Calculate the waiting time for the constant service
time-constant return time case (WB).
6. Calculate the utilization of the shovel if service 
time is constant and return time is exponentially 
distributed {/O ) .
7. Calculate the waiting time for the constant service 
time exponentially distributed haul time case (WA).
8. Calculate the utilization of the shovel if service 
time and return time are both exponentially distrib­
uted {yOA) .
9. Calculate the waiting time for the exponentially 
distributed service and return time case (W).
10. Calculate the correction factor (C).
11. Multiply the waiting time for the exponential-expo­
nential case (W), by the correction factor (C) to 
obtain the corrected waiting time (WS(N)).
12. Repeat steps 1-11 for all shovels.
13. Carry out steps 1-11 for the crusher. When calcul­
ating the return time to the crusher include the
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waiting time in front of each shovel (before the 
truck is served by the shovel).
14. Test, is the waiting time for shovel (N) within an 
acceptable error of the value obtained from the 
previous iteration. If, yes, then the solution is 
complete/ carry on with steps 16. If no, carry out 
step 15.
15. Repeat steps 1-14. When calculating the waiting 
time ahead of the shovels, include the waiting time 
at the crusher in the return time.
16. Calculate the average circuit time (A.C.T.).
17. Calculate production.
Thus for the example, first consider the innermost circuit, 
the circuit containing shovel 1. This circuit is analyzed by 
considering the schematic diagram shown in Figure 4.7.
Using Elbrond1s symbols
TS = 240
SS = Y 12 = 3.46
T = 680 + 60 + 600 = 1340
ST =/32 + 40 + 5 = J 77 = 8.77
Now K = ™  = y H q  = 0.1791 = 0.18.
2029
U * 1 3 4 0
Shovel 1 
X -  2 4 0WS 1
Figure 4.7. Schematic Diagram for Analysis of 
Circuit 1.
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For the constant service and return time case:
WB = N x TS - (T + TS)
=-• 960 - 1580
= negative, therefore set equal to zero
For the exponential return time with constant service time: 
k = 0.18 and N = 4
A = £ 1 + £n .k x [ 1 + (N-l) (ek-l) + (Nr-1^ -N~ -) (ek-l)
x(e2k-l) + (N-l)I (ek-l)...(e{N~1)k-l) ] j~1 j “1 
(N-l)!
= 0.57879.
Thus WA = ( — ?S- ) - (T + TS)/OA
(4 x 240 . _ 159Q 
0.5787 ■ 1 0
=  100.00
For the exponential-exponential case, 
k = 0.18 and N = 4
= J\ - [l+ .k + N(N-l)k2 + .. N !kN j-1
= 0.56
thus W = (N Jo ̂ S) - (T + TS)
= -0^ 240 - (1340 + 240)
= 134.29
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and the correction factor is calculated as,
ST « 0.0065.
Because this is less than 0.5
C = SSTS
/n SS, 0 ST WA — TS * 2 x -5- x w
o ST , WB (1 -2 —  ) x —
In this case WB = 0, therefore the 3rd term = 0.
Hence, C = 0.0144 + 0.9856 x 2 x 0.0065 x 100.00134.29
= 0.0239
and the corrected waiting time ahead of shovel 1 is 
given by WS1 = C x W
WS1 = 0.0239 x 134.29
= 3.21 seconds.
By repeating these calculations for circuits 2,3 and 4 we 
obtain:
WS2 = 2.8 seconds 
WS3 = 3.35 seconds 
WS4 = 3.51 seconds
Now for the crusher wait time we have to calculate:
The average return time, found by weighting of the circuit 
times by the number of trucks in each circuit, summing, and
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dividing by the total number of trucks served by the crusher.
TOTAL = 27471.4 
TOTAL divided by 16 trucks = 1716.96
The variance for the crusher is found by addition of 
the variances of the return (empty) travel time, the waiting 
and loading time at the shovel, and the haul (loaded) travel 
time, each weighted by the proportion of the trucks in the 
circuit. Thus,
Thus Circuit 1 has 4 trucks x 1523.31 = 6092.8
Circuit 2 has 4 trucks x 1632.80 = 6531.2
Circuit 3 has 4 trucks x 1818.32 = 7273.3
Circuit 4 has 4 trucks x 1893.52 = 7574.1
Variance ST^ = + ® 2 +
and for the example
2 1 2 ST = (|) (87.21) + ( 1  2(91.80) + (j) (103.35) 
1 2+ (J) (105.51)
24.2
ST 4.92
Therefore the schematic diagram for solution of the crusher 




Figure 4.8. Schematic Diagram for Analysis of Dump 
Waiting Time.
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Now exactly the same analytic procedure is carried out for 
the crusher as for each shovel, thus:
k for crusher = 6 0  = 0.0349
1717
N for crusher = 16 trucks
and the waiting time at the crusher:
WD = 2.01.
Now the second iteration must be carried out. Again, 
consider the innermost circuit as shown in Figure 4.7. For 
this iteration WD is not equal to zero (as was the case for 
the first iteration), but has a value of 2.01. Thus,
TS = 240 
SS = 3.4 6
T = 1340 + 2.01 = 1342.01 
ST = J 8.772 + 2.012 = 9.00
K = 240 = 0.1787 = 0.18
1343.21
which is approximately equal to the previous k value in this 
case (but this is not always the case).
For the constant service and return time case,
WB = ( N x  TS) - (T + TS)
= 960 - 1583.21
= negative, therefore set WB equal to zero.
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For the exponential return time with constant service time 
case,
k = 0.5787
WA = <fcf7§j°> ~ 1583-21
= 96.79.
For the exponential-exponential case,
k = 0.56
W = ,4 x 240 , /-loyio , o /i m
< 0.56 > ~ (1343 + 240)
= 131.08.
The correction factor is calculated as,
= .,-9:--Q-Q = 0.0067T 1343
because this is less than 0.5 




and the corrected waiting time ahead of the shovel is given 
by,
WS1 = C x W
= 0.0242 x 131.08 
= 3.16 seconds.
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By repeating the calculations for circuits 2, 3, and 4, we 
obtain/
WS2 = 2.98 seconds 
WS3 = 3.42 seconds 
WS4 = 3.52 seconds
and the calculation for the crusher gives
WD = 2.03 seconds.
Therefore, since all the values of waiting time for iteration 
2 are within a second of those for iteration 1 , no further 
iterations will be necessary.
To calculate the production for the shift the average 
circuit time for each shovel circuit is calculated:
Average Circuit Time = Delay at Service Unit + Time
for Service + Return Time 
with no Delay at the Crusher 
+ Delay at Crusher.
For example for circuit 1:
A.C.T. = 3.16 + 240 + (680 + 60 + 600) + 2.03 
= 1585 seconds.
Then the production from each circuit is calculated:
Production = shift length(seconds) x capacity(tons) x No of trucksA.C.T.
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For example for circuit 1 on a 240 minute shift with 120T 
trucks:
Prod(1) = 240 x 60 x 120 x 4 = 4360 
1585
and in this example total production in a 240 minute shift:
- 15646 tons.
As can be seen this method is tedious and time consuming, 
when carried out manually. However when programmed on a com­
puter it reduces to a comparatively simple repetitive pro­
cedure, as outlined in the flowchart of Figure 4.5, and the 
example just completed has been found to run in approximately 
one second on a PDP-10 computer. The program seldom takes 
longer than two seconds for any solution. A sample print­





Each of the previous three chapters has discussed rel­
atively complex models for estimating production using the 
probability distributions of the activities involved in open 
pit mining. It is imperative that if these models are to 
produce accurate estimates, the distributions for the activities 
modelled must be accurate. This chapter uses data collected 
from open pit mines to introduce some of the methods currently 
in use to establish the distribution and parameters of a 
set of data points sampled from an unknown distribution. Also 
examined are several other points which are considered pert­
inent to the use of distributions developed from sample data, 
and the random nature of the activity times derived from such 
data.
The data used in this study was collected from three 
open-pit mining operations. The majority of the analysis 
was carried out on one set of data taken from Mine 1 over a 
period of one month during the North American summer.
In most cases (where the amount of data collected was 
sufficient), analysis was carried out on 5 classes of trucks: 
Class A - 85 ton capacity (16 units)
Class B - 100 ton capacity (23 units)
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Class C - 100 ton capacity (9 units)
Class D - 170 ton capacity (14 units)
Class E - 170 ton capacity (14 units)
Data was collected for each class of truck over the following 
haulroad situations:
Haulroad 1 - steep grade (8.4% average grade)
Haulroad 2 - steep grade (7.6% average grade) 
with several short, flat sections 
Haulroad 3 - medium grade (3.29% average grade)
Since this was a pit operation there were few flat haul­
road sections, and none considered long enough to allow mean­
ingful sample data to be collected with respect to level hauls.
Data was also taken for each class of truck being loaded 
by three different class shovels.
Class 1 - 2 0  cubic yds - 2 units
Class 2 - 1 5  cubic yds - 3 units
Class 3 - 8 cubic yds - 2 units
Spot and dump times at crushers and waste areas were also
taken. In all, over 4,000 readings were processed, with a 
minimum of 30 readings for any particular activity.
There were four main objectives in processing the data, 
as follows:
1. To establish whether the individual activities in the
mine conformed to fixed probability distributions.
2. To establish a relationship between the travel time
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for a truck over a particular haulroad segment in 
actual practice versus the travel time calculated 
from a truck manufacturers performance curve.
3. To examine whether or not steady state conditions 
will occur in a mining system, and if so, what time 
interval elapses after the start up of a mining 
system before steady state is achieved. This was 
quite important in understanding variations be­
tween queueing theory and simulation results because 
queueing theory assumes steady state throughout
the shift.
4. To examine the increase in production when trucks 
are not permanently assigned to one shovel, but are 
assigned as late as possible to the shovel which 
will be free of trucks earliest.
5. To determine a procedure for determining how many 
times a simulation program must be run before the 
mean of the results can be stated to be within a 
set error, e, of the true mean, with a stated 
degree of confidence.
The investigation of these questions is discussed in the fol­
lowing sections of Chapter 5.
5*2 Investigation of Mining Activities* Probability Distributions.
The objective was to establish which type of distribu­
tion (i.e. erlang-k, poisson, jiormal) the data from each
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activity conformed to with least error. This was carried 
out for haul, return, spot and dump at the crushers and waste 
dumps, and shovel loading activities.
The tests carried out on the data to establish the good­
ness of fit were:
A. Chi Square
B. Cramer Von Mises
C. Kolmogorov - Smirnov
D. Moments Goodness of Fit test
as described in "Applied Goodness of Fit Testing" by Phillips 
(26). Sections of Phillips* text were used in compiling 
the computer program TEST.FOR, which was used to carry out 
the goodness of fit tests. All results are given in Appendix D.
Further reference material on the particular 
tests is given by Kempthorne (27) and Bradley (28) . The 
results of these tests are contained in Table 5.1(a,b,c,d,e,f).
From the results tabulated in Table 5.1 it can be con­
cluded:
A. Haultimes are generally normally distributed.
B. Shovel loading times are distributed normally and 
log normally, but more often log normally.
C. Truck dump times at the crusher are almost exclusively 
log normally distributed, but if the truck dumps
at a waste dump, the dump time is probably normally 
distributed, although this last assumption is based 




Truck Class Condition Distribution Mean Variance
A Loaded Normal 3.79 0.26
B Loaded Normal 2.84 0.14
C Loaded Normal 2.98 0.12
D Loaded Normal 3.07 0.15
E Loaded Log Normal 2.78 0.10
A Empty No dist* 1.38 0.05
B Empty No dist* 1.29 0.02
C Empty Log-normal 1.29 0.04
D Empty No dist* 1.30 0.03
E Empty No dist* 1.30 0.02
*In each case the distribution was almost a constant value 
as witnessed by the low variance.
Loaded travel - up-grade? Empty travel - downgrade.
TABLE 5.1a




Truck Class Condition Distribution Mean Variance
A Loaded Normal 10.97 4.18
B Loaded Normal 8.98 0.87
C Loaded Normal 10.03 2.05
D Loaded Normal 10.26 1.84
E Loaded Norma1 9.49 0.99
A Empty No dist 4.76 0.35
B Empty Normal 4 .57 0.17
C Empty Normal 4.27 0.20
D Empty Normal 4.36 0.25
E Empty Normal 4.59 0.13
Loaded travel - up-grade? Empty travel - down-grade
TABLE 5.1b




Truck Class Condition Distribution Mean Variance
A Loaded Normal 7.59 0.32
B Loaded Normal 6.20 0.25
C Loaded Normal 6.30 0.12
D Loaded Log Normal 6.23 0. 34
E Loaded Normal 6.01 0.20
A Empty Normal 4.48 0.23
B Empty Log Normal 4. 38 0.15
C Empty Normal 4.18 0.19
D Empty Normal 4.10 0.15
E Empty Normal 4.02 0.96
Loaded travel - up-grade; Empty travel - down-grade.
TABLE 5.1c
Results from the Distribution of Activity Time Tests.
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SHOVEL LOADING DISTRIBUTIONS
Description Distri- Mean Variance
bution
Shovel Type 3 Truck Class A Normal 3.37 0.19
Shovel Type 3 Truck Class B & c Log Normal 3.73 0.49
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B Sc c Log Normal 2.43 0.14
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class D Sc E* No Dist 3.14 0.14
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B Sc c* No Dist 1.80 0.19
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B & c* No Dist 2.05 0.35
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class A* No Dist 1.79 0.03
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class D Sc E Normal 2.98 0.19
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B Sc c Log Normal 2.17 0.14
Shovel Type 1 Truck Class D & E Log Normal 2.60 0.13
Shovel Type 1 Truck Class D Sc E Normal 3.22 0.10
From Mine 2:
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B Sc C Log Normal 2.58 15.97
Shovel Type 2 Truck Class B Sc c Log Normal 2.30 19.95
*These were carried out where the number of observations was 
below 30, generally in the 15-20 bracket.
TABLE 5.Id
Results of the Distribution of Activity Time Tests.
- L U X
DUMP TIME (CRUSHER AND WASTE DUMP) DISTRIBUTIONS
Truck Class Distribution Mean Variance
1. Spot and Dump at a Waste Dump
A Normal 1.26 0.08
E Normal 1.22 0.04
2. Spot and Dump at a Crusher
B and C Log Normal 1.08 0.04
B and C Log Normal 1.22 0.05
D and E Log Normal 1. 39 0.06
D and E Log Normal 1.34 0.09
TABLE 5.le
Results of Distribution of Activity Time Tests.
MINE 2. HAUL TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
Truck Class Condition Dist Mean Variance
B and C Loaded Normal 6.32 42.93
B and C Empty Normal 4.93 28.98
B and C Loaded Normal 6.93 110.75
B and C Empty Normal 5.22 40.93
TABLE 5. If
Results of Distribution of Activity Time Tests.
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5.3 Investigation of the Relationship Between Actually
Recorded Travel Times and Travel Times Determined from
a Manufacture's Performance Chart
To carry out this investigation the actual travel times 
on haulroads 1, 2 and 3 which have already been established, 
were compared to travel times calculated from a computer 
program CAT.FOR (see Appendix 4). This program used a 
rimpull/speed histogram to calculate the theoretical haul- 
times. The results from these tests are given in Table 5.2(a,b).
Examination of the results does not reveal any definite 
trend. The only conclusions that can be drawn are:
A. On uphill loaded haul road segments the travel time 
varied from 10% shorter to 15% longer than that in­
dicated by the CAT.FOR calculations.
B. On the downhill empty haul road segments the travel 
time was consistently longer by 30% to 50% than the 
CAT.FOR calculations indicated. This is probably 
due to either an imposed blanket speed limit or
to the fact that when trucks are empty the ride 
deteriorates, and operators tend to drive them at 
a comfortable speed rather than top speed.
Thus based on these results, it would have to be recommended 
that any mine carrying out simulation studies establish the 
parameters which apply in its own mine (rather than relying 
on published data). This is especially applicable when the 
simulation is intended for optimized production, and this
T-2029
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Truck Class A 3.79 3.70 + 2.4
B 2.84 2.97 - 4.4
C 2.98 3.30 - 9.7
D 3.07 3.16 - 2.9
E 2.78 3.86 - 9.2
Haulroad 2
Truck Class A 10.97 12.19 - 10.0
B 8.99 9.74 - 7.7
C 10.03 10.73 - 6.5
D 10. 2(j 10.33 - 0.6
E 9.49 10.04 - 5.5
Haulroad 3
Truck Class A 7.59 6.58 + 15.4
B 6.21 5.39 + 15.2
C 6.30 5.82 + 8.2
D 6.24 5. 50 + 13.5
E 6.01 5.36 + 12.1
*The error is the percent by which the data mean either exceeds 
(+) or is less than (-) the mean from the Manufacturers* Per­
formance Charts.
TABLE 5.2a 
Recorded and Calculated Travel Times
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ACTUAL V THEORETICAL MEAN HAULTIMES 
FOR EMPTY, DOWNHILL HAUL SEGMENTS
Time (Mins) Actual Time (Mins) Theoretical % Error*
Haulroad 1
Truck Class A 1.38 0.89 + 0.55
B 1.29 0.88 + 0.47
C 1.29 0. 84 + 0.54
D 1. 30 0.86 + 0.51
E 1. 30 1.01 + 0.29
Haulroad 2
Truck Class A 4.76 3.01 + 0.58
B 4.57 2.97 + 0.54
C 4.27 2.81 + 0.52
D 4.36 3.09 + 0.41
E 4.59 3. 50 + 0.31
Haulroad 3
Truck Class A 4.48 3.00 + 0.49
B 4.38 2.79 + 0.57
C 4.18 2.88 + 0.45
D 4.10 2.86 + 0.43
E 4.02 2.85 + 0.41
TABLE 5.2b 
Recorded and Calculated Travel Times.
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10-15% error in the data could negate the effectiveness of 
the whole program.
5.4 Investigation of Steady State Conditions in Mining
Systems
In using finite queue or cyclic queue analysis,it is 
important to realize that these methods assume that the sys­
tem being modelled is in "steady state" throughout modelling. 
What is "steady state"? Gross and Harris (23) state that 
steady state is related to the concept of ergodicity which 
deals with the problems of determining measures of a stochas­
tic process X(t) from a single realization. This means that 
all the measures of the process can be determined or well 
approximated from a single realization XQ (t) of the process, 
that is, the realization of a process is independent of time. 
It should be appreciated that because of the variability and 
interruption of each individual activity, the practical mining 
system will only approach steady state, and thus no modelling 
method will ever give 100% correct results. However it is 
also recognized that during the beginning of a shift there 
will be far more variability and inefficiency in the system, 
than at a later time in the shift when the trucks have become 
relatively regularly spaced throughout the system.
No references are available which analyze when and if 
steady state conditions occur in a mining system. However, 
this author feels that if the conditions outlined below were
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fulfilled for several consecutive measurements, then the sys­
tem would be approaching steady state, and the earliest time 
which fulfilled the conditions would constitute the onset of 
steady state. The conditions referred to are:
Condition 1 - the probability distributions remain the
same.
Condition 2 - the mean of several simulations remained
very similar in magnitude.
Condition 3 - the coefficient of variation remained
similar in magnitude.
It would be necessary for each of these conditions to be met 
to imply steady state.
This investigation was carried out using program 
SIM.FOR with ten simulations run for each of 5 basic time 
periods, h hour, 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours. This was done for 4 
different mine systems and the results documented and plotted 
in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.1. In Table 5.4 the rate of pro­
duction for each of the above time intervals is recorded.
This was calculated as follows:
let S = time at the beginning of the interval (hours) 
t = time at the end of the interval (hours)
Rate of Production 








The results show that the mining systems tested become 
steady approximately 1 hour after the shift begins. (Of
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Time (Hrs) Mean Prod/Hr Standard Dev Coeff of Var
SYSTEM 1: 
0.5 10,792 3266 0. 30
1.0 13,924 1213 0.09
2.0 14,246 1346 0.09
3.0 13,989 978 0.07
4-0 13,931 602 0.04
SYSTEM 2:
0.05 10,712 954 0.09
1.0 12,321 494 0.04
2.0 12,822 434 0.03
3.0 13,148 382 0.03
4.0 13,373 285 0.02
SYSTEM 3:
0.5 3,360 715 0.21
1.0. 4,464 437 0.10
2.0 4,566 277 0.06
3.0 4,710 299 0.06
4.0 4,728 186 0.04
(Cont1d)
TABLE 5.3 
Results of Steady State Experiments
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Time (Hrs) Mean Prod/Hr Standard Dev Coeff of Var
SYSTEM 4: 
0.5 3,912 1024 0.26
1.0 4,824 426 0.09
o•(N 5,002 456 0.09
3.0 5, 352 150 0.03
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Time Period (Hrs) Hourly Output (Tons)
SYSTEM 1. o•o - 0.5 10792
0.5 - 1.0 17056
o•H - 2.0 14568
O•CM - 3.0 13568
3.0 - 4.0 13757
SYSTEM 2. 0.0 - 0.5 10912
0.5 - 1.0 13930
o•H - 2.0 13323
2.0 - 3.0 13800
3.0 - • o 14048
SYSTEM 3. o•o - 0.5 3360
0.5 - 1.0 5568
o•H - 2.0 4668
O•CM - 3.0 4998
3.0 - 4.0 4782
SYSTEM 4. o•o - 0.5 3912
0.5 - o•H 5736
o•H - o•CM 5180
to • o - 3.0 6052
3.0 - 4.0 6144
TABLE 5.4
Hourly Rate of Production Figures from Steady State Tests
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course each operation would have to determine this in its own 
operational environment.)
5.5 Determination of the Number of Simulations Required when 
Using Stochastic Simulators to Produce a Result in which 
the Operator can be Confident
Due to the random nature of results from the simulation 
program SIM.FOR, it is necessary to establish how many times 
it is necessary to run the program, before it can be stated 
with a certain degree of confidence, that the mean value of all 
the results is within a specified error(will be less than a 
specified amount e), when the sample size is:
A normal distribution is assumed because this will give 
a more conservative n value than a log normal - the other 
possible distribution. Provided the sample size is large 
(- 30) the sample standard deviation can be used to replace G  .
Thus if 99% confidence is required that the simulation 
solution is within 500 tons of the true production tonnage after 
4 hours of production, then
where 602 is O' of the results of SIM.FOR, system 1. Thus ten
2
where e = error expressed as a fraction
the value of the standard normal distribution
9.65
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iterations of the program are required. In this way, the 
number of iterations for any degree of confidence can be 
established. A comparison of the time required for each 
estimation program is given in Table 6.3*
5.6 An Examination of the Increase in Efficiency which
Occurs When a Mine Installs an Optimum Shovel Assign­
ment Device, Rather Than Using Fixed Shovel Assignment.
Many mining companies have in recent years installed 
systems for optimizing .the allocation of trucks to shovels, 
and have reported increases of production of from 8 to 15%.
These systems range from an inexpensive perspex board with 
slides representing trucks used by Cypress-Pima (29), to a 
comparatively sophisticated computerized installation with 
magnetic sender units mounted on the trucks and a digital 
readout mounted over the roadway used by Palobora (S.A) (30) 
or Mt. Wright (Canada) (31). However, regardless of the 
mechanics involved, the object in each case was the re-routing 
of the trucks each time they left the crusher, to the shovel 
which could serve them earliest, and so decrease the circuit 
time.
Since program SIM.FOR allows both modes of operation it 
was used to establish an estimate of the production increase.
To obtain the results tabulated in Table 5.5, program SIM.FOR 
was first run for 10 x 4 hour simulations, with the program 




Production (Tons) Increase 
Optimal Assignment as %PFA*
SYSTEM 1 18580 19188 + 3.3%
SYSTEM 2 19124 18912 - 1.1%
SYSTEM 3 22200 22308 + 0.5%
In Systems 1,2 and 3 the fixed assignment was calculated to
duplicate the number of trucks assigned under optimal assign-
ment.
SYSTEM 4 28750 30150 + 4.8%
SYSTEM 5 21400 22200 + 3.74%
In System 4 and 5 the fixed assignment resulted in an equal
number of trucks assigned to each shovel.
* %PFA denotes the increase as a percentage of the production 
from a system using fixed truck-shovel addignment.
TABLE 5.5
Comparison of Production Using Fixed Shovel Assignment v.
Optimum Shovel Assignment
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The second case studied is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
The estimated production is for a total of 16, 120 ton
trucks operating in.the circuit during a shift of 4 hours 













The third case studied was production from the mine haul­
age layout described in Figure 6.1. The programs were used 
to estimate the production of 24, 120 ton capacity trucks














Examples of the printout from each program are shown in 
Table 6.1 (a,b ,c ,d ,e ,f,g). These results are discussed in 
later sections of this chapter.
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CRUSHER 
jU -  60
JU-240U -  150
DISPATCHERJUNCTION
SHOVEL 1 
U -  240
U - 3 6 0U= 530
SHOVEL 2 
U -  2 4 0
a 2 =12
SHOVEL 3 
U -  300
U = 6 7 5
SHOVEL 4 
JU “  300
Figure 5.2. Mining System No. 2.
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7 19200 46 46 34 32
8 19320 48 46 36 32
9 19800 49 4 5 34 32
10 18480 49 46 34 32
x = 19188 x = 48.5 45.9 34 .6 31.3s
Then the trucks assigned to shovel 1 for the 10 simulations 
using assignment of shovels was:
= 20 x 48.5 = 6.05 or 6 trucks
160.3
A similar calculation was used to ascertain the number of trucks 
assigned to the other shovels, and when simulation was carried 
out, the mean production was 18580 tons.
The results from further experiments are documented in 
Table 5.5. The production figure given is for a simulation 
of a continuous shift of 4 hours duration, with variations in 
the mine configuration and the number of trucks.
The results generated from SIM.FOR indicate that in the 
cases studied there was very little overall increase in pro­
duction, and it is suggested that the production increases 
experienced in practice may have been due in part to other 
factors,(perhaps the original allocation of trucks before the 
optimization programs were implemented was not totally ef­
ficient). In many mines the objective of the dispatching
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arrangement is to maximize the utilization of all shovels, 
often by over stocking the system with trucks, and assigning 
trucks so that each shovel obtains maximum and approximately 
equal utilization (30) . When optimized shovel assignment is 
used the shovels on the shorter circuits will generally ob­
tain maximum utilization to the detriment of utilization of 
shovels on the longer haul circuits. In the examples simu­
lated the fixed assignments were not based on maximized shovel 
utilization. In system 1, 2 and 3 assignment was based on 
maximized production regardless of shovel utilization, while 




TESTING, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 General Comments
Having developed all three models and the distributions 
for each operation in previous chapters, this chapter is 
devoted to comparison of the results from the three programs, 
discussion of the merits of each program, and recommendations 
for further development of the use of probabilistic techniques 
in estimating open pit mine production.
The programs were initially compared using hypothetical 
mining systems developed from articles describing open pit 
mines. The major objective is to observe any systematic re­
lationship between the estimates from each method. Then the 
results from a time study taken from an operating mine are 
compared with the results from the programs.
A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each 
program relative to the others is presented, followed by 
recommendations for further work in the field of probabilis­
tic estimation of open pit mine production.
Finally, conclusions based on the total thesis content 
are presented.
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6.2 Testing the Programs with Hypothetical Mine Haulage 
Layouts
The first case studied is taken from Morgan (4). This 
article presented a single shovel operation with 7 trucks and 
travel and service times as outlined below.
Trucks - Fleet of 7 
Loading
Shovel to Junction 
Junction to Crusher 
Crusher Dump Time 









The article claims a steady state production of 18 00 
tph for this system, based on deterministic calculations. Es­







Estimated Production (tons) 





* Denotes SIM.FOR using normally distributed travel times and 
log normally distributed service times.
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The second case studied is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
The estimated production is for a total of 16, 120 ton
trucks operating in the circuit during a shift of 4 hours 













The third case studied was production from the mine haul­
age layout described in Figure 6.1. The programs were used 
to estimate the production of 24, 120 ton capacity trucks














Examples of the printout from each program are shown in 
Table 6.1 (a,b,c,d,e,f,g). These results are discussed in 
later sections of this chapter.
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CRUSHER 
AJ -  60  








U -  2 4 0
SHOVEL 3 
U -  300  
O 2 = 64
SHOVEL 4 
U = 300
U -  870 U - 6 0 0
Figure 6.1. Hypothetical Mine Layout - No. 3.
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§|*RESULTS FROM TRUCK - SHOVEL SIMULATION***
INPUT TO PROGRAM SIM.FOR 
SHOVEL DESCRIPTION
THERE ARE 2 SHOVELS OF 15.00 CU YDS CAPACITY.
DIST TYPE 2. PMTR1 = 240. PMTR2 = 49. PMTR3 = 0
THERE ARE 2 SHOVELS OF 12.00 CU YDS CAPACITY.
DIST TYPE 2. PMTR1 = 300. PMTR2 = 64. PMTR3 = 0
TRUCKS AND HAULROAD DESCRIPTION.
THERE ARE 24 TRUCKS OF 120.00 TONS CAPACITY.
THE DISTRIBUTION TYPE AND THREE PARAMETERS OF EACH SEGMENT ARE ?
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 240. PMTR2 = 36. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. F’MTRl = 200. PMTR2 = 25. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 300. PMTR2 = 49. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTRl = 450. PMTR2 = 64. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 600. PMTR2 = 81 ♦ PMTR3 - 0
DIST TYPE 9. F’MTRl = 350. PMTR2 = 49. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. F’MTRl = 500. PMTR2 = 64 ♦ PMTR3 ~ 0
DIST TYPE 9. F’MTRl = 630. PMTR2 - 81 . PMTR3 = 0
■DIST TYPE 9. PMTRl = 870. PMTR2 = 121 . F’MTR’3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTRl = 300. PMTR2 = 49. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTRl = 60. PMTR2 = 25. F’MTR’3 = 0
Table 6.1 (a). Results from Program SIM.FOR (1 of 3).
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fjUTPUT FROM PROGRAM SIM.FOR*
t i m e LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE: SHOVELS*
Jr u c k 1 LOST 20»57 MINS AT SHOVELS*
Jr u c k o LOST As. W  ^ A w  A m MINS AT SHOVELS*
:tRUCK 3 LOST 28 ♦ 70 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 4 LOST 32*47 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 5 LOST 26*65 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 6 LOST 40*30 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 7 LOST- 36.58 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 8 LOST 30*65 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 9 LOST 24 ♦ 27 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 10 LOST 27*33 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 11 LOST 22* 13 MINS AT SHOVELS*
ITRIJCK 12 LOST 55*80 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 13 LOST 17*62 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 14 LOST 27*32 MINS AT SHOVELS*
Tr u c k 15 LOST 9*50 MINS AT SHOVELS*
j r u c k 16 LOST 46.50 MINS AT SHOVELS*
t r u c k 17 LOST 31 *32 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 18 LOST 45*77 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 19 LOST 29. 18 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 20 LOST 13*48 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 21 LOST- 28*28 MINS AT SHOVELS*
Tr u c k 22 LOST 32*80 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK 23 LOST 34*80 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TRUCK- 24 LOST 15*32 MINS AT SHOVELS*
TIME; LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 1 LOST 13*45 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK o LOST 8*72 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 3 LOST 7*68 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 4 LOST 10*85 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 5 LOST 11 *72 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 6 LOST 12*00 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
Tr u c k 7 LOST- 9*42 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 8 LOST 15*18 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 9 LOST 6*72 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
Tr u c k 10 LOST 10*15 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 11 LOST 16*35 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 12 LOST 2*13 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 13 LOST 9*87 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
Tr u c k 14 LOST 14*65 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 15 LOST 13*92 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 16 LOST- 5*50 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 17 LOST 13*93 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK 18 LOST 6*50 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 19 LOST 9*78 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 20 LOST 22 *27 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 21 LOST 14*70 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k O '•>A w  A.« LOST 9*03 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
t r u c k 23 LOST 12* 10 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TRUCK- 24 LOST 10*50 MINS AT THE CRUSHER
TABLE 6.1b.
Results from Program SIM.FOR (2 or 3).
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THE NUMBEFi OF TRUCKS SERVED AND THE 
TIME LOST BY EACH SHOVEL WAS J- 
SHOVEL 1 SERVED 59 TRUCKS ? AND WAS IDLE FOR 20.4? MINS.
SHOVEL 2 SERVED 55 T RUCKS y AND WAS IDLE FOR 44.22 MINS.
SHOVEL 3 SERVED 40 TRUCKS 9 AND WAS IDLE FOR 63.80 MINS.
SHOVEL 4 SERVED 29 TRUCKS y AND WAS IDLE FOR 115.67 MINS.
TOTAL TRUCK DOWNTIME IN MINS = 1139.87
TOTAL CRUSHER DOWNTIME IN MINS = 141.65
TOTAL SHOVEL DOWNTIME IN MINUTES = 244.15
TOTAL TIME IN THE SHIFT IN MINS = 240.00
PRODUCTION FDR THE SHIFT = 20520.00 TONS
PRODUCED BY 171 TRUCKS
124
TABLE 6.1c 
Results from Program SIM.FOR (3 of 3).
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***CYCLIC QUEUES WITH EXPONENTIAL SERVICE***
THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES A R E •
THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS = 4
THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS PER SYSTEM = 6
THE NUMBER OF TRUCKS (TOTAL) = 24
THE PMU VALUES FOR THE SEGMENTS ARE :
1 0*25 0*30 0*25 0*17 0*202 0*25 0.20 0*25 0*12 0*20
3 0*25 0*13 0*20 0*10 0*20
4 0.25 0*10 0*20 0*07 0*15
THE PMU VALUE FOR THE CRUSHER IS - 1*00
SHIFT TIME IN MINUTES IS 240*00 
TRUCK CAPACITY = 120*00 TONS*
TOTAL PRODUCTION DURING A SHIFT OF 240*00 MINUTES 
IS = 163*32 TIMES THE TRUCK CAPACITY OF 120*00
FOR A TOTAL OF 19598.64 TONS
TABLE 6.Id 
Results from Program QUE.FOR (1 of 2).
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*** RESULTS OF ELBRONDS METHOD ***
NUMBER OF SHOVELS = 4
NUMBER OF PHASES = 6
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 24
CAPACITY OF THE TRUCKS IN TONS IS 120.00 
OPERATING HOURS IN THE SHIFT ARE 4.00
THE VALUES OF THE MEANS AND VARIANCES A R E ♦
SYSTEM NO = 1
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 36.00
HAULROAD NO 2 MEAN IS 200.00 AND VARIANCE IS 25.00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 350.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 60.00 AND VARIANCE IS 25.00
SYSTEM NO ~ 2
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 36.00
HAULROAD NO 2 MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 500.00 AND VARIANCE IS 64.00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 60.00 AND VARIANCE IS 25.00
SYSTEM NO = 3
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 36.00
HAULROAD NO MEAN IS 450.00 AND VARIANCE IS 64.00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 64.00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 630.00 AND VARIANCE IS 81 .00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 60.00 AND VARIANCE IS 25.00
SYSTEM NO = 4
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 240.00 AND VARIANCE IS 36.00
HAULROAD NO n MEAN IS 600.00 AND VARIANCE IS 81.00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 64.00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 870.00 AND VARIANCE IS 121.00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 300.00 AND VARIANCE IS 49.00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 60.00 AND VARIANCE IS 25.00
TABLE 6.If




NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 5
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 169.50 SECONDS. 
EXP--CONST WAITING TIME IS 107.79 SECONDS. 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 0.00
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL 1 IS 8.98
SYSTEM NUMBER 2
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 6
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 192.96 SECONDS.
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 122.22 SECONDS.
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 0.00
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL 2 IS 9.78
SYSTEM NUMBER 3
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 6
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 231.88 SECONDS.
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 146.93 SECONDS.
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 0.00
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL 3 IS 10.92
SYSTEM NUMBER 4
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 7
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 242.71 SECONDS.
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 150.78 SECONDS.
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 0.00
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL 4 IS 10.95
SYSTEM NUMBER 5
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 24
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 122.73 SECONDS.
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 74.06 SECONDS.
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 0.00
TRUE WAIT AT CRUSHER IS 10.23 SECONDS.
EXPONENTIAL PRODUCTION IS = 19752.5
ACTUAL PRODUCTION IS = 23240.2 TONS
TABLE 6. lg.
Results from Program ELB.FOR (2 of 2)
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6.3 Testing the Programs Using Data from an Operating Open
Pit Mine
The time study data detailed in Table 6.2 was obtained 
from the daily production summary, and a time study of the 
various production activities in an open pit mine. In some 
areas interpretation was required to arrange the data in a 
form compatible with computer input requirements, particu­
larly in the crusher area. The mine operates two crushers 
whose average mean service time is 64 seconds, and the average 
variance of this time is 16 seconds. Because the programs 
are only equipped to handle single crusher systems, the crusher 
times were divided by two, and this time was used as computer 
input. Thus the computer uses one crusher serving trucks at 
twice the average rate of the crushers in the operating sit­
uation. This has the effect of reducing crusher waiting time 
and truck waiting time at the crusher, because there"is not 
the possibility of one crusher idle while the other crusher 
has one truck in service and another truck waiting for ser­
vice. A second area of variation was that the time study 
data from Shovel 1 was applied to Shovel 2 (since they were 
similar shovels loading the same type of trucks), and the 
same occurred with Shovel 3 and Shovel 4. The mine haulage 
layout is detailed in Figure 6.2. Forty-eight, 100 ton trucks 
were operated in the mine for 6.28 available hours. The est­
imates produced are shown in Table 6.3.
The estimates in Table 6.3 show that both programs over-
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No. of trucks operating: 48
Truck Capacity: 10 0 tons






Crusher to Dispatcher 256 + 14
Dispatcher to Shovel 1 120 + 6
Dispatcher to Shovel 2 182 + 9
Dispatcher to Shovel 3 243 + 13
Dispatcher to Shovel 4 298 + 17
Service at Shovel 1 108 + 10
Service at Shovel 2 108 + 10
Service at Shovel 3 144 + 15
Service at Shovel 4 144 + 15
Shovel 1 toi Junction 128 + 15
Shovel 2 tc> Junction 238 + 28
Shovel 3 to Junction 367 + 31
Shovel 4 toi Junction 483 + 47
Junction to Crusher + 58
Crusher No. 1 62 + 12
Crusher No. 2 66 + 20
Production per shift averaged - 59,111 tons.
TABLE 6.2
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CRUSHER 1 
U -  6 2
CRUSHER 2
a - 66 
a 2 - 20
U - 2 5 6
DISPATCHERJUNCTION
SHOVEL 1 
U -  108
SHOVEL 2






U -  144
a-298
Figure 6.2. Mine Haulage-Time Study Layout.
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estimated the actual production of 59111 tons. SIM.FOR by 
approximately 5% and ELB.FOR by approximately 17%. It is 
not possible to analyze where errors occurred based on this 
one example. The data might well be slightly inaccurate, or 
the program may be over-estimating by the amount indicated. 
However, it may be concluded that in this case the estimate 
produced by program SIM.FOR was closer to the actual produc­
tion than that produced by program ELB.FOR.
The results obtained in this section and section 6.2 
indicate that there is a relationship between the results of 
the QUE.FOR, SIM.FOR and ELB.FOR programs. QUE.FOR and SIM.FOR 
(exp-exp) give approximately equal production estimates, while 
ELB.FOR exponential results are generally 5% higher. SIM.FOR 
(normal-log) gives results between 5 to 10% higher (than the 
exponentially distributed QUE.FOR results) , while ELB.FOR 
corrected results are 10 to 20% higher (than the exponentially 
distributed QUE.FOR results).
6.4 Discussion of the Factors Influencing Program Results
6.4.1 A Basis for Selecting the Most Accurate Estimator.
The effect of using exponentially distributed travel 
times and service times on production is discussed by Gaarslev 
(13). He studied the effect of altering the K values for 
service and travel times which conformed to the erlang-K dis­
tribution. By repeated modelling of many different systems 
he established the increase in productivity obtained by 
altering the K value from:
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K = 1, an exponential distribution
through K = 5, a log normal distribution
to K = 20, a normal distribution
The results of his experiments are represented in Figure
6.3, which is for the particular system where the ratio of 
service time to travel time is 0.18. Teicholz* Report No. 26 
(17) states that using exponential service and travel time 
distributions will result in underestimation of the production 
by as much as 10%.
Based on the above information it may be concluded that 
the true production is somewhere between 5 and 15% higher than 
the production estimated by a reliable method which uses ex­
ponential service and travel time distributions. As observed 
in sections 6.2 and 6.3, the estimates from QUE.FOR, SIM.FOR 
(exp-exp) and ELB.FOR (exp-exp) are generally within 5% of 
each other, with SIM.FOR (normal-log) between 5 and 10% 
greater, and ELB.FOR corrected between 10-20% greater.
Based on the limited information and data available, this 
author believes that of the three programs tested, SIM.FOR 
(normal-log) estimates will most closely approximate the 
actual production from an open pit mine. However it is rec­
ognized that with adjustment of the correction factor used 
in program ELB.FOR, this method would be far superior to 
program SIM.FOR, because it would drastically reduce computing 
time required.
2029
% increase in 
productivity
10 "





5 20I 10 15
Figure 6.3. The Effect of the K Factor on a Pro­
duction Estimate (/0= 0.18) (after 
Gaarslev (13) ).
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6.4.2 Discussion of the Probability Distributions Obtained 
from the Data Analysis.
A comparison of probability distributions developed 
from processing the data collected for this thesis, and dis­
tributions presented by Morgan (4) and Deshmukh (8) which were 
accepted by the mining industry, was carried out. The compar­
ison is tabulated in Table 6.4. It must be realized that the 
applicable distribution will alter from operation to operation, 
and even within one mine. For example, the shovel loading 
distribution may be highly dependent on the digging conditions, 
or the ability of the operator. Thus the discrepancies ob­
served in Table 6.4 are understandable.
6.4.3 Influence of the . Coefficient of Variation.
Variation in activity times directly affects the ef­
ficiency of a series or cyclic operation. The coefficient 
of variation (C.O.V.) allows the estimator a dimensionless 
qualitative comparison between operations. Elbrond (14) has 
sufficient confidence in the C.O.V. as a measure of efficiency, 
that he bases his correction factor on the values of travel 
time and service time C.O.V. This author feels that the C.O.V. 
of activities could well be used in conjunction with other 
monitoring devices, as a measure of success in any program 
designed to increase efficiency of a mine haulage system. The
coefficient of variation is defined





Load Log-normal Log-normal Log-normal
Haul Normal Normal Deterministic
Dump Normal or 
Log-normal
Normal Log-normal
Wait ----- Log-nOrmal Log-normal
Payload ----- Normal ---- .
TABLE 6.4
A Comparison of Probability Distributions
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The C.O.V. for individual activities will vary between mining 
operations. As an example of this,consider the shovel loading 
distributions presented in Table 5.Id. For mine no. 1 the
C.O.V. is in general less than 0.1, while for mine no. 2 it 
is well in excess of 1.0 for the particular shovels on which 
the time study was conducted. Such variations between oper­
ations make it imperative that to achieve maximum accuracy 
in the estimation of production, the distribution and para­
meters of each activity must be established for every mine in 
which estimates are to be carried out by probabilistic methods.
6.4.4. Discussion of the Calculated Activity Times.
The comparison in this thesis of the mean travel time 
established from the data, and that calculated from manufact­
urers* curves by the rimpull method, indicated that for uphill 
travel the actual travel time was within ±10% of the calculated 
travel time. No conclusion could be reached for downhill 
travel (due to speed limits imposed within the pit), or travel 
along flat haulroads (because none were involved in the time 
study). Morgan (4) disagrees with this conclusion and states 
that actual travel times are generally greater than calcul­
ated travel times by approximately twenty percent, despite 
variations in haulroad profile. This author feels that this 
is another area where differences will occur between opera­
tions. One reason for this will be the variation in loading 
policy from mine to mine. Some operations allow loads far
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in excess of the listed machine capacity to be carried, and 
accept increased maintenance costs. Others purposely de-rate 
the truck capacity, hoping to achieve the same production 
by decreasing the cycle time per truck, and increasing the 
availability of the unit.
The general conclusion which can be made from the obser­
vations in this section is that extreme care must be exercised 
in selecting the distribution and parameters of all activities, 
and ensuring they apply in the mine layout for which the pro­
duction estimate is required, if the estimate produced is 
to be accurate.
6.5 Critical Analysis of the Three Estimation Programs
From previous discussion it is obvious that cyclic queueing 
theory has to be avoided when estimating actual open pit mine 
production, because of the excessive build up of computer 
operating time. It was intended to incorporate the ability 
to handle erlang-K probability distributions in program 
QUE.FOR, but when it was realized the method was to be re­
jected, this modification was abandoned.
Program SIM.FOR appears to be producing a more accurate 
estimate than program ELB.FOR in their present forms, how­
ever the computer time required to produce the estimate is 
considerably greater, which is a major disadvantage. SIM.FOR 
is considerably more flexible than either of the queueing 
theory models. It can be used to estimate production with
1
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any one of the mine activity distributions provided it 
is not limited to simulation of a mining operation by empir­
ical correction factors as is ELB.FOR, and it can handle any 
number of variable inputs (i.e. x different types of servers 
with y different types of customers). A further advantage 
is that SIM.FOR does not assume steady state from the moment 
of start-up nor throughout the time of operation, it actually 
simulates the variability of the system throughout the dura­
tion of the operating time.
The superior queueing model is ELB.FOR. By use of the 
correction factor the model adjusts the estimate produced 
from exponentially distributed activity probabilities, to pro­
duce the corrected estimate. Based on the findings of other 
authors and on the one estimation of an operating mine carried 
out in this thesis, this author feels the correction factor 
needs modification. Program ELB.FOR does not have the flex­
ibility of program SIM.FOR; however it has a distinct advantage 
in that it uses only a fraction of the computer operating 
time required to achieve a satisfactory result with the simu­
lation method. The program is limited to use with open pit 
mining operations by the empirically derived correction 
factor. It is suggested that if erlang-K distributions were 
used in ELB.FOR rather than the present exponential dis­
tributions and correction factor, the program would be much 
more flexible and adjustment of the estimate to achieve a 
more accurate estimate could be conducted by altering the K. 
value.
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In conclusion it should be recognized that while this 
author considers SIM.FOR a more useful program at present, 
program ELB.FOR has more potential for development into a 
much superior program, due to the short computer time required.
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6- 6 Recommendations for Further Development of Probabilistic
Mine Production Estimators
6.6.1 Collection and Analysis of Data from Operating Mines.
It must be realized that the principle objective of this 
thesis was to present and compare queueing theory and Monte 
Carlo simulation techniques for estimating production in open 
pit mines. In many areas the information on which conclusions 
were based was minimal. Considerable scope exists for further 
data collection and analysis to determine broad outlines of 
the expected distribution and parameters for the activities 
associated with open pit mining. It is suggested that program 
TEST.FOR would be a useful tool for anyone undertaking such a 
detailed study. The effect of variables such as haul road pro­
file, length of travel, type of haul unit (prime mover type 
versus rear dump type), variation of slope,and power to weight 
ratio could be analyzed. Also the possibility of using the 
weighted average slope (length x slope/length) to calculate the 
approximate travel time appears to warrant investigation.
6.6.2 Further Development of Program ELB.FOR.
While program SIM.FOR is considered to provide the best 
estimate of production at the present time, modification of the 
Elbrond correction factor to produce estimates in the range 5 
to 10% higher than the exponential estimates would undoubtedly 
result in a far superior program. Even now Elbrond*s estimates 
may be correct for particular mining operations, and further
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work in estimating the production of operating mines is rec­
ommended to ascertain whether or not the 5 to 10% excess on 
the exponential estimates is indeed true for the industry as 
a whole. The main problem in industrial systems is that 
the tremendous variations in mine haulage layouts, operation 
policies, and haulage units, make the collection of representative 
data an almost impossible task for any one individual, and would 
possibly be best undertaken by an interested organization such 
as the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Improvements recommended for program ELB.FOR include:
A. Introduction of a subroutine which would allow one 
or two crushers to be selected.
B. Incorporation of truck load distributions and para­
meters. Then instead of always assuming the haul units 
carry a deterministic load, the program could calculate 
the probable number of tons carried by each unit.
C. In association with "B”, the ability to estimate pro­
duction for a fleet of trucks composed of two or three 
different truck types could be included in the program, 
by incorporation of a distribution from which the pro­
gram could decide the probability that the unit for 
which an activity was being calculated was a type "A" 
unit, and would select the distribution and parameters 
applicable to that activity/unit combination.
D. Incorporation of a block which allowed optimal allo­
cation of the trucks to a particular shovel, based 
on one of the following criteria.
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1. Maximum production
2. Maximum utilization of the trucks
3. Maximum utilization of the shovels
E. Incorporation of Elbrond's (15) correction factor fora 
major shut down within the duration of a shift. (See 
Elbrond (15).
6.6.3 Modification of the Finite Queueing Model.
This author considers that the Finite Queueing Model 
presented by Elbrond could be improved by avoiding the use of 
the coefficient of variation of travel time and service time 
in determining the correction factor, and if possible avoiding 
the correction factor all together. The main objections to 
the use of the coefficient of variation as a basis for deter­
mining the correction factor are:
A. Elbrond's model is developed around exponential and 
constant activity times. If the coefficient of var­
iation is not either zero or unity, then the system
is neither constant nor exponential, and the correction 
made is purely an approximation, made on the assumption 
that the degree of exponentiality is proportional to 
magnitude of the coefficient of variation.
B. The use of the C.O.V. implies either that the activities 
represented always conform to a particular distribution, 
or that the waiting time is totally dependent on the
C.O.V., and independent of the distribution of activity 
times.
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As a means of avoiding the C.O.V. approach,this author 
suggests that erlang-K distributions could be incorporated 
in a Finite Queueing Model such as Elbrond's. The same 
range of distributions can be covered (from constant to expo­
nential) , with considerably more control, by adjusting the K 
factor. Thus if
K = 1 the distribution is exponential, or
K = 5 the distribution is log-normal, or
K = 20 the distribution is normal, or
K = 100, 99% values lie within ± 0.3A1 of JU, or
K = 1000, 99% values lie within ± 0.01JU (Ai — constant) 
Sections 6.6.4, 6.6.5 and 6.6.6 detail some suggestions 
which this author feels may be useful to any organization 
seeking to improve the present models by use of the erlang-K 
distributions. Section 6.6.7 explains a problem to be over­
come in each of the above models.
6.6.4 An Erlang-K Service Distribution Model
The main reason the exponential distribution has 
played such a significant role in previous models is because 
of the relatively simple mathematics involved when using it.
Other types of distributions are generally more difficult to 
solve. Thus to avoid particularly complicated mathematics, 
this author suggests development should begin with only one 
erlang distribution incorporated. There are four possibil­
ities in this area.
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A. An E^/M/l queue with correction factor.
B. An M/E^/1 queue with correction factor.
C. A D/E^/1 queue with correction factor.
D. A combination of "B" and "C" above.
An examination of the data analyzed in Chapter 5, shows 
that while travel times are generally fairly stable for any 
given set of conditions, the service times at the shovel have 
a considerable C.O.V. due to the many factors (outlined in 
section 1.2.1) which affect the loading activity time. Since 
the reason for suggesting modification of the finite queueing 
model to include an erlang-K distribution is to control the 
variability, it would be reasonable to use the erlang-K as 
the service distribution. This implies that alternative "A" 
will be discarded. A second justification for this action is 
that the mathematics involved in using E^ arrival distributions, 
is extremely complicated. For those interested, the 'measures 
of effectiveness' equations applicable to an E^/M/l queue are 
derived by Gross (23), section 4.3.2. On the other hand the 
derivation of the same formulae for an M/E^/l queue or 
D/Ej^/1 queue are considerably easier. The derivations for an 
M/Ej^/1 queue are also given by Gross (23), section 4.3. Ob­
viously the arrivals are not deterministic, and this author 
doubts that they will conform to an exponential distribution 
(based on the data analyzed in Chapter 5). Thus a correction 
factor of some sort will be required in the suggested model, 
and perhaps this could be a function of the K factor for the
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travel time. The suggested model is shown diagramatic
ally in Figure 6.4.
A.D. K VALUES (N.T.S)
10000 20 5 1 ARRIVAL------------------------------ 1-------1------------
A B V DISTRIBUTION
Wq still has to be Service time
corrected  for the can be controlled









D /E j /1  M / E ^ l
ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DISTRIBUTIONS.
Figure 6.4. Suggested Modified G/E./l Finite 
Queueing Theory Model.
It is suggested that a combination of both the D/E^/l 
and the M/E^/l models would place lower and upper bounds 
(respectively) on the waiting time for any particular set of 
service parameters, and then an interpolation based on the 
K value of the arrival distribution could be made between 
these limits. Of course one could use one or the other,
D/Ej^/1 or M/E^/l, and a correction factor, but the model would
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be at a disadvantage because both bounds were not known.
The advantage that this model has over Elbrond1s, is 
that instead of the waiting time being defined only at points 
A, B and D shown in Figure 6.4, the model can be continuously 
defined along the B-D axis, and the interpolation is only 
along the A-B axis.
6.6.5 An E./E /I Model, k' m
The obvious extension of the model discussed in the 
previous section is the E^/Em/1 model. It allows complete 
control of both the travel and service activities and elim­
inates the need for any interpolation or correction factor. 
However the mathematics involved are extremely complex.
Methods of solution for an E^/E^/l queue are presented by 
Greenberg (32), Kotiah (33) and Jackson (34), and a solution 
method for the more complex E^/E^/C is presented by Poyntz 
(35). Each of these methods uses either a root finding algo­
rithm or extremely complex generating functions to find a 
solution, and Poyntz suggests the use of a computer to solve 
the multiple server case. None of these models are truly 
applicable to the mining situation because they all have an 
infinite calling source. (This will be discussed further in 
section 6.6.7.) Although a thorough library search of oper­
ations research and statistical periodicals was conducted, 
no E^/Em/1 model with a finite calling source was found. This 
author feels the development of this estimation model will
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be delayed until the finite E, /E /I model is developed.k m
6.6.6 Approximation Models Using Erlang-K Distributions.
The models discussed in this section are purely ideas 
which this author considered while developing the thesis.
They differ considerably from the previous models in that they 
treat the complete mining system as a single server, with 
service time based on an erlang-K distribution. To disting­
uish between the models which are similar call them:
A. The Weighted K Model
B. The Equal Exponential Model
The weighted K model uses the basic system shown in Figure 
3.1a. However instead of the server representing only the 
shovel, it represents the complete system. Consider the 
system outlined below:
Activity Distribution Mean Time K(for(2))x (3) Activity
Factor
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Return Normal 5 mins 20 x 5 100
Load Lognormal 3 mins 5 x 3 15
Haul Normal 9 mins 20 x 9 180
Dump Exponential 1 min 1 x 1 1
tt • I j ts /.(Column 5) 296 , . .Weighted K - ^(column 3) = T T  = 16'44
Therefore in this case the model would calculate the waiting 
time for a system with a finite number of trucks, N, and an
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erlang service distribution with K = 16 (because K must be 
a positive integer), and jU = 18 minutes. There are many 
unanswered questions regarding this model; how does it account 
for different shovel sizes, does it use the weighted average 
time for each activity in the mine, etc. However, the model 
is only being presented as a possibly feasible idea, to be 
developed independently of this thesis, therefore the solution 
to these problems will not be discussed.
The equal exponential model is based upon a similar con­
cept, except that in this model the activity times are all 
broken down into smaller subservice units, each with an expo­
nential service distribution. Thus for the system outlined 
in the previous paragraph this model would break each ac­
tivity down into subservice units of equal time, say one 
minute. Thus:
Activity Mean Time Number of Subunits
Return 5 mins 5
Load 3 mins 3
Haul 9 mins 9
Dump 1 min 1
Therefore the total number of subunits is 18. The model would 
calculate the waiting time for a system with a finite number 
of trucks, N, and an erlang service distribution with K = 18 
and JU = 18 (because JLL = 1 minute). Again there are obvious
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problems in the application of this model.
6.6.7 The Importance of a Finite Calling Population.
Many of the queueing models available in current liter 
ature would be ideal for use as a production estimation model 
except for the fact that they draw their customers from an 
infinite source, and it is tempting to try to ignore the in­
fluence of the type of calling source. However, ignoring the 
finite element of the model results in gross errors. As an 
example, consider the system outlined below, which was initi­
ally worked using a finite exponential arrival and service 
time queueing model,j and then using a model with poisson 
arrival distribution and erlang-K service distribution with 
an infinite calling source.
System Parameters:
- Travel Time 18 minutes
- Service Time 1.5 minutes
- No. of Trucks 10 trucks
.ts:
- M/M/1 model (finite) wq = 1.49 minutes
- M/Ek/1 model (K=l, infinite) wq = 4.73 minutes
- M/Ek/1 model (K=5, infinite) Wq = 2.84 minutes
- M/Ek/1 model (K=20, infinite) wq = 2.49 minutes
- M/Ek/1 model (K=9999, infinite) W = 2q .37 minutes
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Thus it is apparent that with an infinite calling source 
the probability that a truck will arrive does not decrease 
as trucks enter the system, so there are more trucks in the 
queue and is greater than for a finite queue. The amount 
by which (infinite) is greater than (finite) is inversely 
proportional to the finite number of trucks, and is also a 
function of arrival and service rates. Therefore it is dif­
ficult to account for this variation empirically, and the 
queueing model used must be a finite queue. It is interesting 
to note that the cyclic queue does not suffer from this pro­
blem since N is always defined, and it may well be that a 
cyclic queue with erlang service distributions (despite the 
build-up of calculations), will eventually be found to be the 
most acceptable method of estimation. Koenisberg (36) has 
recently published an analysis of a fleet of tankers using a 
very similar program to program QUE.FOR, which indicates 
he still believes in cyclic queues, at least for some appli­
cations .
6.7 Conclusions
This study provides a basis for the selection of a 
probabilistic method to determine estimates of the production 
from an open pit mine. It develops methods by which mining 
companies may evaluate the distribution and parameters for 
the activities which make up the mining operation, and gives 
an indication of which distributions are applicable to the
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various activities. It also studies the possible benefits 
to be obtained by installing optimal truck to shovel assign­
ment in an open pit operation.
This author believes, at present, stochastic simulation 
is a more accurate method of production estimation, but that 
the finite queueing method will eventually be refined, and 
will replace stochastic simulation due to the reduced computer 
time required to obtain a solution. Recommendations are made 
for further work in the presently developing field of pro­
babilistic estimation.
The author realizes that the work presented in this thesis 
is a rather restricted study of a huge field, and should be 
regarded as such. However, it is hoped that it may provide 
guidance, which future researchers may refine and extend into 
a more useful probabilistic estimation model.
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SIM.FOR
DICTIONARY OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES
ARRAY TRO(X,Y) - is an array which stores those values
which direct the truck through the mining
system.
Column 1 - Number of the truck 
Column 2 - Time of that truck's next activity 
Column 3 - The number designator for the next 
activity
Column 4 - The number of the shovel to which 
the truck has been assigned
ARRAY P(E,F) - is an array which stores the distribution
parameters for each truck on each par­
ticular haulroad, and for each shovel 
loading each type of truck. Also for the 
dump times at the crusher.
Column 1 - The type of distribution involved
Column 2 - Parameter A for that distribution, e.g.
mean.
Column 3 - Parameter B - e.g. variance
Column 4 - Parameter C - e.g. gamma value. Only
used for a 3 parameter Weibul dist.
















- the number of types of shovels
- the number of types of trucks
- the number of type J shovels
- the bucket capacity of type J shovel
DAT ' - holds the input data which relates to
trucks
- number of type J trucks
- capacity of type J trucks in tons
- total number of trucks
DAT1 - holds parameters relating to the opera­
tion of the shift
- the number of minutes before the last 
truck
- the duration of the shift in minutes
- a flag which registers the decision to 
to take truck placement from the file 
ARRAY.DAT (the positions where the trucks 
were left at the conclusion of the pre­
vious simulation), or to use RMCT to set 
up a new ARRAY.DAT.
- a flag which registers the decision to 
assign trucks to particular shovels, or 
to use optimum assignment based on the 
next shovel available to serve.
- the time between trucks leaving the staging 
point, when a new ARRAY.DAT is established 












- when the simulator completes any simula­
tion it records at which staging point 
(crusher, or shovel after service), the 
trucks were left, and the time relative 
to the end of the shift the truck shut 
down, in a file called ARRAY.DAT. This 
may be used to start the next simulation.
- the idle time lost by the truck at the 
beginning and end of a shift.
- the counter which indicates when the ac­
tivity which a shovel is presently per­
forming will be concluded.
- the counter which indicates when the activ­
ity which the crusher is presently perfor­
ming will be concluded.
- total production counter (tons)
- counts the number of trucks that dump at 
the crusher.
- contains the numbers of the shovel to 
which each truck will be assigned if fixed 
assignment is indicated by flag ASSN.
- total number of lines in the array P(E,F).
- determines in which line of array P(E,F) 
the descriptive parameters of any partic­
ular activity can be found.














Subroutine * SORT *
Subroutine
* DIST3 *
- totals the time the truck (NUM) has had
to queue at any shovel.
- totals the time that any shovel (NS) has 
been idle before a truck arrives.
- the time a truck will arrive at a shovel.
- totals the time the truck (NUM) has had
to wait in the queue before being served 
by the crusher.
- total idle time of the crusher.
- time the crusher will commence to serve 
the truck.
- total time of the shift in minutes.
- any specified time during the shift, after 
which the trucks will stop next time they 
reach a staging area.
- time lost by a truck due to stopping be­
fore the end of a shift.
- total time lost by truck (N) at the shovels.
- total time lost by truck (N) at the crusher.
- total crusher downtime.
- rearranges the values of the TRO(X,Y) array, 
so that the value TR0(X,2) is in descending 
order. In this way the next activity
is always in the 1st row of the rearranged 
TRO(X ,Y ) array.
- finds which type of truck the shovel is 






- takes values from the files SSUM.DAT and 
TSUM.DAT and compiles them into the array 
P(E,F). A very complete instruction list 
on the methods of inputting the parameters 
for each type distribution is contained.
- generates the random variates required
by program SIM.FOR from distribution para­





This block gives a brief explanation of some of the more 
important variables used in the program and sets up the 
explicit specification statements (INTEGER, DIMENSION) and 
transfer control statements (COMMON).
Block 2 -
Reads the shovels specifications and truck specifications 
from array P(E,F).
Block 3 -
Reads the mean cycle time and divides this by the number 
of trucks in order to spread the departure of the trucks from 
the staging areas at the start of the shift. (If desired 
ARRAY.DAT, which records the times at which the trucks stopped 
the previous shift can be used to determine what RMCT would 
be) .
Block 4 -
This sets up the array TRO(X,Y) for the start of the 
shift, and sets the shovel clocks in motion.
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Block 5 -
If it is desired to produce a step by step analysis of 
activities, this block can be activated by altering the limit 
value on TR0(1,2). It may be desired that the time at
which the last shovel becomes operational be known. This 
could be determined by running this block through the first 
"x" seconds. This can be accomplished by setting the limits 
on lines 1200 and 1210 to -1 and "x" respectively.
Block 6 -
This block directs the truck to the activity which it is 
scheduled to perform next. If (TRO(1.4).GT.(SSUM+1)) the 
shift has been completed and it is necessary for the truck 
to be shut down. This occurs at two staging areas.
1. After completion of the dump activity at the crusher.
2. At completion of the loading activity at the shovels. 
However, normally this block directs the computer to one of 
the eight basic activities, based on the TRO(1,3) value.
Block 7 -
Firstly the type of truck is determined, then the counter 
(IP)is established to specify just which line in array P(E,F) 
the specifications for this type of truck are stored. A 
random haultime is then calculated by the random variate 
generator based on the distribution type and the particular 
mean for that haul segment. The array TRO(X,Y) is then sorted
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and program control is returned to Block 6.
Block 8 -
Selects which shovel will become available next, this 
is the shovel to which the truck will go after it leaves 
the dispatching point. Determines the type of truck and from 
this calculates the time to reach the shovel, ie. arrival 
time at the shovel, ARRT. If the truck arrives after the 
shovel has completed service on the previous customer, the 
computer calculates the shovel downtime, adds this to the 
total downtime for that shovel, and increments the shovel 
clock to the time when the truck arrived. If the shovel is 
still serving the previous truck when the present truck 
arrives, the computer calculates the time which will elapse 
until the shovel is free, and adds this to the total truck 
downtime. The computer now calculates the loading time for 
this particular shovel loading this particular truck, and 
updates the TRO(X,Y) array.It also adds one to the number 
of trucks which this shovel has served. Go to Block 12.
Block 10 -
Determines the type of truck for which the haultime is 
required, and calculates the haul time. Updates the TRO(X,Y)
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and sorts it, then returns program control to Block 6*
Block 11 -
Determines whether the arrival time at the crusher will 
be after the previous truck has completed dumping or not. If 
not then calculates the time the truck will have to wait be­
fore service, and adds this to the total truck downtime. If 
the crusher is idle, it adds the idle time to the total cru-sher 
sher downtime. The program then determines the type of truck 
to be dumped, calculates the dump time, and adds this to the 
time the truck arrived. It then updates the TRO(X,Y) array, 
and the production figures for the shift. Go to Block 12.
Block 12 -
This block determines whether or not it is time to end 
the shift, and if so it sets the TRO(1.4) value to reflect 
that this truck is going to the appropriate staging area and
C'-'G f c
operating. It then calculates the time lost by 
this truck because it parked early and adds this to the total 
truck downtime.
Block 13 -
Stores the values at which the trucks were shut down in 
file ARRAY.DAT, so that if it is desired to use these values 
for start up at the next shift, they are available.
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Block 14 -
Summarizes the idle time for shovel, trucks and crusher 
and writes the results in file DIS.DAT.
Block 15 - Subroutine SORT.
Takes array TRO(X,Y) and sorts the array so the values 
of TR0(X,2) are in ascending order of magnitude.
Block 16 - Subroutine DIST 3. >
Calculates the type of truck which is being handled 
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s i m u l a t o r  f or  a t r u c k  s h o v e l  s y s t e m
ARRAY TO KEEP TRACK OF THE TRUCKS IS CALLED TRO(X,Y>
x = number  o f  t r u c k s
Y(COL 1)  S TRUCK NUMBER
Y(COL 2 )  - t i m e  OF STaRT c f  n e x t  EVENT
YICOL 3 )  a ACT I V I T Y  n u mb e r
Y(COL 4)  a SHOVEL NUMBER. I SSUM+l )  I NDI CATES not  at  s h o v e l
A C T I V I T I E S :  1 = CRUSHER TC DISPATCH
2 a DISPATCH TO c l e u e
3 a QUEUE at  s h o v e l
4 *  SHOVEL l o a d i n g
5 a SHOVEL to c o n v e r g e  p o i n t
6 a CONVERGE p o i n t  to CRUSh ER q u e u e
7 a QUEUE AT CRUSHER
8 a SERVICE at CRUSHER 
NUMBER OF TYPES OF SHOVELS a STYPE 
NUMBER OF TYPES OF TRUCKS *  NTYPE
ARRAY THAT KEEPS The  DI STRI BUTI ON DATA IS CALLED P ( E , F )
E = ( ( NO OF HAULROa DS *  1 > *  NC CF TYPES OF TRUCKS)*  NO OF 
SHOVELS,  AND F a 11
NSh OV( J )  a THE NO OF SHOVELS CF TYPE J 
NTRUK(J)  a THE NO OF TRUCKS CF TYPE J 
NCSEG a NO OF A C T I V I T I E S
INTEGER STYPE,  DTVpE, T d I F F ,  TSUH,  TRO, i, ATI ME. COUE,
1QUE,  SWA I T , SQUE, SHOCL,  ENDHT,  OT I HE,  QTI ME,  CRQUE, CWAIT 
2 ,  CRCL, TCRCL,  CWEND, TCWT, S H I F T ,  TSAVE, SSUM, CSERV, SSERV, 
3 ARRT, ST ERV, CTERV, S h Dw n , T y P E , F , STP,CLOCK
DIMENSION NSHOV( 1 0 ) ,  b S I 2 E ( 1 E ) , N Q L E ( i B ) ,  SHOCL( 1 0 ) ,  D T I ME ( 1 0 ) #  
1 TSAVEC10 ) ,  N T R U K ( l o ) ,  T CAP( 1 0 > ,  P ( 1 B 3 , 4 ) ,  CLOCK 11 0 ) ,
2TRq ( 1 3 0 , 4  >, S W A I T ( 1 0 0 ) ,  SGUE( 1 0 , 2 0 > »  QTI  ME( 1 0 0  ) ,  CRQUE(30>,  
3 C WA I T ( 1 0 8 )  , TCWT( 1 0 0 ) . L E AV E ( 1 0 0 ) , SSERV( 1 0 ) , L T I M E ( 1 0 0 > , 
4NSERV(10)
COMMON TRO. NTRUK. NTTPe  
C0MM0N/ P6 /  P, I w' l ,  IR1
d e f i n e  I n p u t  a n d  o u t p u t  f i l e s
TO READ IN t h e  Da t a
t o  OMIT an A C T I V I T Y  SHOW I T  AS DETERMI NI ST I C  HERO 
READ I N t h e  NUMBER of  SHOVEL AND TRLcK TYPES.
OPEN(UN I T a i , F I L E  a ' S S U M. O A T ' )
READ ( 1 , 2 0 ) S T Y P E , N T Y P e 
20 FORMAT( 2  I )
DO LOOP TO READ IN SHOVEL DATA -  STYPE 
DO 60 J * l , S T Y P E , 1
NSHOV a NUMBER OF TYPE J SHOVELS ( I NTEGER ARRAY)
BSIHE a CAPACITY OF BUCKET IN CUBIC YDS,  (REAL ARRa Y)
DTYPE a D I STRI BUTI ON TYPE,  ( INTEGER ARRAY)  





























F0RMa T ( I , F >
SSUM=SSUh * n SMOV(J>
00 60 L * l . N T Y P E , 1
Read t h e  D I STRI BUTI ON PARAMETERS, CONVERT,  STORE IN P ( E i F >
c a l l  DIST1
CONTINUE
r e a d  i n  t h e  n u m b e r  or t r u c k  t y p e s
n h a u l b n o  or h a u l r o a d  s e g m e n t s =2»nc cr s h o v e l s +2
NHa UL* 2* SSUM* 2
O P E N ( U N I T * l , r i L E * ' T S U M . D A T  ' )
READ( 1 , 80 ) NTYPE 
FORMATt I  )
00 LOOP TO READ IN TRUCK DATA -  NTYPE 
DO 120 J = l , N T Y P E ,  1
NTRUK s NUMBER or t y p e  J TRUCKS, ( INTEGER ARRAY)
TCa P = TRUCK CAPACI TY,  (REAL ARRAY)
T D I S T ( L )  s D I STRI BUTI ON TYPE FOR L * NHAUL 
T O I S T ( L )  I S AN INTEGER ARRAY 
r e a d < 1 , 1 0 0 ) NTRUK( J ) , T C A P ( U ) , NHAUL 
f o r m a t ( i , r ,  i >
TS iJM = TSUM*NTRUK ( J )
DO LOOP THROUGH EACH DIFFERENT CYCLE SEGMENT 
NHAUL +1 = N0 OF HAULROad  SEGMENTS *  CRUSHER DUMP 
00 120  I = 1 , N H A U L * 1 , 1  
CALL D I S T l  
CONTINUE
PROGRAMME HAS F I N I S HE D  COMPILING Ca Ta
r e a d  t h e  m e a n  c y c l e  T i m e  -  F f o r m a t  ( MI NUTES)
OPEN( UN IT = l , F I L E S ' R M C T . D A T ' >
READ( 1 , 1 4 0 ) RMCT, TSh T . a FLAG.ASSN 
F0RMAT( 4F)
CONVERT TO SECONDS and  ROUND OFF 
MCT s I r I x  < ( R M C T » 6 0 . 0 )  + 0 , 5 )
TO CALCULATE THE TIME THEY LEAVE THE SHI FT CHANGE POINT  
TDI FF s MCT/TSUM
do you  want  to u s e  t r u c k s  i n  f i n a l  p o s i t i o n
FROM THE PREVIOUS SHIFT, OR EEFCRE BREa K,  
IF(AFLAG.EO.0.0)GO To 145 
OPEN(UN IT = 8 . FILES’ a RRAY. DAT’ )
R E A D ( 8 , 5 B ) ( ( T R O ( N , I ) , i s i , 4 , 1 )  , N s l , T S U K , l )
DO 142 N s l . T S U M . l  
T R 0 ( N , 4 ) s S S U M + l  
CONTINUE 
GO TO 185
TO FI ND THE TIME Th AT TRUCK <N» LEAVES THE SHI FT POINT  
ALSO TO SET UP ARRAY TRO( NUMEER, TIME ACT IV I T Y , SHOVEL) 
RSUMs FLOa T(TSUM)
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I SUMs1 N T ( ( RSUM/ 2 , 0 ) + 0 , 5 )
N2 = 2
DO 180  N e l . T S U M . l  
I F ( N - N 2 ) l 5 0 , 1 6 0 . 1 6 0  
150 TRO( N| , 1 ) s N 2 / 2
GO TO 170  
160 T R 0 ( N , 1)  ■ I SUM* ( N / 2 )
N2=N2+2 
170  T R 0 ( N , 2 ) « ( N - i ) * T D I F F  
T R 0 ( N , 3 ) s l  
T R 0 ( N , 4 ) c S S U M * l  
L T I M E ( N ) b T R 0 ( N , 2 >
1.80 CONTINUE
185 M=SSUM
C SET SHOVEL CLOCKS IN mOTICN
00 187 I s 1 , M, 1  
SHOCLC I >= i  
107 CONTINUE
C SET THE CRUSHER CLOCK AT 1 SEC
CRCL=1 
TPROD=3. 0  
MTRK=0 
NC = 1
C ARE TRUCKS TO BE ASSIGNED TO I N D I V I D U AL  SHOVELS?
i r { A S S N , E O . 0 | 0 ) G O  TO 200 
OPEN( UN I T  = 1 . F I L E  s ' ASSN. DAT ' )
READ( 1 , 1 8 8 ) ( T R O I N , 4 ) , N = 1 , T S U H , 1 )
168 FORHAT( 8 1 )
C The  ARRAY T R O ( X . Y )  i s  s e t  up  SO t h a t  t h e  n e x t  e v e n t  w i l l
0 ALWAYS BE FOUND IN ROW 1.
C A SPACE LEFT FOR WRITE STATEHENTS
203 I F ( T R O ( 1 , 2 ) . L E | 0 ) G O  TO 220
I F ( TRO( 1 , 2 ) . GT, 0>GO TO 220
WRITE ( 4 , 1 9 0 ) ( ( T R O < J l . K l ) , K 1 = 1 , 4 ) , u l = l , TSUH >
193  F OR MA T ( 1 H 0 , 5 X , ' T R O ARRAY' , / . 2 5 ( 4 ( 5 X , 15 ) , / )  >
J F ( T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) , G T , 0 ) G O  TO 220
LSUM=( STyPE*NTYPE)  + ( N T Y P E » ( N H A U L * l )  >
WRI TE( 4 , 1 9 5 ) < <p<J 2 . K 2 ) , K 2  = 1 , 4 ) , J2 = 1.LSUH>
195  F 0 R M A T ( 5 X , ' P  A R R A Y * , / , 1 0 0 ( 4 < 5 X , 1 5 ) , / )  )
c s e l e c t  wh i c h  e v e n t  o c c u r s  n e x t  
220  I F ( T R0 ( 1 , 4 ) . G T , ( S S U M * 1 ) ) GC t c  9 e i





C FOR CRUSHER TO DISPATCHER SEGMENT
C DETERMINE WHICH TYPE oF TRUCK IS TO Ql LOADED.
500  CALL D I ST3  (TYPE)
C CALC M R *  BASED ON Tr u c k  TYPE AND SHOVEL NUMBER,
I F ( TRO( 1 , 3 ) . E Q * 6 ) G q TO 520  
I P s ( S T Y P E * mT Y P E ) * ( ( T y p E- D* <- NHAUL4 1>>+1  
GO TO 540
520  I P=<STYPE*N‘TYPE>* (  ( Ty p E - 1 > * (  NHAUL+1)  > * l 2  
C CALL DI ST2  WHICH WILL RETURN A h A l L T I  ME IN SECONDS.
5 40  CALL D I S T 2 ( I P  » AT I m e )
T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) b T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) * a T i m E 
T R 0 C 1 , 3 ) s T R 0 < 1 , 3 > * 1
sort i s  a subroutine which places t h e  n e x t  e v e n t  i n  t r o  row % 
CALL s o r t  <TRO, TSUm, M, SWAI T>
GO TO 200
FOR DISPATCHER T q SHOVEL CUELE SEGMENT 
FOR MAXIMUM EFF I CI ENCY SELECT THE SHOVEL WHICH WILL 
ALLOW THE TRUCK TO REACH THE CRUSHER EARLI EST,  THI S
i n f e r s  Th a t  s h o v e l s  o n t h e  Sh o r t e r  h a u l  r o u t e s  w i l l  h a v e
u GREATER U T I L I Z A T I O N .c d e t e r m i n e  t h e m e a n  t i m e  t h e  t r u c k  w i l l  t a k e  t o re a c h  t h ec r e t u r n  h a u l  j u n c t i o n  f o r  e a c k  r c u t e ,
550 I F < A S S N . G T . 0 , 0 > G O  TO 566 
NS = 1
DO 564 1 = 2 . SSUM, *
I F ( S H O C L ( I ) . GE. SHOCL( NS) ) GO 70 564
NS = 1 
564 CONTINUE
C NS IS THE NUMBER OF THE SHOVEL TO WHICH THE TRUCK GOES.
T R O d  , 4 ) b NS
C DETERMINE WHICH TYPE OF TRUCK IS TO pE LOADED.
566  N S = T R 0 ( * #4)
CAl L D I ST3  (TYPE)
I P = ( S T Y P e * n T Y P E > * < ( T Y P E - l > « C N H A t L * l >)+US*l 
CALI D I ST 2  ( I P # AT I ME)
A R R T = T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) * A T J ME
I F CARRT. GT. SHOCL( NS) ) GO TC 372
STERVaSHOCL(NS)
N-UMsTROdt  1 )
OTlME (NUh)  = DTI  ME (NtJM) ♦SHOCL <NS>-APR T 
GO TO 580
570  D T I M E ( N S ) s D T I M E ( N S ) + a r r t -SM0CL <NS>
STERVs a RRT 
580  T R 0 ( 1 » 3 ) « T R 0 C 1 . » 3 ) * 2
NST = 0
DO 585  J s i , S T Y P E , 1 
N S T = N S T ♦ N S H 0 V ( J >
I F ( N S , G T . N S T ) G O  TO 585  











590  CALL 0 I STS (TYPE)
I P = ( ( S T P - 1 ) » T Y P E ) * T Y P e 
CALL D I S T 2  ( I P . A T I mE)
595 FORMAT(21)
N S E R V ( N S ) * n S E R V ( N S ) + 1
T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) b S T E R V * A T I mE




627, FOPMAT(1H0,5X,'PROGRAM RECS TR0U.3) EO 3 . 4  OR 6 AT *,120. 'SECS' 
FOR SHOVEL TO JUNCTION HALL
DETERMINE THE TYPE OF TRUCK LMICH IS To BE LOADED,
750  CALL 0 1ST3 (TYPE)
N S s T R 0 ( l , 4 )
1 P = ( S T Y P E * N T Y P E ) * ( ( T y p e - 1 > * ( N H A L L + 1 > ) + M + N S + l  
CALL D I S T 2  ( I P . A T I M E )
T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) b T R 0 ( 1 . 2 ) * a T1 mE 
T R O ( 1 . 3 ) « T r O ( 1 » 3 ) * 1  
I F < A S S N . G T . 0 , 0 ) G O  TO 760  
T R 0 ( 1 , 4 ) s SSUM*1  
76? CALL SORT ( TRO, TSUm , H, SWAJT>
GO TO 200
TO DETERMINE WHETHER A TRLCK HAS TO QUEUE AT THE CRUSHER 
803 I F ( T R 0 ( 1 , 2 ) , G T , C R C L ) G 0  TO 820
N U M s T R 0 ( 1 , 1  >
TCWT(NUM) b T C WT ( NUM) + CRCL - T R0 ( 1 . 2 )
CTERV=CRCL 
GO TO 8 40  
820'  TCRCLb TCRCl + T R 0 ( 1 . 2 ) - C R C L  
CTERVs TRo ( 1 . 2 >
84? TRo ( 1 , 3 ! s Tr O ( 1 » 3 ) * 1
DETERMINE WHICH TYPE OF TRUCK IS TO 0E DUKPED.
CALL D I S T 3  (TYPE)
I P = ( S T Y P E * n TYPE) * ( TYp e * (NHAUL + D  >
CALL D I S T 2  ( I P , A T I mE)
CRCL-CTERV+ATI ME  
TRO( 1 . 2  > sCRCL 
TRO( 1 , 3  ) s i




I F  THERE IS NO TI ME FOR A FULL C I R C U I T ,  PARK TRUCK.  
SMI F T b NUMBe R of h o u r s  *  3600
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900 S H I F T * 3 6 0 0 , ' 0 * T S H T  
c SHd WNb T I mE TRUCKS BEGIN ST0PF1NG FOR SHI FT CHANGE.
SHDWNsSHIFT
I F ( T R 0 < 1 , 2 ) , G T , S H O wN)GO TC 970  
I F ( TRO( 1 , 4 ) . NE, 5 ) GO TO 990  
GO To 990
C ARE ALL TRUCKS ARE NOW F l M S h E O  FOR THE SHI FT
970 DO 975 N0 = i , ( S S U M * i ) , t
I F < T R 0 < i , 4 ) , E G I , N 2 > T R 0 < l » 4 > * ( Z « S S U H ) * l  
975 CONTINUE
NUm * T R O < 1 , 1>
C JLOSTsTjME LOST BECAUSE of TPLCK F aRKING BEFORE SHI FT END
J L Q S T * S H I F t - T R 0 ( 1 » 2 >
I F ( JLOST, GT. 0 ) GO TO 980  
JLOST s0
980 | , T i m e ( NUM) bL T I M E ( N U M ) * j l o ST 
TRQ( i , 2 ) s T R O ( 1 . 2 ) * 5 0 0 0 0
DO 985  Nb 2 , T S U m , 1 
I F ( T R 0 ( N , 4 ) , N E , 9 ) G 0  TO 990  
935  CONTINUE 
GO TO 9 8 l
9 90  CALU S0RT( TR0, TSUM, M, SWA1T )
GO TO 200
c r e m o v e  t i m e  c o u n t e r  a d d i t i o n .
981 DO 982  N s l , TSUM <1
TRO( N#2 ) « T R 0 < N , 2 ) - 5 0 3 0 8 - S H I F T
982 CONTINUE
C STORE t he  TRUCK ARRAY.
OPEN(UN I T b s . f i l e * ’ a Rr a y . d a t ’ )
N R I T E t 8 , 5 B ) ( ( T R 0 ( N , I j , l B l , 4 , i ) , K = l , T s U ! l , l )
WRI TE( 8 , 3 0 )
33 F 0 R H A T ( / , 4 x . ’ WAS The TRUCK a r r a y  when t h e  PROGRAM TERMI NATED, ' )  
50 f o r m a t  < 4 i 8 >
c NOW SUMMARIZE ALL REQUIRED INFORMATION AND WRITE OUT
0 P E N ( U N I T b i 2 , F I L E = ' D I S . D a T ' )
WRITEC12,99l)
9 91  FORMATCIh , / / , 2X, ’ »«*RESULTS FRCM TRUCK - SHOVEL SIMULATIO N * » * * , 
WRI TE < 1 2 , 1 B 3 0 )
W R I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 3 5 )
DO 1 2 0 0  j s i , S T Y P E . 1 
W R I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 4 0 ) N S H O V < J ) , B S I Z E ( J )
I P s ( < J - 1 ) * N T Y P E >
DO 1 2 0 0  I « i . N T Y P E , 1 
IP= I P *  I
WRITE (12 , 1|070)P( IP, 4) ,P( IP , 1 »,P( IF ,2) ,P< IP ,3>
120O CONTINUE
DO 1220  J b I . N T Y P E . I
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WR I TE < 1 2 « l c 5 0 )
WRITE 11 2 , 1 0 6 0 ) NTRUK( J ) , TCAP („ )
1P = STVPE* <J* <  <J - 1 ) * N h a UL> >
IQs I P * N H a UL 
DO 1210 K s l P . I O . l
WRITE (12-,  1 0 7 0 ) P ( K , 4 > , P ( K , 1 ) . F ( K , 2 > , P ( K , 3 >
1 210  C 0 i T i rg -j E 
1220  CONTINUE
WRITE 112.1200 )
DO 993  1 * 1 , TSUM, l  
I QTsQTl M£(  I )
T R Q U E s t r L O A T f I Q T ) > / 6 0 , 0  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 9 9 2 > I » T R Q U E
992 F0RMAT( 5X, ' TRUCK ’ , 1 2 , '  LOST ' , F 6 . 2 > '  MINS AT SH OV E L S . ' )
993  CONTINUE
WRITE(12,1210)
DO 995 N s l . T S U n , 1  
ITWC=TCWT<N>
TRwT=( FLOAT< I TWO > / 6 3 . B  
W R I T E ( 1 2 , 9 9 4 ) N , T R W T
994 F0RMAT( 5X, ' TRUCK ' , 1 2 , '  tCST ' , F 6 , 2 , '  MINS AT THE CRUSHER, ' )
995  CONTINUE
DO 996  J s l . T S U M . l
NTOTAL = NT0TAL*QTIME(J) + TCWTU )*LTIME(J)
RTo TALs FLOa TI NTOTAl >
TOTAL=RTo Ta L / 6 0 . 0
9 96  CONTINUE 
RCRCL*FLOAT(TCRCL>
CDTM=RCRCL/ 60. 0
RSHTs FLOa T ( S H I F T )
SHT s RSHT/6P . P
WRI TE( 1 2 , 1 720  >
T3UT = 0 , 0
DO 996  N s l . S S U M . l  
NTl KEs OTl ME( N)
RT I ME= ( F L O a T ( N T I M E )  ) / 6 0 . 0  
TSo Ts TSDT*RT JME 
W R I T E C 1 2 . 9 9 7 ) N , N S E R V { N ) , R T I M E
997  F0 RHAT( 5 X, ' SHOVEL ' . 1 2 . '  SERVED ' . 1 3 , '  TRUCKS, AND 
1WAS IDLE FOR ' > F 6 • 2 > '  M I N S , ' )
996  CONTINUE
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 9 9 9 ) T 0 T A L , C D T M. T S D T , S H T « T P R 0 D , H T R K  
999  F ORMAT < 1H , / . 5 X , M 0 T al  TRUCK DOWNTIME IN WINS s ' , F 8 , 2 , / / .  
1 5 X , ' T O T A L  CRUSHER DOWNTIME IN MINS s ' , F 6 , 2 , / / ,
2 5 X , ' T O T A L  SHOVEL DOWNTIME IN MINUTES = ' , F 6 , 2 , / / ,
3 5 X , ' T O T A L  TIME IN THE SHI FT IN MJNS s ' , F 6 . 2 , / / »
45X, ' PRODUCTI ON FOR THE SHI FT s ' | F 8 . 2 , '  T O N S ' , / / ,
58X, ' PRODUCED BY ' , U » '  TRUCKS' . / / / / / / / / )
1030  FORMAT( 1H , / / / / / / , 5 X O U T P U T  FRCM PROGRAM S I M . FOR.',
1 / / >  7 X , ' T I ME LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE SHOVELS, ’ )
1013  F0RMATC1H , / , 7 X , ' T l M E  LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE CRUSHER. ' )
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1020 F0RMaT(1H , / , 7 X , ' T hE number CF TRICKS SERVED AND THE',/ ,  
18X, 'TIME LOST BY EaCH SHOVEL LAS I - ' )
1 0 3 0  F O R M A T ! / , 5 X , ' INPUT Tq PROGRAM S I M . F C R ' )
1 0 3 5  F O R M A T ( / , 5 X , ' S H O V E t  OESCR I PT I C N ' i / >
1 0 4 0  F 0 R K A T ( 5 X , ' T h e r e  ARE ' , 1 2 , '  SHOVELS OF ' , F 5 , 2 ,
1' cu YDS CAPACI TY,  • )
1 050  F O R M A T ! / / , 5 X , ' T R U C K S  AND HALLfiOAO D E S C R I P T I O N , ’ )
1 060  F O R M A T ! / , 5 X , ' T H E R E  ARE ’ , 1 2 , '  TRUCKS OF ' , F 6 . 2 , '  TONS 
1 C A P A C I T Y , ' , / , 5 X > ' t h E O I S T R I B L T I CN  TYPE AND THREE 
2PARAMETERS OF EACH SEGMENT ARE i ’ >
1 0 7 0  F 0 R M A T ( 5 X , ' D I S T  TYPE ' , 1 2 , ' .  PMTH1 = ' , 1 4 , ' ,  PMTR2 * ' ,  






SUBROUTINE TO REARRANGE THE T RO( X , Y )  a r r a y  
IN ASCENDING ORDER of TRC( N, 2 )
SUBROUTINE S 0 R T ( M A T . N S U M , M . M M I T )
DI MENS ION NSAVE(4 ) , Ma t ( 1 0 0 , 4  > , NWA1T ( 1 0 0 )
K T = N S U M - 1
DO 40 K* 1 , K T , 1
NTsK+1
DO 40 J = n T , N S U M , i
i s  t h e  t j m f  i n  s ^ ot n + i  , g t , t he  s l c t  a b o v e  i t
I F ( H A T ( J , 2 J . G T , M A T ( K , 2 ) > G C  TC 40 
I F ( M A T ( J f 2 ) • L T . M a T < K , 2 ) ) G C  TC 10 
N U M = hi A T ( J # 1)
NTH=MAT(K#1>
I F  ( N W A I T ( NUM > . GE , N A  I T ( NTR ) ) GC TO 40 
12 DO 20 1 5 1 , 4 . 1
NSa VEC I ) c M a T < K , I )
M A T C K , I ) s Ma T ( J , I )






c s u b r o u t i n e  to f i n d  t h e  t r u c k  t y p e ,
SUBROUTINE DI ST3  C TYpE )
INTEGER TRO, TYPE
DIMENSION T R O ( 1 0 0 , 4 > , N T R U K ( i e >
COMMON TRO,NTRUK,NTYPE  
N T T * 0
DO 20 J = l , N T Y P E t l  
NTT* NTT* NTRUK( J)
IF ( TR0 ( 1 , 1) , GT, NTT)GO TO 20 
TYPESJ 






























SUBROUTINE TO READ AND STORE THE DISTRIBUTIONS 
WHICH DESCRIBE THE LOAD TIMES OF THE SHOVELS* AND THE 
HAUL TIMES OF THE TRUCKS OVER THE VARIOUS HAULROAD 
SEGMENTS, THESE VALUES ARE READ FROM S N U M ♦DAT AND 
T N U M ♦DAT RESPECTIVELY♦
ALSO FROM S S U M ♦DAT AND T S U M ,DAT IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT *
THE PROCEEDURE FOR ENTERING THE VALUES WHICH DESCRIBE THE 
PARTICULAR LOAD OR HAUL SEGMENT ARE OUTLINED BELOW*
TO LOAD S N U M ♦DAT
LINE i - NO OF SHOVEL TYPES * NO OF TRUCK TYPES * ( 2 D *
LINE 2 - NO OF TYPE 1 SHOVELS ? CAPACITY IN CU Y D S , <I*F>,
LINE 3 - PARAMETERS RELATING TO SHOVEL TYPE 1 LOADING
TRUCK TYPE 1* (SEE BELOW FOR PARAMETER INPUT), 
LINE 3A - ONLY REQUIRED IF THERE ARE MORE THAN ONE
TYPE OF T R U C K ♦ PARAMETERS RELATING TO SHOVEL 1
LOADING TRUCK TYPE 2,
CONTINUE WITH 3B* 3C* TO 
LINE 3N - PARAMETERS RELATING TO SHOVEL TYPE 1 LOADING 
TRUCK TYPE N,
REPEAT LINES 3 TO 3N FOR AS MANY SHOVEL TYPES AS ARE 
INVOLVED IN THE PROBLEM♦
TO LOAD S N U M ,DAT
LINE 1 - NO OF TRUCK TYPES, (I),
LINE 2 - NO OF TYPE 1 TRUCKS* CAPACITY IN TONS OF THIS
TRUCK T Y P E * TOTAL NO OF SHOVELS MULTIPLIED BY 
TWO + TWO = NO OF HAULROAD SEGMENTS,
< I * F * I ) ♦
LINE 3 - HAUL ROAD SEGMENT ONE IS USED BY ALL TRUCKS 
REGARDLESS OF THE SHOVEL TO WHICH THEY GO,
ENTER PARAMETERS RELATING TO TRUCK TYPE 1 
TRAVELLING ALONG H*R,S 1 WHEN EMPTY,
LINE 3A ~ HAUL ROAD SEGMENT 2 IS USED BY TRUCKS GOING 
TO SHOVEL 1* SIMILARLY H,R,S 3 IS USED BY 
TRUCKS GOING TO SHOVEL 3 ETC,
ENTER PARAMETERS RELATING TO TRUCK TYPE 1 
TRAVELLING ALONG THAT SECTION OF HAULROAD 
THAT LEADS EXCLUSIVELY TO SHOVEL i,
LINE 3B - FOR TRUCK TYPE 1 TO SHOVEL 2,
CONTINUE WITH 3C» 3D UNTIL ALL 
HAULROADS LEADING TO SHOVELS 
HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED,
LINE 4A - IS SIMILIAR TO LINE 3A* EXCEPT THAT IT 
DESCRIBES TRUCK TYPE 1 TRAVELLING 
ALONG THE HAULROAD WHICH LEADS FROM SHOVEL 1 
TO THE JUNCTION POINT WHERE ALL THE INDIVIDUAL 
SHOVEL H ♦R ♦S LINK AND A MAIN HAULROAD SIMILAR 
TO LINE 3 LEADS THE LOADED TRUCKS TO THE CRUSHER', 





























HAULROADS LEADING FROM THE SHOVELS 
HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED 
LINE 5 - THIS SEGMENT IS USED BY ALL TRUCKS TRAVELLING 
TO THE CRUSHER WITH A LOAD OF O R E ♦
ENTER PARAMETERS RELATING TO TRUCK TYPE 1 
TRAVELLING ALONG THIS SECTION OF HAULROAD♦
IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF TRUCK REPEAT LINES 
2 TO 5 UNTIL ALL TRUCK TYPE PARAMETERS ARE ENTERED*
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENTERING PARAMETERS *
LET THE PARAMETERS ENTERED BE DENOTED THUS:
A = PARAMETER IN COLUMN 1 OF THE DISTRIBUTION 
DESCRIPTIVE LINES OF SNUM♦DAT AND TN U M ♦D A T ♦
THIS PARAMETER IS STORED IN LOCATION P(IP*4)
OF THE ARRAY P ( 100*4)*
B = PARAMETER IN COLUMN 2 - STORED P(IP*1>
C = PARAMETER IN COLUMN 3 - STORED P(IP*2>
D = PARAMETER IN COLUMN 4 - STORED P(IP*3)
FOR A DETERMINISTIC DISTRIBUTION♦
A = 1 (DETERMINISTIC IDENTIFIER)
B = UNIFORM / DETERMINISTIC TIME
FOR A LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION*
A = 2 (IDENTIFIER)
B = SAMPLE MEAN
C = SAMPLE VARIANCE (NOT STAND* DEV*!)
FOR A TWO PARAMETER WEIBULL♦
A = 3
B •- PARAMETER ALPHA 
C = PARAMETER BETA
FOR A THREE PARAMETER WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION*
A = 4
B = PARAMETER ALPHA 
C = PARAMETER BETA 
D = PARAMETER GAMMA
FOR AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION*
A = 5
B = SAMPLE MEAN
FOR A TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION*
A — 6
B = PARAMETER ALPHA 
C = PARAMETER A
FOR A POISSON DISTRIBUTION*
A = 7








C LAMNA IS THE INTER-ARRIVAL TIME *
FOR AN ERLANG DISTRIBUTION♦
A ~ 8
B = PARAMETER K 
K IS THE NO OF CONVOLUTIONS OF THE EXPONENTIAL VARIATE♦
C = PARAMETER ALPHA
FOR A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION♦
A = 9
B = SAMPLE MEAN
C = SAMPLE VARIANCE (NOT STAND♦ DEV*!)
C ALL TIMES ARE TO BE ENTERED IN SECONDS♦
SUBROUTINE DIST1 
DIMENSION P(100*4)
COMMON /P6/ pylWlyIRi 
C INCREMENT THE COUNTER♦
IP=IP+1
C READ THE TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION AND A MAXIMUM OF 3 PARAMETER
READ(1?9>P(IP?4)y( P ( IP y J >yJ=l»3y1)
9 F ORMAT(41)




C SUBROUTINE TO TAKE VALUES FROM THE ARRAY F'r ESTABLISHED
C BY THE SUBROUTINE DIST1.SOS OF PROGRAMME DIS4.F0R*
SUBROUTINE DIST2 <IP*ATIME>
INTEGER ATIME ? P 
DIMENSION P<100?4>
COMMON /P6/ P t IW1*IR1 
C CONVERT P VALUES TO R E A L ♦
PT = F L O A T (P (IP y1 ) )
PN-FLOAT < P (IP ? 2) )
PC-FLOAT (P (IP ? 3) )
NDIS-P <IP r 4 >
C SWITCH - BASED ON DISTRIBUTION TY P E ♦
GO TQ<1 y 2 y 3 > 4 y 5 y 6 y 7 y 8 y 9)NDIS
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A DETERMINISTIC VARIATE *
1 ATIME-P(IP y1)
RETURN
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A LOG-NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE *




PB==F’S- < 0 * 5#PY )
C NOW TAKE 12 RANDOM NUMBERS
J=0
RT-0.0
DO 40 L— l 9144 p1 
J^J-f 1
I F(J ♦EQ♦12)GO TO 35 
GO TO 40 
35 RT-RT+RAND(N D I S )
J — 0
40 CONTINUE
C K - 12 BECAUSE WE SAMPLE OVER 12 RANDOM NOS.
PX-EXP(PB+ < P M * (R T - 6 ♦ 0 > > >
ATIME-1 NT < PX-f 0 ♦ 5)
RETURN
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A TWO PARAMETER WEIBULL BIST.
3 RT-RAND(NDIS >
PX=<-< ALOG(RT) )/PT)**< 1 .0/PN)
ATIME=INT(PX+0.5)
RETURN
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A THREE PARAMETER WEIBULL DIST.
4 RT-RAND < N D I S)







C THIS SECTION HANDLES AN EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED R*V*
5 RT=RAND(NDIS)
PX=-ALOG<RT>*PT 
ATIME” INT < P X + O ♦ 5 >
RETURN
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL R*V*
6 PR=EXP<PT*PN)
RT-RAND < ND1S)
P X = - ( ALOG( 1 ♦ 0 —R T ) / P N ) / P T  
A T I M E - I N T ( PX+O♦5 >
RETURN
C THIS SECTION HANDLES A POISSON RANDOM VARIATE♦
C SET THE COUNTER TO Z E R O ♦
7 X^OtO
C THE COMPUTOR WILL NOT HANDLE THE B VALUE WHEN THE
C EXPONENT IS ABOVE 80 SECS - IE THE B *L T ♦10**-35
C THEREFORE IF PT*GT*80 ~ SET B= 0*0*
IF(PT♦ G T ♦80♦ 0 > GO TO 20 
B--2 *718282#$ (—PT )
GO TO 22 
B™0 ♦ 0
IF < B ♦E Q ♦0♦0)WRITE < 4 ? 24 >IP
FORMAT < 5X 9 *B IN DIST2 EQ 0*0 WHEN IP =. 1)
RT”RAND(NDIS)
TR~TR*RT
C TEST THE VALUE OF THE PRODUCT♦





C THIS SECTION HANDLES ERLANG VARIATES*
C LET K = THE NO OF CONVOLUTIONS OF THE EXP VARIATES♦
C K—P (IP y1 )
8 K~P <IP * 1)
TR=1♦0





PX= C-ALOG(T R ))/PN 
ATIME-INT <PX+0*5)
RETURN
C THIS SECTION GENERATES A RANDOM VARIATE FROM





DO 50 L = 1 9144 f1 
J^J+l
I F ( J ♦EG♦12 ) GO TO 45 
GO TO 50 
5̂ RT-RT + RANDCNDIS)
J~0
10 CONTINUE





FUNCTION Ra ND( J )  
CALL T I M £ < X , Y )  
I = Y * 1 0 0 0 0 . F





***RESULTS FROM TRUCK - SHOVEL SIMULATION***
INPUT TO PROGRAM SIM ♦FOR 
SHOVEL DESCRIPTION
THERE ARE 




2♦ PMTR1 : 
2 SHOVELS 
2♦ PMTR1 :
OF 20 * 00 CU YDS 
108♦ PMTR2 = 








TRUCKS AND HAULROAD DESCRIPTION.
THERE ARE 48 TRUCKS OF 100.00 TONS CAPACITY.
THE DISTRIBUTION TYPE AND THREE PARAMETERS OF EACH SEGMENT ARE 5
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 260. PMTR2 = 14. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 ~ 120. F’MTR’2 ~ 6 ♦ PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. F'MTRl = 182. F’MTR’2 = 9. F'MTR'3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 243. PMTR2 = 13. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 298. PMTR2 = 17. F'MTR'3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 - 128. PMTR2 = 15. F'MTR'3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 238. PMTR2 = 28. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 367. PMTR2 = 31. F'MTR’3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. PMTR1 = 483. PMTR2 = 47. F’MTR’3 = 0
DIST TYPE 9. F’MTRl = 613. PMTR2 = 58. PMTR3 = 0
DIST TYPE 2. PMTRl = 32. PMTR2 = 8. PMTR3 = 0
An Example of the Results from Program SIM.FOR
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OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM SIM.FOR.
TIME: LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE: SHOVELS
TRUCK 1 LOST 26.82 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 2 LOST 21.38 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 3 LOST 20.42 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 4 LOST 11 .58 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 5 LOST 31.27 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 6 LOST 20.98 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 7 LOST 23.77 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 8 LOST 23.07 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 9 LOST 15.93 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 10 LOST 24.68 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 11 LOST 27.30 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 12 LOST 16.92 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 13 LOST 18.32 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 14 LOST 25.15 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 15 LOST 23.20 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 16 LOST 28.48 MINS AT ■SHOVELS.
TRUCK 17 LOST 19.57 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 18 LOST 20.33 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 19 LOST 31.42 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 20 LOST 27.67 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 21 LOST 31.38 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 22 LOST 26. 15 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 23 LOST 25.55 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 24 LOST 29.87 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 25 LOST 21.33 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 26 LOST 23.88 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK '!>7 LOST 11.45 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 28 LOST 8.53 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 29 LOST 23.25 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 30 LOST 19.22 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 31 LOST 28.17 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 32 LOST 24.48 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 33 LOST 20.03 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 34 LOST 19.78 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 35 LOST 30.65 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 36 LOST 25.97 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 37 LOST 21 .82 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 38 LOST 23.43 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 39 LOST 20.23 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 40 LOST 31.40 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 41 LOST 17.73 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 42 LOST 23.80 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 43 LOST 28.12 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 44 LOST 28.77 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 45 LOST 22.32 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 46 LOST 24.05 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 47 LOST 24.52 MINS AT SHOVELS.
TRUCK 48 LOST 20.45 MINS AT SHOVELS.
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TIME LOST BY TRUCK N AT THE! CRUSHER*
TRUCK 1 LOST 28*70 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 2 LOST 21 *02 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 3 LOST 28*95 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 4 LOST 22*67 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 5 LOST 31*58 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 6 LOST 26*00 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 7 LOST 24*33 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 8 LOST 28*92 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 9 LOST 32* 15 MINS AT THE CRUSHER *
TRUCK 10 LOST 27*35 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 11 LOST 27*30 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 12 LOST 23*55 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 13 LOST 34*40 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 14 LOST £9*68 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 15 LOST 33*93 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 16 LOST 29*50 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 17 LOST 31 *13 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 18 LOST 27*60 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 19 LOST 23*27 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 20 LOST 24*25 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 21 LOST 32* 10 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 22 LOST 24* 10 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 23 LOST 23* 17 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 24 LOST 25*55 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 25 LOST 27*60 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 26 LOST 30*35 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 27 LOST 26*45 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 28 LOST 29*00 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 29 LOST 26*45 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 30 LOST 30*62 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 31 LOST 24*62 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 32 LOST 35*90 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 33 LOST 29*58 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 34 LOST 28*00 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 35 LOST 27*08 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 36 LOST 27*65 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 37 LOST 27*35 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 38 LOST 29*63 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 39 LOST 28*95 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 40 LOST 23*15 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 41 LOST 19*82 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 42 LOST 21 *77 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 43 LOST 23*90 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 44 LOST 27* 18 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 45 LOST 25*62 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 46 LOST 30*58 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 47 LOST 24 *40 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
TRUCK 48 LOST 28*28 MINS AT THE CRUSHER*
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THE NUMBER OF TRUCKS SERVED AND THE 
TIME LOST BY EACH SHOVEL WAS 
SHOVEL 1 SERVED 207 TRUCKS ? AND WAS IDLE FOR 9*13
SHOVEL 2 SERVED 205 TRUCKS ? AND WAS IDLE FOR 16*03
SHOVEL 3 SERVED 134 TRUCKS? AND WAS IDLE FOR 61*48
SHOVEL 4 SERVED 117 TRUCKS y AND WAS IDLE FOR 107*67
TOTAL TRUCK DOWNTIME IN MINS = 2768*17
TOTAL CRUSHER DOWNTIME IN MINS = 41*28
TOTAL SHOVEL DOWNTIME IN MINUTES = 194*32
TOTAL TIME IN THE SHIFT IN MINS = 376*80













Dictionary of Program Variables 
Program Description 
Program Code
Example of Program Output
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QUE.FOR
DICTIONARY OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
N - Number of systems in the mine plan. There is
one system for each shovel - maximum 4.
K - Number of segments in each system. In this
programme, there are 6.
M - Number of trucks operating.
CMU - The mean service rate of trucks at the crusher.
SHIFT - The length of the shift (in minutes).
TCAP - Capacity of the haul units (short tons).
PMU (E,F) - PMU is the mean service rate for the (E,F) seg­
ment, where E = system, F = segment of system E
RTOT - The sum of the basic time of all systems.
TTIME (E) - Total basic time of system (E).
BTIME - The mean time to complete a segment (E,F),
equals the reciprocal of the PMU (E,F).
FTOT - The sum of the FRAC (E) amounts for all systems
FRAC (E) - The reciprocal of the faction which TTIME(E)
is of RTOT.
W - Number of trucks assigned to system 1.
X - Number of trucks assigned to system 2.
Y - Number of trucks assigned to system 3.

















- Sum for all systems (E = 1,2,3,4).
- A counter that ensures that rounding off errors 
in calculation do not increase the number of 
trucks.
- The unadjusted number of trucks assigned to 
system (E).
- RNUM converted to the nearest integer value.
-(RNUM - ITRO)i.e. the error due to rounding off.
- The reciprocal of the mean time interval at 
which trucks from system E will arrive at the 
crusher.
- Probability of zero trucks in system E, segment F
- Probability of one truck in system E,segment F.
- Probability greater than one truck in system E,
segment F.
- Probability of the average number queued at 
segment K.
- Probability of all trucks assigned to system E 
being located in segment 1 of that system.
- Cumulative probability of zero trucks in system 
E, segment K.
- Cumulative probability of one truck in system 
E, segment K.
- Cumulative probability of greater than one 
truck in system E, segment K.









- The average time that any truck in system E 
will spend in queues at the crusher or shovel.
- Average circuit time for a truck in system E.
- Number of truckloads of material dumped at 
the crusher from system E in a shift.
- Total number of truckloads produced in a shift.
- The highest production from any combination of 
and assignment of trucks tested up to this 
point.





Gives a brief explanation of the program and some of 
the more important input variables, and sets up the explicit 
specification statements (INTEGER, DIMENSION).
Block 2
Reads the variable input parameters from a decwriter, 
and the fixed input parameters from a data file 'QUE4.DAT1.
It then prints out the input data to facilitate checking.
Block 3
Calculates the mean circuit time for each system, by 
addition of the reciprocal of the service rate for each phase, 
excluding the crusher phase which is divided proportionally 
at the end of the block. It then assigns the trucks to a 
system, such that the utilization of the shovels and trucks 
should be approximately similar in each system. This is 
accomplished by
RTOT = ^  mean circuit time. (TTIME(E)) for all systems 
(1, . . E))
FRAC(E) = reciprocal of mean circuit time as a fraction
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of the total time. i.e. RTOT/TTIME (E) for 
all systems E.
FTOT = Y_ FRAC(E) for all systems E.
Then the number of trucks assicrned to each system E 
(X,Y,W,Z) is
= (FRAC(E) x Total number of trucks)/FTOT.
(Initially the program* ;e was examining every possible partition 
of the M trucks in N systems, but it was found that the above 
procedure consistently produced the optimum production for 
all partitions, thus it was substituted for the previous 
method, which required considerably more computer time.)
Having found the optimum truck to shovel assignment the pro­
gram calculates the proportion of crusher time to be alloted 
to each system, based on the percentage of trucks which arrive 
at the crusher from each system.
Block 4
Sets the initial probability conditions.
Block 5
Calculates the probability of all the trucks being in 
phase 1, using the formula developed earlier,
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To calculate the partitions of the system, the program 
uses a subroutine, FACT, which generates the factorial of 
the number supplied as input. The program then uses stan­
dard combinational analysis (25) to determine the total 
number of partitions that the M trucks can be distributed
into the K segments, which is:
, « __  ̂ . I K+M -1Total Partitions = ( NB. Factorial notation.M
In the haul segments trucks do not have to wait until the 
previous unit has completed service, so to accomodate this 
the haul segments are considered as parallel systems with the 
number of servers exactly equal to the number of trucks in 
the phase at any time. This is accomplished by use of the 
values PJ, QJ, SJ and TJ. The variable PBASE(E) is the 
p(M,0,0..0) value.
Block 6
Due to the potentially large number of probabilities in­
volved storage has to be avoided. (This is not quite as 
important now optimum truck assignment is used.) This block 
calculates all the probabilities for each partition then 
summates all the probabilities to give an average circuit 
time for each system, and production for each system, and 
finally total production for the shift.
Block 7
Prints out the results of the program to an output file

























PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE t h e  s y s t e m  STa TES f or  a t r u c k  
- s h o v e l  s y s t e m  u s i n g  q u e u e i n g  t h e o r y , 
t h i s  h a n d l e s  a n o r m a l  to s h o v e l  -  LOAD -  HAUL -  c r u s h e r  
d u mp  t y p e  of MI NI NG s i t u a t i o n , 
m a x i m u m  of  N*4 s y s t e m s .
K=6 s e g m e n t s .
M=OPEN-NO OF TRUCKS 
p r o g r a mme  i s  L I M I T E D  to 28 TRUCKS, BECAUSE THE VALUE 
OF TOTAL EXCEEDS The  c OMPUTOB s t o r a g e  c a p a c i t y , 
t h e  K SEGMENTS ARE!
1 -  F I RST TRAVEL SEGMENT
2 -  SECOND TRAVEL SEGMENT
3 -  s h o v e l  o u e u e  and  l o a d  s e g m e n t  
a -  t h i r d  t r a v e l  s e g m e n t
5 - fourth travel segment
6 -  c r u s h e r  q u e u e  and  l qac  s e g m e n t
INTEGER E , F , G , W , X , Y , E . P , Q , R , S , T , P w , G J » S J , T J , U
d i m e n s i o n  PMU(4 > 6 > , P Z E R 0 < 4 , 6 ) ,  P C N E { 4 , 6 > ,  P O L E ' S ) .  a QUE< 4 . 6 > ,  
I T T  i ME(4 >, BASE(4 ) > PBASEC4) ,  G T 1 ME C 4 } ,  ACI R< 4 > ,  P R 0 D ( 4 ) ,
2UC6>,  PO( 6 )  . P I < ft > , PO( 6  > » AC(6 ) , N I ( 6 ) ,  1 ( 6 ) ,  NJ<6> .  
3 C O M P ( 1 0 0 0 0 ) , FRACC10}  , D I F F U )
REa D IN THE DATA,
THERE MUST BE K = 6 SEGMENTS -  SPLI T THE TRAVEL I F  NECESSARY,  
W R l T E ( 4 , 2 0 )
20 F0RMAT( 5X, ' ENTER N SYSTEMS,  K SEGMENTS, M TRUCKS, , 3 1 -  ' , S >
REa D ( 4 , 4 0 ) N , K , M  
40 F 0 R MA T ( 3 l )
OPEN( UN I T s i . F I L E S ’ QUE4 . DATI )
CMJ IS The  MU FOR t h e  CRUSHER.
SHI FT s SHI FT TIME IN MINUTES.
REa D < 1 , 5 0 ) c M U , S H I F t >TCAP 
50 F0RMa T ( 3 F )
E IS THE SYSTEM COUNTER.
DO 80 E * 1 , N » 1
f i s  t h e  s e g m e n t  c o u n t e r .
t h e  PMU FOR THE CRUSHER HAS TC BE CALCULATED FOR EACH PARTI T I ON,  
READ( 1 , 6 0 ) (PMU( E , F ) . F s l , ( K » l ) , l )
60 FORMAT( 7F )
80 CONTINUE 
C ALL DATA HAS NOW BEEN COMPILED.
C WRITE OUT THE INPUT DATA.
CALL OFJLE ( 1 , ' QRES ’ >
W R l T E < l , i 0 0 )
1 30  F O R M A T ! / / , i H  , 1 X , ' * * » C Y C L I C  QUEUES KITH EXPONENTIAL S E R V I C E * * * ' , 
1 / / , 5 X , ' T h E VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE* ' )  
W R I T E ( 1 , 1 2 0 ) N , K , M  
120 FORMAT( 1H , 4 X , ' THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS s ' , 1 2 , / ,
1 5 X , ' THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS PER SYSTEM *  ' , 1 2 , / ,
uoo
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2 5 X , ' THE NUMBER OF TRUCKS (TOTAL)  a ' , I 2 >  
W R l T E ( l , 1 4 0 > < E , ( P H U < E , F > , F a l , < K - l ) , l > . E « l , N , l )
140  FORMAT( I N  , 4 X , ' T h E Pmu VALUES FOR THr  SEGMENTS ARE I * ,
1 / ,  4 ( 5X > I 2 . 5 ( 3 X . F 5 . 2 > , / ) )
WR1TE(1»150)CMU
150  FORMAT(1H , 4 X i ’ THE Pmu v a l u e  for  t h e  CRUSHER I S -  ' ,  F5 , 2 )  
W R 1 T E ( 1 , 1 6 0 ) S H I F T , T C a P 
160 f o r m a t <i h  , 4 x , ' S h i f t  t i m e  i n  m i n u t e s  i s  ' , F 7 , 2 . / ,
1 5 X , ' ! RUCK CAPACITY s * , F 6 . 2 , ’ T O N S , ’ )
end  of t h e  d a t a  p r i n t o u t .
TPmAX= 0 , 0
TO CALCULATE The optimum assignment of trucks based on 
mean circuit times .
CALCULATE the mean circuit TIME for each system = T T I M E ( E )
RTOT=0 , 0
DO 300 E » 1 , N , 1
T T I M E ( E ) s 0 . 0
00 280  F a 1 ,  ( K - l ) , 1
BT1 ME=1 , 0 / PMU( £ » F>
T T I M E ( E ) a T T l M E ( E ) + B T l M E  
280  CONTINUE
RTOTrRTO-T + TTI ME<E)
300  CONTINUE 
BT OT r 0 . 0
find how many trucks in each system,
WRI TE(4» 3 0 4 )
304 FORMAT<5X, ' DO YOU WANT TO ASSIGN T R U C K S ? ' . / ,
1 5 X , ' TYPE " 1 "  I F  YOU DO, "Z” IF N O T I ’ . S )
READ( 4 , 3 0 8 ) I AS 
308  FORMAT( I )
1F ( I AS , EO. p ) GO TO 323  
WR I T E ( 4 , 3 1 2 >
312  F0RMaT(5X, 'ENTER Truck ASSIGNMENTS TO EACH 
1SYSTEM -  41 . ’ ,S>
REa D ( 4 , 3 i 6 ) W»X» Y, E
316  FORMAT(4 I )
00 3 22  E a l . N . l  




GO TO 3 2 l
319  BASE(E)=FLOAT(Y)/TTIme(E)
GO TO 321
320  B A S E C E I s F L O A T I H I / T T l M E I E )
321 BT0T=BT0t*BASE(E)
322  CONTINUE 
GO TO 390
C THI S SECTION CALC OPTIMUM TRLCK ASSIGNMENT,
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323 F T OT= 0 , 0
PO 325 E = i , N . l  
FRa C < E ) * R T 0 T / T T I M E ( E )
FTOT=FTOT* FRa C( E)
325  CONTINUE 
8 T OT = 0 . 0  
I SJM=0
DO 380 E = 1 ,  N , 1 
RNUH=( FRAC( E) * FLOAT( H)
I T RO= I NT < R n UM+0 , 5 )
D I F F ( E > = < R n U M * 0 . 5 > - F l o a T ( I T R O  
B ASE( E) = FL 0 AT(  I T R 0 ) / T T I H E ( E )
JSUMs I SUMMTRO  
GO TO < 3 6 2 , 3 6 5 , 3 7 0 , 3 7 5 > E  
362 W * 1 T R 0
GO TO 378  
365  X= i TR0
GO TO 378  
370 Y = I T R0
GO TO 378  
375 2 = ITRO
378 BToTsBTOT*PASE('E>
380 CONTINUE
I F ( ISUM.EQ' .MIGO TO 390  
NDI FF= M- I SUN  
00 388 J N = i > N D ! F F , i  
NAX = 1
DO 381  E = l , < N - 1 >  , 1  
I F ( D I F F ( E ) . G T . D I F F ( E * i ) )GQ TC 381  
I F ( D I F F (E♦ 1> V C £•0 IF F ( m A X > )GC TO 381  
MAX=E+1
381 CONTINUE 
D I F F { M A X ) s 0 , 0
GO TO < 3 8 3 , 3 8 4 , 3 8 5 , 386)HAX
383 W = N*1
GO TO 388




386 2 = 2 * 1  
388 CONTINUE
390 DO 400 E= 1 , N, 1
I F  < 8 ASE( E ) . EQ * O. 0  > GG TO 395  
P M U < E , K ) = < B A S E < E ) / b TOT>*CYU 
GO TO 400  
395  P M U ( E , K ) = 0 . 0
400 CONTINUE
C NON c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  f cr  e a c h  SYSTEM,  














DO 780  E a l , N i l
J F ( P M U ( E » K ) , E Q , 0 # 0 )  G 0 TO 780
DO 410 F * 1 , K , 1
R2e:Ro ( e »f > = 0 . 0
P O N E ( E » F ) » 0 , 0  
PQUE ( E # F > sp., 0 
A Q LJ E ( E # F > s 0 , 0 
CONTINUE
TO FI ND THE PROBABI LI TY OF < H , 0 , 0 , 0 # 0 , 0 ) s FBASECE> 
TOTAl = 0 . 0
GO T O ( 4 2 0 i 4 4 0 »  4 6 0 M 8 f ? ) E
NUM-W+K- l
m d e n = w
GO TO 500
NUMs X* K- i





NUMc Z ^ K - i
M0EN=2
n d e n = k - i
CALL F a CT<n UM,NOR)
CALL F a CT<NDEN,NDOR)
c a l l  f a c k m d e n , n d e r )
NTOTs ( N OR / ( N DOR* N DER ) )
CALCULATE THE PARTI TI ONS of THE SYSTEM.
Nl  = l
DO 530 P s 0 , M D E N , l  
DO 530  Q b 0 , MD E N , i  
DO 530 R a 0 , M O E N , l  
DO 530 S b 0 , M D E N , i  
DO 530  T s 0 , M D E N , i  
DO 530  Us0 , HDEN,%
I F < < P * Q * R * s * T * U ) . N E t M D E N j G O  TO 530  
I F ( P , E Q , 0 ) O O  TO 502  
PJ = P
GO TO 504  
PJ = 1
I F ( Q , E Q , 0 ) G O  TO 506  
Q J = Q
GO TO 512  
OJ- 1
I F ( S , E Q . 0 ) G O  TO 514  
S j a S















516  I F ( T t EQ, 0 ) GO TO 518  
T J  = T
GO TO 524  
518 T j = l
524 J FCPMUCE. K) , NEt 0 , 0 ) G O  TO 526  
WRI TE<4 , 527>
527 F0RMATC5X, * PMU( E , 6 ) = 0  . 0 GETTING TC L 1 NE 1 3 5 6 0 * )
526 T O P s ( F L O A T ( P j ) * P M U ( E f D ) * • (MCEN-P)
D E N0 M s ( ( ( F t O A T ( Q j ) * P M U ( E » 2 ) ) « « 0 ) * CPMU<E # 3 > * * R ) *
1<(FLOAT C S J ) * P M U < E , 4 > > * * S ) « ( (FLOAT<TV ) « PKUCE, 5 ) ) * »  
2 T ) * ( P M U ( E , 6 ) * * U )  > * < 1 0 , 0 * * C * 1 6 . 0 > )
529  C0 MP( N1 > b ( tQP/DENOm)# ( 1 0 . 8 • * ( - 1 6  ,2 > )
TOTAL*TOTAl +COMP(N i )
N l s N l + 1
530 CONTINUE
PBa SECE) s l . 0 / T O T A L
BECAUSE OF THE LARGE NUMBERS CF PARTI TI ONS STq RJNG THE 
DATA IN TERMS of p , q , r , s , t , u HAS TO gE AVOIDED -  
I E ,  6 SEGMENTS *  6 Tr UCKS WOULD TAKE 4 6 , 5K OF CORE.
TO FI ND THE PROBABI L I T I ES AT K SEGMENT CF SYSTEM N.
f i n d  p c z e r o ) ,  p c o n e ) and  p r c e a b l e  n u mb e r  i n  t h e  q u e u e ,
560 N 2 = l
DO 700 P s 0 , MDEN»1 
DO 700 Qs 0 , MD E N , l  
00 700 R a 0 , M D E N , l  
DO 700 S s 0 , M D E N , l  
DO 700 Tc0 f MDEN, 1  
PO 700 U b 0 , MD E N, l
I F (  (P*Q + R + S + T* U)  , N e: ,MDEN)GO TC 700  
PRQB=0, 0
PR0BsC0MP(N2>*PBASE(E. )
I F ( PROB, NE . 0 ' , 0 ) GO to 600  
W R I T E ( 4 , 5 8 0 ) W , X , Y , Z * P , Q , R # S , T , U  
593 FORMAT( 5 X , ’ FAILURE To CALCULATE PROBLEM AT -  ’ , / , 5 X >
I ’ M = ’ , I , 5X » f X = M , 5 X , ' t  = * , 11 5X a f 2 = * , I , / , 5 X ,
2* P ’ S EQUAL * , 6 ( I 2 , 3 X >  >
CALCULATE THE DIFFERENT PROBABILITY TOTALS,
PI CK)  5 PROBABI LI TY OF one  t r u c k  i n  SEGMENT k .
POCK) 5 PROBABI LI TY OF ZERO TRUCKS IN SEGMENT K,
PQCK) a PROBABI LI TY OF A QUEUE AT SEGMENT K,
AO a PROBABILITY OF THE AVERAGE NUMBER QUEUED AT SEGMENT K,
600 DO 680 F s l , K i l  
PO C F ) s 0 , g 
P I ( F ) = 0 , 0  
P O C F ) r 0 , g  
AQ C F ) s 0 , g
GO T O C 6 0 2 , 6 0 4 , 6 0 6 f 6 0 S , 6 1 0 » 6 1 2 > F 
602 JCF) =P
GO TO 614  






GO TO 614 
60-6 J ( D = R
GO TO 614 
608 U( F) =S
GO TO 614 
610 J ( F )= T
GO TO 614 
612 J ( F ) = U
614 I F ( J ( F ) , GT , 1 ) GO TO 640  
I F (  J ( F )  . EQ' . DGO TO 620 
PO < F ) sPROB 
GO TO 660 
620 P I ( F ) = P R 0 8  
GO TO 660 
640 PQ( F ) sPROB
A Q ( F ) = ( J ( F ) - 1 ) * P R 0 B  
650 F0RMATC4F)
summate  for the s y s t e m .
6 60 P 2 E R 0 ( E , F  >sPHERO<E , F ) *P0CF >
P O N E < E , F ) a P O N E ( E # F ) * P i ( F )
PG>JE(E, F)spQUECE, F)  +PQ(F5  
AQUE( E» F) 5 AQUECE, F ) >AQ( F)
680 CONTINUE
QTlME(E)aCAQUE(E,3)/PMU(E#2>) ♦CAQlECE, 6 >/P HU ( E i 5 ) )
N2-N2+1  
700.  CONTINUE
we Have  now CALCULATED ALL PROBABILITIES 'FOR a s e t  of £?N 
SYSTEMS w i t h  DISCRETE W, X, Y , H VALUES,
NOW CALCULATE the  AVERAGE c i r c u i t  t i m e ,
SHIFT = SHIFT TIME I n MINUTES.
A C I R ( E ) S T T I H E ( E ) * Q T I M E ( E ) * (  1 . 0 / P M K E . K )  )
GO T O ( 7 3 0 , 7 4 0 , 7 5 0 , 7 6 0 ) E
7 33 P R 0 D( E ) = FL0 AT ( W) * ( SH i f T / aC I R ( E ) )
GO TO 770
740 PR0D(E) =FL0ATCX) • ( S H I F T / a C I R ( E ) )
GO TO 770
750 PRQD( E) =FLOAT CY) * ( SHI FT / aCIR(E> )
GO TO 770
760 P R O D ( E ) s F L O A T < H > * ( S H I F T / A C JR(E > >
772 TPROD-TPROD^PPOD(E)
780 CONTINUE
t p m a x * TPROO 
TONS=TPRoO*TCAP
c WRITE THE DATA DESCRIBING THE PARTITION,  
W R I T E ( 1 , 8 2 0 ) W , X , Y , H  
823 F O R M A T ( / / , i H  , 4 X , ’ TH£ RESULTS FOR THE MINE WHEN * , / >
1 5 X, 1 SYSTEM ONE HAS * , 1 2 , *  T R I C K S , 1 . / .
25X, 'SYSTEM TWO HAS ' , 1 2 , ’ TRICKS,',/.
3 5 X , 1 SYSTEM THREE Ha S » , I 2 . »  T R U C K S , ' , / ,
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45X,’ SYSTEM FOUR HAS ' , 1 2 , '  TRUCKS,•>
HR I TE <1» 84?)
840 FORMA T(1H ,4X, '  SYS ' , 3 X , '  SEG ' . 4 X, ' P2ERC’ , 9 X » ' PONE' , 11X, 
1 ' PQUE' ,8x»' AQUE’ , / ,5x ,  ' NUM ' .3X«' HUM ' )
DO 920 E = 1 ,N 11
IF(PMU(E, 6 ) .EO,0,0)GO TO 920 00 880 Fs1 ,K, 1
WRITE<1,860)E,F,PZERO(E,F>,PCNE<E,F>,PaUE(E,F),AQUE<E,F>
8 63 FORMAT<6X,I2,6X,I2,4(2x,E12,5>>
863 CO JT ! NUE
WR1TE<1,900>E,OTIMe <E>,E.TTIME(E)
933 FORMAT(1H ,4X,'OTImEIM SYSTEM ' , 1 2 , '  IS ' ,F8.2»/ ,5X,
1'BaSIC Time IN system ' , 12, ’ IS ' ,68,2)
923 CONTINUE
WRi TE(1,94 0)SHIFY,tProD,TCAP,TONS
9 4 3 F O R M A T d H  , / ,5X , '10T al PRODUCTION DURING A SHIFT OF ' ,F8 ,2 ,
1' MINUTES’, / , 7 X , 'IS a ' , F 8 .2 , '  TIKES TuE TRUCK CAPACITY OF 
2F6.2,/,7x, 'FOR A Total OF ' , F iE , 2 , '  TONS')
this is the end of the print cut,STOP
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DO 100 1 = 2 , N, 1





***CYCLIC QUEUES WITH EXPONENTIAL SERVICE***
208
THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE t
THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS = 4
THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS PER SYSTEM = 6
THE NUMBER OF TRUCKS (TOTAL) ~ 24
THE PMU VALUES FOR THE SEGMENTS ARE X
1 0*25 0*30 0*25 0*17 0* 159 0 * 25 0*13 0*25 0.10 0* 15
3 0*25 0.10 0*20 0*07 0* 15
4 0*25 0*08 0*20 0*06 0* 15
THE PMU VALUE FOR THE CRUSHER IS - 1*00
SHIFT TIME IN MINUTES IS 240*00 
TRUCK CAPACITY = 120*00 TONS*
THE RESULTS FOR THE MINE WHEN 
SYSTEM ONE HAS 8 TRUCKS* 
SYSTEM TWO HAS 6 TRUCKS* 
SYSTEM THREE HAS 5 TRUCKS* 
SYSTEM FOUR HAS 5 TRUCKS*
SYS SEG PZERO PONE PQUE AQUE
NUM NUM
1 1 0 * 19394E-02 0 * 18819E-02 0 * 99618E+00 0 * 25356E + 0 1
1 •-> 0.55826E+00 0 * 38080E + 00 0*60944E-01 0 * 65324E-01
1 3 0♦23606E+00 0♦26460E+00 0 * 49934Ei!+ 00 0 ♦ 88799E.’+00
1 4 0 ♦ 37910E + 0 0 0.47189E+00 0 * 14901E+00 0 * 16 9 2 0 E + 0 0
1 5 0 * 33904E+00 0 * 48243E+00 0* .1.7852E + 00 0 ♦20643E+00
1 6 0 * 56836E+00 0♦2 72 23E + 00 0*15941E+00 0 .21817E+00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 1 IS 4 *41
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 1 IS 23*88
1 0 * 57479E-01 0*41125E-01 0*90140E+00 0 *14898E+01•? v 0.43384E+00 0*460 i 0 E + 00 0*10605E+00 0 * 11571E + 00•;) 3 0 * 52636E+00 0.29724E+00 0 * :i. 7640E+00 0 * 23775E + 00
n
* . 4 0 * 34683E+00 0 * 49411E+00 0 * 15906E+00 0 * 17862E + 00
2 5 0*48 08 8 E + 00 0♦43500E+00 0 * 84119E-01 0 * 9064OE."-01
2 6 0*51653E+00 0♦29967E+00 0*18380E+00 0 * 24936E+00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 2 IS 3 *49
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 2 IS 32*36
3 1 0 * 27662E + 00 0 *13200E + 00 0 * 59138E + 00 0 * 76928E+00
3 n 0♦45029E+00 0 * 44965E+00 0 * 10007E + 00 0 * 109 5 8 hi+00
3 3 0♦56197E+00 0 * 28161E+00 0 * 15642E+00 0 *2106411 + 00
3 4 0 * 33274E+00 0 * 49490E+00 0* 17236E+00 0 * 19680hi+ 00
3 5 0 * 57811E+00 0 ♦37070E+00 0 * 5 1 184E—01 0 * 54312E-01
3 6 0 * 47004E+00 0 * 30099E+00 0 * 22897E +  00 0 * 32915E + 00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 3 IS 4 *30
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 3 IS 39*95
4 1 0♦31708E+00 0 *13810E+00 0♦54482E+00 0 * 69430E+ 00
4 o 0 * 40062E + 00 0 * 47195E+00 0*12742E+00 0 .14195E+00
4 3 0♦59137E+00 0 * 27171E+00 0*13692E+00 0 ♦ 18067E + 00
4 4 0 ♦30660E+00 0 * 49869E +  00 0*19472E+00 0 * 2254BE + 00
4 5 0 * 59908E + 00 0 * 35534E+00 0 * 45582E-0.1 0 ♦4819IE-01
4 6 0♦44521E+00 0 * 30241E + 00 0 * 25238E+00 0 ♦36939E+00
QTIMEIN SYSTE M 4 IS 4 *72
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 4 IS 44*83
TOTAL PRODUCTION DURING A SHIFT OF 240 *00 MINUTES
IS 144* 05 TIMES THE TRUCK CAPACITY OF 120*00
FOR A TOTAL OF 17285* 74 TONS
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***CYCLl'C QUEUES WITH EXPONENTIAL SERVICE***
THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE:
THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS = 4
THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS PER SYSTEM ~ 6
THE NUMBER OF TRUCKS (TOTAL) = 24
THE PMU VALUES: FOR THE SEGMENTS ARE ♦
1 0,25 0,30 0,25 0,17 0,15
2 0,25 0,13 0,25 0,10 0,15
3 0,25 0,10 0,20 0,07 0,15
4 0,25 0,08 0,20 0,06 0,15
THE PMU VALUE FOR THE CRUSHER IS 1,00
SHIFT TIME IN MINUTES IS 240,00
TRUCK CAPACITY = 120,00 TONS,
THE RESULTS FOR THE NINE WHEN 
SYSTEM ONE HAS 6 TRUCKS, 
SYSTEM TWO HAS 6 TRUCKS, 
SYSTEM THREE HAS 6 TRUCKS, 
SYSTEM FOUR HAS 6 TRUCKS,
SYS SEG PZERO PONE PQUE AQIJE
NUM NUM
1 1 0 ♦ 32897E--01 0,28466E-01 0,93864E+00 0*16847E+01
1 0 ♦ 62750E-f 00 0 , 33548E + 00 0,37023E-01 0,38676E-01
1 3 0 ,41427Ef00 0,31705E+00 0,26868E+00 0 , 38 2 6 9 E 4 0 0
1 4 0,45284E+00 0 ,44 9 9 0 FI 10 0 0,9 7 2 61E! ~ 01 0 , 10542E+00
1 5 0,41152E+00 0,469 7 6 E + 00 0,118 71E + 0 0 0 , 13021E+00
1 6 0 , 57 9 9 5 E -f 0 0 0,28187 E + 0 0 0 , 13817E+00 0,17729E+00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 1 IS 2 ♦ 46
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 1 IS 23,88':> 1 0♦55120E—01 0,40205E-01 0,90467ET00 0,1501IE+01o 2 0,42998E+00 0 , 4 6 2 2 9FI + 0 0 0 , 10773E+00 0 , 11760E+00
o 3 0 ,52142E! f 00 0,29898E+00 0,17960E+00 0,24243E+00
2 4 0♦34291E+00 0,49563E+00 0,16147E+00 0 , 18146E+00
2 5 0,47713E+00 0 , 4 374 0 E + 0 0 0,85477E-01 0,92144E- 01
2 6 0♦5349SE+00 0,29545E+00 0,16957E+00 0*226 8 2E+0 0
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 2 IS 3 ,38
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 2 IS 32,36
3 1 0,92405E—01 0,54098E-01 0 * 8 5350E I- 0 0 0,13294E+01
3 2 0,40232E+00 0,47289E+00 0,12479ET00 0,13805E+00
3 3 0,49576E+00 0,30066E+00 0,20358E+00 0,28562E+00
3 4 0♦28608E+00 0 * 50267E+00 0,21125Ef00 0,24509E+00
3 5 0♦53391E+00 0♦40136E+00 0,64730E-01 0,69112E-01
3 6 0,51606E+00 0♦29643E+00 0*18751E+00 0,25926E+00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 3 IS 4 ♦ 58
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 3 IS 39,95
4 :L 0,11109E+00 0,60168E~01 0♦82874E+00 0,12574E+01
4 r> 0♦35296E+00 0,49021E+00 0,15683E+00 0,17684E+00
4 3 0♦53099E+00 0,29198E+00 0,17703E+00 0,24373E+00
4 4 0♦26103E+00 0,50272E+00 0,23625E+00 0,27833E. + 00
4 5 0♦55661E+00 0♦38607E+00 0,57319E-01 0 * 60958E--01
4 6 0,49488E+00 0♦29978E+00 0,20534E+00 0 ♦ 29032E + 00
QTIMEIN SYSTEM 4 IS 4 ,98
BASIC TIME IN SYSTEM 4 IS 44,83
TOTAL PRODUCTION DURING A SHIFT OF 240 ,00 MINUTES
IS 140, 92 TIMES THE TRUCK CAPACITY OF 120,00




i. Dictionary of the Program Variables, 
ii. Program Description, 
iii. Program Code 
iv. Example of Program Output
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TEST.FOR
DICTIONARY OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES
N - The number of shovels (maximum of 6)
K - The number of segments in the cycle
M - The number of trucks in the system
U - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 1
V - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 2
W - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 3
X - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 4
Y - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 5
Z - The number of trucks assigned to shovel 6
File * ELB.DAT' - Holds the input data which describes the
shift and the system distributions and
parameters.
E - System counter
F - Segment Counter
HRM (E,F) - Mean activity time for system E , segment F
HRV (E,F) - Variance of the activity for system E, seg­
ment F.
CAP - Truck capacity (tons)
HRS - Shift length in hours
EXPWS (E) - Wait time calculated using exponential

















- True wait time (or Elbrond corrected) 
wait time in system E.
- Iteration counter
- A flag which signals the program will end.
- The value of the calculated true waiting
time at shovel number 1 for the previous 
iteration.
- Sum of the mean activity times in any cycle
- Sum of the variance of the activity times 
in any cycle.
- Mean travel time in the system E
- Standard deviation of the travel time (T)
- Mean service time in the system E
- Standard duration of the service time (TS)
- value of Elbrond*s 'K* factor
* RHO* - calculates the value of the shovel utili­
zation when activity distributions are 
exponential.
'ERHO* - Calculates the value of the shovel utili­
zation when the service time is constant, 
and the arrival distribution is exponentially 
distributed.
- Waiting time for the exponential service 
and arrival case.
















Waiting time for the constant service and 
constant arrival rate case.
Elbrond1s correction factor
Sum of all the mean activity times for
all the systems.
Sum of the variances of all activities for 
all the systems.
The exponential number of cycles per truck 
per shift in each system E.
The corrected number of cycles per truck 
per shift in each system E.
Truck loads delivered (exponential) in sys­
tem E.
Truck loads delivered (corrected) in system 
E.
Total trucks (exponential) served in a shift 
Total trucks (corrected) served in a shift 
Total production (exponential) in the shift 
(tons).






This block gives the program title and sets up the ex­
plicit specification statements (INTEGER, DIMENSION).
Block 1 -
Reads in the input parameters from a dec writer, and from 
file *ELB.DAT*.
Block 2 -
Writes the input parameters out to a file called 'RES.DAT1 
to facilitate checking of the input data.
Block 3 -
Sets up the program iteration counter, and calculates 
the parameters and utilization for each system E in the mining 
system.
Block 4 -
Calculates the waiting time for the exponential case, the 




Calculates Elbrond*s correction factor, then calculates 
the corrected waiting time.
Block 6 -
Calculates the parameters for the crusher, then transfers 
control to block 3 to calculate the utilization and waiting 
times for each of the three basic cases, and the correction 
factor. In the center of block 5 control is transferred back 
to block 6 based on the value of the variable FLAG.
Block 7 -
Calculates the exponential and true wait time at the 
crusher, and tests the value of the waiting time ahead of 
shovel no. 1, against the previous wait for this shovel, CHWT. 
As the program is set at present, unless these two values are 
within 1 second of each other, the program will continue to 
run. It (CHWT - TRUWS (1) ) is less than 1 second program
control goes to block 8.
Block 8 -
The computer calculates the number of cycles each truck 
can complete in a shift for each system, multiplies this val- 
ue by the number of trucks in each system and the truck capa­
city in tons, to give production per system. The sum of the 
production per system for all systems is the total production 
per shift. This is calculated, and the program then prints
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out the results for the final iteration and the total mining 
system production results.
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C PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE THE PRODUCTION FrROM A MINING
C SYSTEM USING THE ' ELBROND' METHOD - BY Fr INITE QUEUES *
INTEGER E>F»G»UfV»WfX>YrZ
DIMENSION H R M d O y l O ) y  H R V d O y l O ) y  T R U W S d O ) y  
1 E X P U S d O ) y  EPROD (10)? R P R O D d O ) y  P d O ) y  C H U T d O )
C BLOCK 1 ~ READ IN THE INPUT PARAMETERS.
WRITE(4y20>
20 FORMAT<5Xy'ENTER VALUES FOR N y K y M -31- d $ )
READ ( 4 p 40 ) N y K y M 
40 FORMAT(31)
WRITE < 4 ? 60)
60 F0RMAT<5Xy'ENTER ASSIGNMENTS FOR UyVyWyXyYyZ -61- '**> 
READ(4y80)U?VfWyXfYyZ 
80 FORMAT(61)
OP E N (UNIT = 1 y FI L E = 'E L B ♦D A T ')
READCly100)HRSyCAP 
DO 120 E— 1 y N y1
READ ( 1 y 100 ) ( HRM ( E y F ) y F= 1 y K y .1. >
READ d  y100)(H R V (E y F )y F = 1 yK y1)
100 FORMAT<6F)
120 CONTINUE
C BLOCK 2 - WRITE OUT INPUT PARAMETERS.
OPEN < UNIT-12 y FILE=*' RES . DAT ' )
WRITE(12y200)
200 FORMAT<///y25Xy '%%% RESULTS OF ELBRQNDS METHOD ft**') 
WRITE(12 y 220)N y K y M yCAP yHRS 
220 FORMAT(//y1OXy'NUMBER OF SHOVELS = 'yI2y/ylOXy 
1'NUMBER OF PHASES = M Z y / y l O X ?
2'NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 'y12 y/ y1OX y
3'CAPACITY OF THE TRUCKS IN TONS IS 'yF6.2 y/ y1OX y 
4'OPERATING HOURS IN THE SHIFT ARE 'yF5*2y//>
WRITE(12y240)
240 FORMAT<lOXy'THE VALUES OF THE MEANS AND VARIANCES A R E * ' > 
DO 280 E — 1 y N y1 
WRITE(12 y 250)E 
250 FORMAT(/ylOXy'SYSTEM NO = 'yI2)
DO 280 Fr“ 1 y K y 1
GO T O (255 y 255 y 265 y 256 y 256 y275)F
255 WR I TE." (12 y 260 ) F y HRM ( E y Fr) y HRV(EyF)
GO TO 280
256 NF=F-1
WRITE (12 y 260 ) NF y HRM ( E y Fr) y HRV < E y F )
260 FORMATdOXy'HAUL..ROAD NO 'yI2.y' MEAN IS 'yF8.2y 
1' AND VARIANCE IS 'yF8.2)
GO TO 280 
265 WRITE(12y267)HRM(EyF)y H R V (Ey F )
267 F O R M A T d O Xy'SHOVEL MEAN IS 'yF8.2y
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1' AND VARIANCE IS 'yF8t2>
GO TO 280 
275 WRITE(12y277)HRM(E?F)yHRV<EyF>
277 FORMAT(10X y 7CRUSHER MEAN IS 'yF8*2y
1' AND VARIANCE IS 'yF8.2>
280 CONTINUE
C BLOCK 3 - DO THE INITIAL CALCULATIONS *
DO 290 E=1>N»1 
EXPWS(E )"0♦0 
TRUWS(E )-0♦0 






310 F0RMAT(///?10X?'ITERATION NUMBER 'yI3>
DO 480 E — 1 y N y 1 
C ADD ALL HR MEANS AND VARS EXCEPT F=3.
TRSUM-0♦0 
TRVAR=0*0 
DO 320 F — 1 y K y 1 
IF < F ♦E Q ♦3 > GO TO 320 
T R S U M - T R S U M t H R M ( E y F >
T R V A R - T R V A R1- H R V ( E y F )
320 CONTINUE
T = TRSUM-f TRUWC 
ST2=TRVART ( TRUWC**2 ♦ 0 >
ST-SQRT(S T 2 )
TS-HRM < E y 3)
SS-SQRT(HRV < E y 3))
VALK-TS/T














CALL RHQ < ROES y NO y V A L K )
CALL ERHO(ROEA y NO ̂ VALK)
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C BLOCK 4 - c a l c u l a t e: the wait t i m e s *
UE=< (FLOAT(NO)*TS>/ROES)--<T+TS>
WA~(< FLOAT < NO)*TS)/ROEA)-(TITS)
WB=(FLOAT < NO)*TS)-(T+TS)
IF (WB ♦ L.T *0*0) WB-0 * 0 
IF(PEND*NE*1*0>G0 TO 390 
360 WRITE <12 y 370)E
370 FORMAT(/y 9X y' SYSTEM NUMBER '>12)
WRITE <12 y 380)NO y WE y WA y WB 
3S0 FORMAT(12Xy'NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 'yI3y/y12Xy
17EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS d  FS*2y' SECONDS*'y/v12Xy 
2 'EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS dF8*2y/ SECONDS * ' y / y12X y 
3 7CQNST-CONST WAITING TIME IS dF8*2)
C BLOCK 6 - CALCULATE THE CORRECTION FACTOR *
390 IF(< ST/T)♦GE♦0♦5)GO TO 400
C = < S S / T S ) + < <1 * 0 ~ (S S / T S ))*2*Ot(ST/T)# < WA/WE > > +
1 < < 1 ♦ 0- < SS/TS > ) * (1 ♦ 0- < 2 ♦ 0* < ST/T) ) ) He (WB/WE) )
GO TO 420 
400 C= (SS/TS) + ((1 -■ ( SS/TS ) ) * (WA/W) )
420 IF(FLAG♦ GT♦0 * 0)GO TO 600 
TRUWS<E)=C*WE 
EXF’US (E ) " WE
IF(PEND♦NE♦1♦0)GO TO 480 
430 WR I TE (12 y 440 5 E y TRUWS ( E )
440 FORMATdOXy'TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL dI2y' IS dF8.2> 
480 CONTINUE





DO 540 E=lrNfl 
DO 520 -F=ly <K-1> y1 
TME.AN-TMEAN+HRM (E y F )
















C BLOCK 7 - CRUSHER WAIT*
600 EXPWC=WE
TRUWC=C*UE
IF" ( REND ♦ NE »1♦0)GO TO 630 
610 WFLTTE (12 y 620) TRUWC
620 FORMAT(10X?'TRUE WAIT AT CRUSHER IS '?F8*2?
1' SECONDS*')
630 IF(PEND♦EG♦1♦0)GO TO 890 
MN=0
DO 650 E-ly N ?1
IF < ABS (CHWT (E ) - TRUWS (E )) * COT ♦ 1 ♦ 0) GO TO 640 
MN"MN+1 
640 CHWT(E )“TRUWS(E )
650 CONTINUE
IF(MM♦EQ♦N )GO TO 800 
GO TO 300
C BLOCK 8 - CALC AND WRITE PRODUCTION RESULTS♦
800 TOT ~0♦0
RTOTAL-O♦0 
EXPTOT ::0 * 0 
DO 880 E~:l y N ? 1 
T0T=0*0



















868 EPROD (E)=FLOAT (NUM) *EP 
RPROD(E )-FLOAT<NUM)*RP 
EXPTOT-EXPTOT+EPROD(E )









WRITE <12 y 310)G 
GO TO 300
WRITE <12 y 900 >EXPPD y PRODTN
FORMAT(//y10X y'EXPONENTIAL PRODUCTION IS = 'j 




s u b r o u t i n e  r h o ( R o e s , n , v a l k j
N T = N
T 0 T = 0 , 0
0 L D C = 1.  0
DO 100 I J = 1 * N , 1
NC = NT
N T s N T - 1
FRAC=FLOa T(NC?*VAIK
C O M P 5 F R A C * O L D C
OLDC=COMP
I F ( C 0 M P , L T , 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ) G O  TC 120
T0T=T0T+C0k P
CONTINUE













DC 100 Ijsi,{ 1 >  > i 
NTb NT-1
N C = N T
R I = F L 0 a T U  j ) * V a LK 
EXPF = EXP(R I >-1,0
COMPr(FLOAT<NC)*EXPF#0LDC)/FLCAT(IJ)
OLDC=COMR
IF(COMP.l T,0,0000000gi)GD TO 120 
TQT=TOT*COm P
CO n TINUE





*** RESULTS OF ELBRONDS METHOD ***
NUMBER OF SHOVELS = 4
NUMBER OF PHASES .= 6
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 48
CAPACITY OF THE TRUCKS IN TONS IS 100*00 
OPERATING HOURS IN THE SHIFT ARE 6*20
THE VALUES OF THE MEANS AND VARIANCES ARE:
SYSTEM NO = I
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 260*00 AND VARIANCE IS 14*00
HAULROAD NO 2 MEAN IS 120*00 AND VARIANCE IS 6*00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 108*00 AND VARIANCE IS 11*0 0
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 128*00 AND VARIANCE I o 15*00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 613*00 AND VARIANCE IS 58 * 00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 32*00 AND VARIANCE IS 8 * 00
SYSTEM NO - 2
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 260*00 AND VARIANCE IS 14 * 00
HAULROAD NO 2 MEAN IS 182*00 AND VARIANCE IS 9*00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 108*00 AND VARIANCE IS 11 ♦ 00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 238*00 AND VARIANCE IS 28*00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 613*00 AND VARIANCE IS 58*00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 32*00 AND VARIANCE IS CO ♦ o o
SYSTEM NO = 3
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 260*00 AND VARIANCE IS 14 *00
HAULROAD NO 2 MEAN IS 243*00 AND VARIANCE IS 13* 00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 144*00 AND VARIANCE IS .15* 00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 367*00 AND VARIANCE IS 31 *00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 613*00 AND VARIANCE IS K* »'*%fr00
CRUSHER MEAN IS 32*00 AND VARIANCE IS 8* 00
SYSTEM NO = 4
HAULROAD NO 1 MEAN IS 260*00 AND VARIANCE IS 14*00
HAULROAD NO o MEAN IS 298*00 AND VARIANCE IS 17 * 00
SHOVEL MEAN IS 144*00 AND VARIANCE IS 15*00
HAULROAD NO 3 MEAN IS 483*00 AND VARIANCE IS 47*00
HAULROAD NO 4 MEAN IS 613*00 AND VARIANCE IS 58*00




NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 12
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL
SYSTEM NUMBER 2
NUMBER OF TRUCKS - 13
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL
SYSTEM NUMBER 3
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 11
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL
SYSTEM NUMBER 4
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 12
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
TRUE WAITING TIME FOR SHOVEL
SYSTEM NUMBER 5
NUMBER OF TRUCKS = 48
EXPONENTIAL WAITING TIME IS 
EXP-CONST WAITING TIME IS 
CONST-CONST WAITING TIME IS 






















EXPONENTIAL PRODUCTION IS = 56140*1
ACTUAL PRODUCTION IS = 70283*8 TONS
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APPENDIX D.
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